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PREFACE

This report concerns one of the fourteen major transporta-

tion corridors in the San Francisco Bay Region: The Westbay

Corridor on the eastern side of the Peninsula between San

Francisco and San Jose.

A number of transportation facilities exists along the

major north-south axis of the corridor: one rail line, two

freeways, several major arterials. The present share of

mass transit in the movement of persons in the corridor is

small; the expansion of that share is a goal of both regional

and local transportation plans.

One way to expand the share of mass transit in the corridor

is the provision of a new rapid transit facility. An exten-

sion of the Bay Area Rapid Transit system as far as Menlo

Park has been studied in depth; the report of that study has

been completed recently.

Another way to expand the share of mass transit is the

increased utilization of an existing facility - the rail line

of Southern Pacific Transportation Company between San Fran-

cisco and San Jose. It is the feasibility of this course

of action that is the subject of this report.

The report discusses several upgrading alternatives and

compares them with each other but not with trie extension of

BART nor with other possible courses of action in the

corridor. It provides one necessary component for decision
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making, to be used in conjunction with information on other

courses of action. We hope it will be helpful in snaping

the future of the corridor and of the region.
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1.0 CONCLUSIONS

1. The Southern Pacific Peninsula Rail Passenger Service

is an important transportation resource that is currently

underutilized

.

2. It appears feasible to increase the utilization of

the Peninsula Rail Passenger Service in several ways —

- by a minor upgrading of access to the rail service

- by a major upgrading of the commute service involving

a link to BART at Daly City that would distribute

passengers throughout downtown San Francisco close to

their trip ends

- by a major upgrading of the commute service involving

an extension into the Transbay Terminal that would

deliver passengers in downtown San Francisco close to

their trip ends.

3. It appears feasible to increase the capacity of the

Peninsula Rail Service by upgrading its trains, tracks,

and stations.

4. It appears physically possible to convert the Peninsula

Rail Passenger Service from a commute operation into an

all-day, all-week transit operation. It does not appear

feasible for financial and other reasons to attempt the

conversion at this time.
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5. Upgrading of Peninsula Rail Service offers a range of

opportunities for combining the experience of a private

carrier with the resources of public agencies.

6. Upgrading of Peninsula Rail Service offers a range of

opportunities for stepwise expansion of service in

response to changes in demand. This flexibility is

an important asset in view of the uncertainties of

future transit demand.

7. Decisions on the future of Peninsula Rail Passenger

Service are needed at an early date for coordination

with other developments pending in the Westbay Corridor.
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2.0 BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

Mass transit service in the Westbay Corridor for trips

between San Mateo County and Santa Clara County communities

and San Francisco has been provided over the years primar-

ily by Southern Pacific peninsula passenger trains . This

service is oriented chiefly toward the commuter; it is

augmented by Greyhound bus service and by several local

transit operations.

During the years following World War II, the peninsula

experienced problems of growth and congestion much like

other parts of the San Francisco Bay Region. The Bay Area

Rapid Transit system (BART) was planned in the 1950' s to

accommodate growth in transportation demand and to provide

rapid, frequent, regional transit service throughout the

metropolitan area. Several variations of providing BART and local

service in the Westbay corridor were proposed during the

1950' s and 1960's. These proposals were rejected by

governmental bodies and the electorate for various reasons,

among them the cost of constructing BART and the availability

of the Southern Pacific commute service.

Growth and transportation problems continued in the Westbay

Corridor. Consequently, the extension of BART, first to the

San Francisco Airport and then through central and southern

San Mateo County, were again explored thoroughly in recent

years through the joint efforts of several public agencies.

In the course of these efforts, it became apparent that
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information on the present Southern Pacific peninsula

passenger service and on its potential for upgrading was

required prior to further decisions on the future of

Westbay Corridor transportation.

The upgrading of Southern Pacific peninsula service has

been considered previously by various public and private

groups. No action has resulted, however, partly because

earlier planning involved only parts of the corridor, and

partly because Southern Pacific is unwilling to invest in

an unprofitable operation when such investments may lead to

further losses.

The emergence in recent years of the Metropolitan Transpor-

tation Commission (MTC) at the regional level and of the

Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) at the

federal level has altered the picture. MTC has the respon-

sibility to coordinate transportation plans involving the

entire corridor; UMTA has the authority to provide

financial assistance through federal funds. Upon a request

from the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors, the Metro-

politan Transportation Commission decided in 1973 to study

the "political and legal implications of integrating the

existing Southern Pacific Commuter service . . . into the

Bay Area Regional Transportation System" and the "feasibility

of upgrading levels of service through public assistance. "

Recommendations oi> the level of service most effective as

an alternate to a BART-type system are also part of the

study.
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MTC secured financial assistance from UMTA to cover two thirds of

the study cost, provided the remaining one third, formulated

a work program, and designated its Work Program Committee as

the Board of Control for the study. The Board of Control

retained a project director and outside consultants on

railroad operations and on legal aspects. The study was

begun in January 1974.

The study staff reviewed the present operations and prepared

preliminary specifications for various levels of upgrading.

Individual elements of the system were then examined in

detail through field inspections, contacts with railroad and

public agency personnel, and analysis of reference documents.

Advisory committees of technical experts from various agen-

cies and of citizens from the affected communities were

formed; commissioners and study staff met regularly with

these committees to report progress, discuss issues, and

receive comments. Consultants and MTC staff members assist-

ing in the study submitted results of their work to tne

study staff.

This summary contains the results of the study in condensed

form. It seeks to answer the initial question: Is it

feasible? It provides only a preliminary answer to the next

question: How should it be done?

The following sections discuss present service, alternatives

for the future, and the feasibility of tnese alternative:,.
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Detailed technical material used for this summary is

available separately as follows:

Legal Considerations - Robert T. Anderson (23 p.)

Operations, Marketing and Costs -

Carl R. Englund, Jr. (175 p.)

Reference Supplement (28 p.)
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3.0 PENINSULA RAIL SERVICE - PAST AND PRESENT

3 . 1 The Westbay Corridor*

The Westbay Corridor extends from San Francisco in the north

to San Jose in the south and includes the narrow band of

intensively developed urban area between the Bay and the

crest of the peninsula hills. It links California's third

and fourth largest cities. Three transbay bridges join it

to the East Bay. The San Francisco Airport and the ports of

San Francisco and Redwood City are located along the edge

of the Bay; San Jose airport is also within the corridor

near the southern end of the Bay.

San Mateo County, astride the peninsula between San Francisco

and Santa Clara County, is a we11-developed residential area

with heavy commute travel both north and south. Main high-

ways are often overcrowded, and rights-of-way for new

facilities are not available without extensive disruption to

communities and the environment.

At the south end, the corridor widens into the more spacious

Santa Clara valley. In Santa Clara County, transport issues

are more related to the problems of rapid and spreading

urban growth. Low density development has caused heavy

reliance on the automobile and considerable difficulty in

providing transit service. The highway system is dominant

but its expansion is encountering increasing opposition.

*This section based in part on the Regional Transportation Plan
of MTC, 1974
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Two major freeways and rail and bus commuter service traverse

the length of the corridor. Bayshore freeway (US 101) and the

Southern Pacific tracks are located near the eastern edge of the

corridor. Most but not all residential development is to the

west; most but not all industrial development is to the east.

The bulk of corridor traffic originating in the residential areas

flows east towards Bayshore freeway and the railroad; the

recent completion of the Interstate 280 freeway on the west

side of the corridor and the beginning of rapid transit service

to BART's western terminus in Daly City have drawn some traffic

away from the east side of the corridor.

3 . 2 Southern Pacific Rail Passenger Service

3.21 Fixed Facilities

Peninsula passenger service operates between the San Fran-

cisco station at Third and Townsend Streets, and the San

Jose station at The Alameda near Montgomery Street, over

nearly 47 miles of double track main line (see figure 1) . Curva-

ture and grades on the route are minimal, and the track is in

excellent condition. The route includes four tunnels, all

in San Francisco, totaling nearly 1.7 miles in lengtn. The

rail line is equipped with automatic block signals. It

crosses 65 streets at grade; crossings are protected

with gates and flashing signals. At some 25 addi-

tional crossings, rail and street traffic are separated by

over- and undercrossings . There are 24 train stops between

terminals, H with station buildings and 13 with shelters
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of lighter construction. Approximately 3500 all-day parking

spaces are available at peninsula stations at a moderate fee.

3.22 Rolling Stock

There are some 20 conventional diesel locomotives used in

the peninsula passenger service, among them several

SDP-45 units, considered very well suited for subur-

ban operation; more SDP-45 's are expected on the

peninsula line in the future. Passenger cars in use are

split almost evenly between two types: single level,

96-seat, non-airconditioned cars built in 1924/7, and

bilevel, 145- and 164-seat airconditioned cars built in

1*55/7 and 1968.

3.23 Operations

Present train operations reflect the characteristics of a

commute service: They are designed mainly to provide

peninsula residents with line haul transportation for

work trips between their home area and San Francisco during

the morning and evening peaks. This main function is per-

formed competently by Southern Pacific; commuters are

provided with fast, generally comfortable, reliable and

safe transportation.

On weekdays, 22 trains are operated in each direction over
#

the full distance between San Jose and San Francisco.

Twelve of the 22 trains are concentrated within a two-hour

peak period, eight of them within the peak sixty minutes.
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During the peak, trains are spaced three to tour minutes

apart on the line; due to skip-stop and express operation,

however, intervals between trains stopping at a given

station are of the order of ten minutes and up. Speeds

range from 35 mph on local runs (including stops) to 50 mph for

the express portions of runs during the peak; overall on- time

performance is good.

Trains operate during about 18 hours of the day. Weekday

off-peak service is sparse with some intervals of more than

two hours between trains. Saturday and Sunday service is

reduced to twe±ve and nine trains in each direction.

Trains vary in length between one and nine cars. Locomotives oper-

ate at the front end of trains only and are turned at the end of

each one-way trip. The basic train crew consists of four

men; a second brakeman ana a second conductor are added on

trains exceeding tnree cars, and a third conductor is aaaed

for trains exceeding six cars.

3 . 24 Costs

The peninsula passenger service is a small part of Southern

Pacific's total operations. It shares rail facilities with

freight service and is linked in other ways with the rest

of the system; consequently, any determination of its costs

contains assumptions and simplifications. Information in

this report is based on expense records maintained by SP
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in accordance with rules established by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. For 1972, these records show adjusted t

expenses for the peninsula passenger service of $7.3 million,

distributed among major expense categories approximately as

follows

:

Transportation - train and yard crews,
station employees, fuel, etc. 60%

Maintenance of equipment, including
depreciation 25%

Taxes and Interest 8%

Maintenance of Way and Structures 5%

Operating expenses for the entire Southern Pacific Company

during the same period exceeded $1,300 million.

Inter-railroad comparisons show that SP's unit cost levels

are generally comparable to, and in some instances lower

tnan, those of other commuter operations; the share of labor

cost in the $7.3 million total appears to be greater for

SP than for other roads. These comparisons are rough yard-

sticks only since conditions vary among railroads.

3.25 Ridership

Weekday ridership on the peninsula amounts to approximately

10,000 passengers in each direction. Its distribution in

time and among origin/destination zones reflects the commute

characteristics of the service: 85% of the riders use the

train during the peak; 85% of the riders make trips with

one trip end in San Francisco. Only small numoers of
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passengers ride during off-peak periods, or during the peak

but between non-San Francisco points, or during the peak

but in the light direction. During the two morning peak

hours, some 7,00u commuters arrive in San Francisco; during

the same period, less than 50 arrive in San Jose.

The ridership peak is narrow and very sharp particularly

in comparison to similar rail commute operations in other

metropolitan areas. More than ten percent of the daily passengers

are carried on one single train. The average length of

ride is quite high and appears to be increasing over the

years; more tnan two thirds of tne commuters come from

Santa Clara County and southern San Mateo County and travel

more than 25 miles by train.

Ridership has declined gradually over the past twenty years

from about 9 million passengers per year in the early 1950's

to about 5.4 million in 1973. During the same time period,

population, employment, and travel in the Westbay corridor

have all increased substantially; thus, the rail share of

the transportation market has declined drastically. Among

work trips through the corridor to downtown San Francisco,

the share is roughly 2u%; for other segments of the markftl

such as worktrips to non-downtown locations, non-work trips

into San Francisco, and reverse commuting, it is much less.

3.26 Fares and Revenues

Two basic types of fares are charged in peninsula passenger

service, single ride and multi-ride or commute. Several
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types of multi-ride tickets are available; all of them orrer

substantial savings over single riae tickets. The entire

route is divided into six fare zones. On muiti-ride tickets,

fares range upward from 2.4C per mile; on single rides, upward

from 5.3C per mile. These levels are comparable to those of

other commute services, but again inter-railroad comparisons

must be used with caution.

Fares have been increased in recent years, largely as a

result of inflationary pressures. 1972 revenues amounted to

$4.2 million, considerably short of operating expenses. This

shortfall is characteristic of virtually all U.S. rail com-

mute operations and of many other mass transit operations

as well.

3 . 3 Southern Pacific Freight Rail Service

A considerable volume of freignt traffic moves over the

peninsula line. Two major yards at San Francisco (Bayshore)

and San Jose and various minor yard facilities serve that

traffic. A large portion of tne freight cars moves only

over the 22 miles of the line located north of the Redwood

City junction where tracks connecting with the East Bay

join the Peninsula line. Far more rail freight is received

than shipped by the industries located along the line.

There are several types of treight traffic operations, and

they differ in mainline occupancy and therefore in their

potential for conflict with passenger operations. Through
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trains, inter-yard transfers, and service to industries

located on separate service tracks require relatively nar-

row time slots on the main line tracks. Service to

industries whose spur tracks tie right into the main line

requires much wiaer time slots. Only a small portion of

total freight service is in the second category, but it

generates considerable interference, particularly since

most switching is performed in daytime. The total number

of freight cars moved over the line has decreased in

recent years, while the number of cars involved in switching

directlv off the mainline has increased slightly.

Freight service generally is more complex and less predic-

table than passenger train operations. Local switching

varies from day to day and often includes work that cannot

be anticipated so that contingency time must be allowed.

During the five hours of peak passenger traffic on weekdays,

the mainline is virtually cleared of all freight operations.
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4.0 PENINSULA RAIL SERVICE - ALTERNATIVES FOR THE FUTURE

4 . 1 General Issues - Commute Service and Transit Service

Increased utilization of existing railroad facilities by

initiating or expanding commuter service is a concept that

has attracted considerable attention in various metropolitan

areas in recent years. The rail commute services proposed

seem particularly attractive as a moderate investment measure

to alleviate highway congestion, air pollution, and fuel

problems. Several characteristics are common to most

proposals and apply to the peninsula also:

- New or expanded commute service can share existing rail

facilities with the freight service but is limited in

hours of operation and in headways by the need to be

'freight compatible'.

- New or expanded commute service may be accomplished by

some form of assistance from public funds, but the injec-

tion of such funds usually means a reduction in the

'freight subsidy' used previously by the railroad to

help finance the commute service.

- New or expanded commute service on existing facilities

causes less growth and development impact on the surround-

ing area than the construction or an entirely new facility.

The expansion of rail passenger service contains implica-

tions for larger issues of transportation planning in the

corridor and the entire metropolitan area. Providing
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additional service to the commuter simply maintains and

accentuates the sharp peaks in time and dense concentrations

in space that characterize present patterns of employment

and transportation. The question arises whether the use of

rail facilities can be expanded sufficiently to serve more

than commuters and to provide tripmakers with varied trip

purposes with a choice between auto and rail at many points

and at many times. This extends the upgrading of a commute

service into a different concept: that of a rail transit

service operating frequently throughout the day and the

week. A different set of characteristics applies:

* Rail transit service is not 'freight compatible' but

requires its own set of tracks

* Rail transit service is more costly to establish and

operate

* Rail transit service is more likely to affect growth

and development in the rail corridor .

Selected characteristics of rail commute and rail transit

operation are compared in table 1. The choice between

rail commute and rail transit service transcends the

question of upgrading and must be decided in the context

of local and regional plans and goals.
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4„_2_ Local Issues - Service to San Francisco , the Airports,
and San Jose

In addition to the general characteristics just described,

several local factors play a major role in upgrading consid-

erations, especially three large traffic attractors:

1. The San Francisco Central Business District

2. The San Francisco International Airport

3. The San Jose/Santa Clara Area

The role of each is discussed briefly now.

1. The San Francisco Central Business District is the

largest single destination of present riders but it is

not served directly by the railroad. The San Francisco

depot at Townsend Street is separated from the finan-

cial and shopping districts near Market Street by about

a mile in distance and by more than fifteen minutes

in walking time. Consequently, less than 30% of present

passengers walk to their destinations; the remainder

transfers to some other vehicle, mainly to Municipal

Railway buses. The terminal is now being shifted one

block further west to a location still more distant

from the trip ends of some passengers.

The Townsend Street location of the San Francisco

terminal is an obstacle to the CBD-destined commuter

who must expend additional time and fares, and a
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deterrent to the off-peak rider who must contend with

less frequent transit service or pedestrian hazards

on the streets.

2. The San Francisco Airport near Millbrae, thirteen rail

miles from the Townsend Street terminal, is the largest

traffic attractor located between San Francisco and

San Jose. At present, there is no linkage between rail

service and airport whatsoever. Physical conditions

for establishing a link are unusually favorable:

- The Southern Pacific rail line passes within less

than an air mile of the airport terminal.

- There appears to be ample space for a rail station

near the airport interchange on Bayshore freeway

(US 101)

.

- The airport interchange will be revised and improved,

probably in 1975. The revision will include an over-

crossing of Bayshore freeway, linking an area close

to the railroad tracks with the service roads leading

to the terminal. The overcrossing should be suitable

for use by shuttle buses between rail station and

airport.

Service to the airport by an airport rail station and

shuttle bus seems quite feasible. An estimate of the

ridership that may be attracted to this service must

be tempered by these considerations:
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- Airport trips are made by air travelers, employees,

and visitors. At the San Francisco airport, employees

make more trips than any other group. Their airport

trip ends are distributed over the airport area;

many work at maintenance shops away from the passen-

ger terminal. Their residence trip ends are

scattered throughout the Westbay and beyond. These

trip patterns make it difficult to attract them to a

train/shuttle bus combination.

- Air travelers as a group tend to have a low tolerance

for ground access trips involving multiple transfers

and waiting. Many air travelers residing in the

Bay Area are likely to have ready access to auto

transportation. Many air travelers visiting the Bay

Area may not have such ready access, but studies

elsewhere indicate that those most likely to use the

train for their ground access trips would come mainly

from one specific group: air travelers whose Bay Area

trip end is in the CBD and who carry only one or at

most two pieces of baggage.

- While air travel has peak periods similar to those of

urban traffic, there is a distribution of flight

departure and arrival times throughout the 2 4 -hour

day and the entire week. To attract a significant

share of air travelers to the train for their airport

access trips, rail service would have to be available
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at frequent intervals through the day and the week.

These considerations do not preclude rail service on

Southern Pacific tracks to San Francisco Airport; they

should help to evaluate realistically the ridership

potential of such service.

3. The San Jose - Santa Clara Area is a major but neglected

center along the rail line. When Southern Pacific began

the peninsula passenger service decades ago, its main

function was to provide sparsely settled San Mateo and

Santa Clara County communities with a link to The City.

That orientation still persists to a large extent.

Meanwhile, conditions have changed drastically. Popula-

tion and economic activity of the San Jose area have

grown sharply and continue to grow while San Francisco's

population has leveled off.

Upgrading of the rail service should benefit both of the

larae cities and contribute substantially to improving

their transportation systems. This objective is difficult

to achieve for the San Jose area at this time for several

reasons

:

- Topography: Below the San Mateo - Santa Clara County

line, the fairly narrow strip of land between Bay and

hills widens gradually from a corridor into a basin,

less suitable to being served by a single north-south

line

.
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- Development: Commercial and residential development

in the San Jose area is of a much lower density than

in San Francisco; it has occurred largely since the

second World War and has grown up with little relation

to the Southern Pacific rail line.

- Rail Facilities: The San Jose station is also located

away from the heart of the Central Business District,

and the role of that district in the future develop-

ment of San Jose is less clear than in San Francisco.

South of the station, there is only a single track

passing through the commercial and residential develop-

ments in the southern and western parts of the city; it

is not readily convertible to local passenger service.

The rail line passes near San Jose airport but the

street pattern requires a circuitous routing for a

shuttle connection.

- Transportation planning: San Jose and the entire

county are now in the process of planning a future

transportation pattern that would modify the current

heavy dependence on the automobile. Included in this

effort is the search for ways to link up with Westbay

and Eastbay mass transit systems north of San Jose.

Decisions are some time away.

The upgrading plans considered in this study do not yet

provide specific solutions to the broader transit prob-

lems facing the San Jose/Santa Clara area. We consider
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this an important area for continued effort in cooperation

with local agencies.

4 • 3 Alternatives for Upgrading Peninsula Rail Service

Many ideas on various aspects of upgrading the rail service

were generated by advisory committees, by the study staff,

and by others. They were analyzed and organized into three

major alternatives:

1. Minor upgrading of the commute service — retention of

an SP-operated, SP-financed commute service between

present terminal locations but with improved access to

stations on the peninsula and in San Francisco.

2. Major upgrading of the commute service — change of the

San Francisco terminal location, increased train service,

improvements to facilities and equipment, financial

assistance from public funds.

3. Conversion from commute into transit service — trains

running at frequent intervals throughout the day, con-

struction of additional track to separate passenger from

freight operations, construction of over- and undercrossings

to separate rail and highway traffic, provision of air-

port service.

These concepts are 'nested' — each contains most elements of

the concept preceding it. A discussion follows.
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4.31 Minor Upgrading of the Commute Service

Alternative 1 - Minor upgrading of the commute service - in-

cludes those improvements possible within the present

framework of organization and operation. SP would continue

to operate the trains as at present between San Jose and

San Francisco - Townsend Street.

As a privately-owned transportation utility, Southern

Pacific is subject to regulation by state and federal bodies.

The past pattern of regulation of the peninsula passenger

service by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)

indicates that CPUC considers SP to have a responsibility to

provide this service, and that CPUC grants moderate adjust-

ments in fares and service if there is a showing that such

adjustments are justified. CPUC has not ordered the major

increases in fares required to meet the company's goal of

a self-supporting operation, nor has CPUC ordered the major

increases in service required to meet the goals of some

citizens groups for an enlarged role of mass transit on the

peninsula. In the absence of drastic changes in conditions,

this pattern of regulation is likely to continue.

The upgrading that is possible within these limits is primar-

ily in the area of access. For train riders who park,

additional spaces can be provided as the City of San Mateo

is now planning to do. For train riders who use or may

wish to use the various bus systems in peninsula communities,
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connections and information on bus service can be improved.

Both San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties are currently-

planning and implementing major expansions of local bus

service; attention to the needs of train riders can improve

access and attract some new riders.

For the occasional rider, access to train information is

equally as important as access to the train. To attract

him, train information in time tables and by telephone

can be made available more readily than is the case now;

to orient him, guide signs can be posted on streets leading

to the station.

To achieve any significant results, the improvements in

access would require coordinated action on the part of the

various communities along the line. Financial help from

federal funds under one of the various transportation or

community improvement programs may become available. While

no detailed cost analyses have been prepared, it is esti-

mated that access can be improved throughout the peninsula

at an initial cost on the order of $1 million.

The most serious access problem exists in San Francisco due

to the terminal location. Improvements in bus equipment and

bus operation are possible, but the potential time savings

in loading and running the buses appear too small to compen-

sate for the basic inconvenience of the remote location.

There are plans to serve the Townsend Street area by an



extension of the Geary corridor underground Muni Metro line,

but their realization is years away.

The possible effects of minor upgrading must be viewed in

a realistic perspective. The envelope of attraction from

which residents are drawn to commute railroads tends to be

narrow; the numbers of additional commuters and non-commuters

that can be attracted solely by improved access are small -

we estimate less than ten percent - and the goal of integrating

the peninsula rail service into the regional transit system

would be achieved only to a limited extent.

On the other hand, the improvement of access is also an im-

portant component of the major upgrading programs described

in the next sections

.

4.32 Major Upgrading of the Commute Service

Alternative 2 - Major upgrading of the commute service -

includes improvements outside the present framework of

organization and operation but within the limits of the

existing double track mainline and of freight compatibility.

It involves chanqes in location of the northern terminal,

in some fixed facilities, in rolling stock, in operations

and in financing. It represents an attempt to maximize

capacity and use of the basic peninsula rail line.

The location of the San Francisco terminal is crucial. Even

if upgrading results in greatly increased intra-peninsula

riding and off-peak riding, the San Francisco-bound commuter
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will continue to provide the largest number of riders and

the backbone of the operation for the foreseeable future.

His needs must be considered.

Two major courses of action are available on the terminal

problem. One is to improve access to the terminal

or the rail line. The other is to move the terminal close

to the center of gravity of the San Francisco trip ends

and thus reduce the access trip for most passengers to

a short walk.

Improved access has been discussed earlier in terms of

Municipal Railway service to the Townsend Street location.

An alternative step is the utilization of BART as a col-

lector and distributor of peninsula train riders through-

out downtown San Francisco by linking the SP line to the

BART terminal in Daly City via SP's San Bruno branch (see

figure 2). This choice is designated as Alternative 2a .

Trains would continue to operate north from San Jose as

at present but then branch off the mainline just north of

the present San Bruno station and follow the tracks on the

existing right-of-way to their terminus at Alemany Boulevard/

Knowles Avenue in Daly City, where a terminal and transfer

facilities to BART across the street would be constructed.

Major consequences to train riders of such a change would

include

:



Figure 2

Upgrading Alternative 2a
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Total trip time between home and work or other destina-

tion would decrease for most users. A larger share

of the total trip time would be spent aboard the train -

both peninsula and BART - and a lesser amount in walking

to final destination or aboard the Municipal Railway.

Many San Francisco destinations would become accessible

within walking distance of train stations: Financial

District, Union Square, Civic Center, the Mission.

Much of San Francisco would become more accessible since

BART connects with far more Muni lines than present SP

service does.

Much of the Bay Area would become more accessible since

BART serves the Eastbay and connects with Golden Gate

Transit lines.

Peninsula train riders using the South San Francisco

station and the San Francisco stops south of Townsend

Street (some 500 per weekday) will no longer have train

service available.



In addition to construction of a terminal facility at Daly

City, renovation of the San Bruno branch is necessary,

including double tracking, an added bridge span over El

Camino Real, improved crossing protection, and possibly

additional stations. At the same time, much of the land

at Townsend Street now occupied by terminal facilities and

storage tracks would become available for other uses.

Many details of this concept remain to be specified: The

selection of tunnel or overhead ramp to link BART with the penin-

sula train station ; location of tracks for daytime train

storage and servicing; and others. Construction costs for the

San Bruno branch - Daly City alternative are estimated at $12

million.

A Daly City transfer would improve service for most though not

for all present users, would integrate peninsula rail service

with the regional transportation system, and would keep the

rail corridor open to extend BART at some time in the future

should this be desired. It is a low risk alternative: freight-

compatible for the present and BART -compatible for the future.

It would, however, relinquish rail access for conventional passen-

ger trains into San Francisco, and it seems unlikely that such

access would ever be restored.

The other upgrading choice, designated as Alternative 2b , is an

extension of the rail service into the heart of the Central
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Business District. This is a formidable undertaking in any

major city; it is especially difficult in San Francisco, where

CBD density is the highest in the western United States and

where none of the previous efforts to establish a centrally

located rail terminal have succeeded.

Four possible locations near Market Street were examined; the

most promising of these is the site of the Transbay Terminal at

First and Mission Streets, presently under consideration for

development into a regional transportation center. Trains

would continue east beyond the present terminal on Third Street

for about one block along or adjacent to King Street. The

tracks would then curve north to enter First Street near Brannan,

go into tunnel at Bryant Street and continue under First Street

for four blocks to the vicinity of Mission Street, ending in an

underground station (see figure 3) . Major consequences to train

riders of this change include:

* Total trip time between home and work or other destination

would decrease for most users. A larger share of the total

trip time would be spent aboard the train, which would

require several additional minutes to reach the terminal;

a lesser amount would be spent in walking or aboard the

Municipal Railway.

* Many SF CBD destinations would become accessible without

transfer and without additional fare.



Figure 3

Upgrading Alternative 2b.
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* Many other San Francisco and Bay Area destinations would

become more accessible since BART's Montgomery Street

station is within one block of the transbay terminal; a

subsurface pedestrian link is under consideration. Golden

Gate Transit lines and other local and intercity carriers

load right at the terminal.

Several conditions relevant to the Transbay Terminal concept

should be pointed out:

o Tracks are now in place along the entire four-block sur-

face portion of the extension. Renovation, realignment,

and double tracking are required, but no demolition of

existing structures appears necessary. It is possible that

tracks can be placed adjacent to or under an extension

of the 1-2 80 freeway for one or more blocks.

o Development of the Transbay Terminal site is under active

consideration by the newly created San Francisco Bay Area

Transportation Terminal Authority. The conversion into a

regional transportation center may include bus ramp connec-

tions to the freeways leading to the peninsula. This opens the

prospect of an integrated, flexible bus-train operation,

including airport service: Peninsula travelers would come

to the terminal and, depending on time of day and desti-

nation, take either train or bus for their trip south.

Similar integrated service has been operated out of this

terminal in the past.
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o Development of the Transbay Terminal is likely to be under-

taken as a joint effort involving public agencies, passen-

ger carriers, and private developers. The addition of

another carrier and of an underground level traversed by

more than 15,000 persons per weekday would add many physical

and administrative complications to an already complex

project.

o The surface portion of the extension would cross at least

five streets. At four of these, grade crossings or closings

might be acceptable; at the fifth, a grade separation will

probably be required. This is Third Street, which is

slated, together with Fourth Street, to become a set of

one-way streets for the entire length of Fourth Street. The

Fourth Street crossing may also have to be grade separated;

both separations would have to be compatible with 1-2 80

ramps and pose difficult problems.

o Daytime train storage and servicing could continue at the

Townsend Street location. Neither the Third Street station,

slated for demolition, nor the Fourth Street station, now

under construction, will be needed.

Construction costs for the Transbay Terminal alternative, ex-

cluding Third and Fourth Street grade separations, are estimated

at $38 million.
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The Transbay Terminal alternative would improve service for

most but not all present users and would integrate peninsula

rail service with the regional transportation system. Should

BART be extended down the peninsula at some time in the future,

the underground rail terminal would probably become obsolete.

Other CBD locations considered were Fourth and Mission, Mission

and Main, and Embarcadero at Market. Neither the locations nor

the track connections to the present line appear to offer the

same advantages as the Transbay Terminal, and they are not

discussed in detail here.

4.33 Capacity Expansion

Either change in northern terminal location is expected to

increase ridership substantially; the increase is estimated

to exceed 50%. Ridership of this magnitude has been handled

in the past; however, a series of steps is planned to increase

capacity and performance of the operation as an integral part

of upgrading:

Increased train capacity - additional bilevel cars;

replacement of locomotives

Increased terminal capacity push-pull operation

Increased track capacity centralized traffic control

Increased station capacity station conversion

Each of these is discussed briefly.
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Increased train capacity ; Most trains operating now are below

the maximum length of nine cars that stations can accommodate;

many trains consist partly or wholly of 96-seat single deck

cars. By replacing the 50-year old single deck cars with

150-seat, airconditioned bilevels and by adding cars up to

full train length, capacity can be increased within present

train schedules. The new cars will be equipped with air-

conditioning units powered by the locomotive. As a related

step, older bilevel cars now equipped with individual a/c motors

will be modified to operate on headend power, and the loco-

motive fleet will be replaced by SDP-45's or equivalent,

capable of generating headend power for train use.

Increased terminal capacity : At either Daly City or Transbay

Terminal, only four or at most six tracks will be available,

and a faster turnaround of trains is a necessity. Conversion

to bush-pull' operation is planned: the locomotive remains

at the same end of the train throughout the roundtrip, pulling

the train in one direction and pushing it in the reverse

direction; during the push phase, the train is controlled from

a second set of controls housed in the rear car. No switching

or turning of the locomotive is required, and the terminal

tracks are freed quickly for the next train.

Increased track capacity : Flexibility of operation and capa-

city of the line will be increased greatly by conversion to

centralized traffic control (CTC) . This system of remote-
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controlled switches, signals, and communications allows the

pair of tracks to be used for either one-way or two-way operation,

allows for passing of trains and, in conjunction with push-

pull operation, allows trains to be turned back rapidly along

the line for second runs during peak hours. The added capacity

would also permit increased frequency of off-peak service up

to hourly while retaining freight compatibility.

Increased station capacity : One-way operation prevails during

the peak at the present time. Virtually no freight operations

take place and the few passenger trains running in the light

direction do not enter stations occupied by opposing trains.

Passengers are free to cross the second track in safety be-

fore boarding or after leaving peak hour trains. The increased

train operations resulting from upgrading will conflict with

that freedom. Separation of the tracks at the stations by

fencing or by center islands will become necessary as well

as separate access to the two sides of the stations by

pedestrian overhead ramps or underpasses.

These expansion steps are related and treated here as a single

capacity package. The cost of the package is estimated at

$53 million.

4.34 Conversion to Rail Transit Service

The upgrading discussed thus far has retained the commuter char-

acteristics of the present operation; it serves predominantly

the northward movement of workers in the morning and their
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southbound return in the evening. Most improvements have been

aimed at better access in terms of location: easier ways to

reach peninsula stations, and changes in location for the

San Francisco terminal. For peninsula rail service to become

more than a commuter line and to serve a larger segment of

the people in the Westbay Corridor, another dimension is needed:

better access in time. When train frequency is reduced be-

low some threshold, say fifteen minutes, the occasional rider

becomes independent of timetables and complicated trip

planning but can go to the station anytime with the knowledge

that his wait will be short. To attract him to transit, there

must also be a high level of local bus service so he can com-

plete his trip with a minumum of delay.

A conversion from a commute service to a rail transit service

would require an enlarged version of the access improvements

discussed under minor upgrading, the 'capacity package', and

one of the San Francisco terminal changes discussed under major

upgrading. It would have these major consequences to train

riders

:

* Reverse commuters, intra-peninsula riders, shoppers, non-

drivers, and others would have greatly improved service

available for north-south trips in the rail corridor.

* Service to special groups of riders such as bicyclists

or the handicapped could be provided more readily.
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* A combination train/shuttle bus service to the airport

could function throughout the day and serve larger

numbers of air travelers, as well as airport workers

traveling during non-peak hours.

The requirements to establish rail transit service, however,

are severe. They include:

o Separation of freight and passenger operations - freight

compatibility is lost. Construction of a continuous

third main track on the eastern side of the right-of-way

for freight service is required; service to west side

freight shippers and receivers will be difficult.

o Separation of rail and highway traffic by constructing

over- and undercrossings of the major streets and by

closing minor crossings - a costly step that will affect

the main streets of many peninsula communities during

construction and alter them permanently upon completion.

Conversion to full transit service would have considerable

growth and development impact on the train corridor. In Santa

Clara County, it is not clear whether the SP line or a more

westerly alignment is most suitable for transit development.

The conversion would for all practical purposes close the option

of extending BART. It would provide integration with the

regional transport system and supply a service level compar-

able to BART. It is expected to increase ridership by more

than 100%.
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The increase may be much larger if the availability of transit

type service both on the rail line and on feeder bus lines

brings about major changes in the tripmaking patterns and

the choice of mode by peninsula residents. Such changes

will not occur suddenly but require time. Upgrading offers

an opportunity to adjust both peak and off-peak service

and allows management to achieve a balance between supply

and demand. A sudden increase in supply without hard evidence

of the existence of strong demand would not appear to be an

advantageous use of the flexibility of the existing rail ser-

vice. A careful comparison with the capabilities of an alter-

nate system such as a BART extension would be mandatory.

The construction cost of conversion to rail transit service is

estimated upwards of $750 million.
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4. 4 Implementation and Impacts

Earlier sections have dealt with upgrading issues and

alternatives. They have been silent on the organizational

and financial arrangements required to bring these changes

about. These matters receive attention now.

4.41 The Southern Pacific Position

The peninsula rail service is owned and operated by Southern

Pacific Transportation Company. The company's position is

vital to any future plans. It is stated below;

* SP wishes to continue to operate passenger service

between San Francisco and San Jose only if it can be

done without incurring a loss.

* SP will invest additional capital in the peninsula

passenger service only if it results in placing the

operation on a non-loss basis.

* SP will not accept a direct subsidy for the peninsula

passenger service since such acceptance usually in-

volves loss of control of the railroad's own operation.

* SP will protect the interests of its peninsula freight

customers; it cannot provide appreciably improved

passenger service over present facilities without jeo-

pardizing those interests.
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4.42 Legal Considerations

An examination of the legal background* led to the following

conclusions

:

Southern Pacific has a legal obligation to continue

to provide San Francisco peninsula passenger rail

service, even though that particular part of its

operation is carried on at a loss, unless it is will-

ing to abandon to the public its property devoted to

the public use, or unless it can convince the Public

Utilities Commission that such loss imposes an undue

burden on its other traffic and on the shipping and

traveling public generally, or that its overall

intrastate operations are carried on at a loss.

° It appears to be clear that upon a proper factual

showing there is legal authority vested in the Public

Utilities Commission to compel Southern Pacific to

improve the service

.

It is not known whether or not the necessary factual

showing can be made , or even whether or not such an

effort will be undertaken, but it does not appear to

be likely.

Discussed in detail in the separate report on Legal Considerations.
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In order to improve the San Francisco peninsula rail

service, it appears very evident that there must be

public agency participation therein in one form or

another.

The provision of an improved San Francisco peninsula

rail service with continued operation by Southern

Pacific is largely dependent upon realistic negotia-

tions with Southern Pacific. Such negotiations should

be undertaken by a public entity or entities legally

authorized to enter into contractual arrangements with

Southern Pacific and having the legal authority to

secure state and federal funds for capital improvements.

It could be done by the Metropolitan Transportation

Commission provided it is given expanded authority ,by

an entity created by a joint powers agreement; by

joint action of the Santa Clara County Transit District,

the San Mateo County Transit District, and the City

and County of San Francisco; by the Santa Clara County

Transit District alone; or by a public entity created

for just such purpose.

The most effective contractual method of accomplishing

improvement of service and continued operation by

Southern Pacific would be a purchase of service agree-
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ment. Under such an agreement, Southern Pacific would

be obligated to provide service as provided therein,

and the public entity would provide capital improve-

ments to the extent that funds were available therefor.

It might also be necessary for the public entity to

provide operating funds to cover any operating deficit.

The legal authority of the public entity to do so

should be clearly provided by legislation. Any such

agreement would be subject to approval by the Calif-

ornia Public Utilities Commission.

In recent years, a number of forms of public-private coexis-

tence in the operation of commuter railroads have emerqed in

the east and midwest. Most of these involve the creation of

a public transit district, eligible to receive federal funds,

as the purchaser and owner of rolling stock. The private

railroad continues to operate the service and retains control

over operations and crews. Operating deficits are covered or

split according to an agreed formula.
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4.43 Financial Impact

The financial impact of the upgrading alternatives on the

Westbay corridor counties has been explored. Its assessment

requires information on the following:

1. Capital requirements.

Preliminary estimates are summarized on table 2.

2. Private share of capital requirements.

This refers to the share contributed by parties involved

in the upgrading as a result of trade-offs. The Daly City

alternative (2a) should benefit Southern Pacific by

making downtown land available for other uses. The Trans-

hay Terminal alternative (2b) should benefit the developer

through increased accessibility to his project. Whether

these benefits can be translated into dollar items that

will contribute to meeting the capital needs of upgrading

depends on future negotiation and cannot be estimated

realistically at this time.

3. Public share of capital requirements.

The difference between items 1 and 2.

4. Net operating cost requirements.

This includes estimates of fares, ridership, revenues,

and costs. Revenues are not likely to cover cost, and a

net operating cost will result.

»
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5. Total public share of financial requirements.

The sum of items 3 and 4

.

6. Existing public resources and obligations.

This refers to the funds available through UMTA grants

and from other existing and future funds designated for

urban transportation purposes. The amounts available

for upgrading will depend both on the level of the funds

and on the claims made upon them by other projects.

7. Additional public resources required.

The difference between items 5 and 6. Part of this

requirement will have to be borne by local residents.

8. Financial plan.

The plan would indicate the distribution of the amount

in item 7 over various sources of revenue, the distribu-

tion among various jurisdictions in the Westbay corridor,

and the distribution in time over various years.

Step 8 above would provide an indication of the financial

impact of upgrading on the individual county and the individual

taxpayer. The development of all the information required for

such an indication is not practical in the context of a feasi-

bility study. It appears, however, that the local share of

the $65 to $91 million investment required will be within

the financial resources of the Westbay corridor counties.
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4.44 Environmental Impacts

Upgrading of the rail service will have physical and envi-

ronmental impacts as well, but these appear to be relatively

minor. Upgrading of the commute service is largely an

increase of rail operations to a level attained in the past

with the exception of operation over the San Bruno Branch

(Alternative 2a). Noise levels, investigated by environmental

planners of the California Department of Transportation*, are

governed mainly by Southern Pacific freight operations and

affected only to a minor extent by increased passenger service.

In air pollution levels, there are trade-offs between old

and new locomotives^ and between added train service and reduced

auto usage; the net changes are not likely to be felt signifi-

cantly. Conversion to all-day, all-week transit service would

have a significant environmental impact both directly through

train operation and indirectly through land use changes.

Any implementation of upgrading will require a more complete

analysis of environmental impacts.

*State of California Department of Transportation, District 04
"Improvement of San Francisco Peninsula Rail Transit Service:
Noise Impact"
May 1974, 51 p.
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5.0 FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVES

The major alternatives discussed in this report are summarized

on table 2, together with an assessment of their feasibility.

This assessment is split into physical, legal, and financial

aspects. The following points should be kept in mind in

the use of this table:

* The alternatives have been given the simplifying labels

of 'commute' and 'transit'. The highest levels of ser-

vice possible within the upgraded 'commute' service

actually provide substantially more transportation than

that required by commuters alone.

* Though based on study and analysis of facts, the assess-

ment of feasibility inherently involves elements of

j udgment

.

* An important aspect of feasibility not covered in the

table is that of public acceptance. An alternative

may be feasible from the physical, legal, and finan-

cial points of view but it will not become reality un-

less accepted by the public and its representatives.

Many positive reactions to the general concept of

upgrading and to specific alternatives were received

at public meetings and by correspondence. Overall

conclusions on acceptance, however, would be premature.
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PTOINSULA PASSENGER RAIL SERVICE:

Alternatives

Minor Upgrading of
SP Commute Service

Major Upgrading of
Commute Service

Facility
Requirements

Improvements in
- bus connections
- parking
- stations

See Alternative 1;
also

:

All air-conditioned
fleet

Conversion to push-
pull operation

Installation of
centralized
traffic control

Station design changes

Organizational
Requirements

Coordinated effort
by local govern-
ments

Two- or three-
county transit
district

Contract with SP

Approval by CPUC

Impacts and
Issues

Access to SF CBD
remains unsatis-
factory

Integration into
regional trans-
portation system
remains incomplete

Subsidy from SP
freight operation no
longer available

2a Daly City Renovation of San
Bruno Branch Line

Terminal at Daly
City

Facilities for
transfer to BART

Cooperation with
BART at Daly City

Approval by four
northern San Mateo
County Cities

Townsend Street SP
property becomes
available for other
uses

BART extension option
remains open

All SF passengers
must transfer

Airport - SF CBD
connection unsatis-
factory

Train operation
through residential
area

2b Transbay SF CBD construction:
tracks
tunnel
grade separations

Agreement with
Transbay Terminal
Management

Approval by
City of SF

Alternate bus-train
transportation within
corridor and to
airport

Conflict with SF
CBD street traffic

Conversion to
Rail Transit
Service

See Alternative 2;

also

:

Third track,
entire line

Grade separations

CPUC California Public Utilities Commission
SF CBD San Francisco Central Business District
SP Southern Pacific

Two- or three-
county transit
district

Contract with SP

Approval by CPUC

High frequency
airport service

Service to special
groups: bicyclists,
handicapped passengers

Service to reverse
commuters

Growth and development
impact along line

Subsidy from SP freight
operation no longer
available

Service problems for
west side freight
customers

BART extension option
is closed
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Added Services Expected Increases
in Ridership

Improved access on less than 10%
Peninsula

Estimated Feasibility Assessment
Financial
Requirements Physical Legal Financial

about $1 million yes yes yes

Improved access on $53 million
Peninsula

Improved Access to
SF CBD

Access to SF more than 50% $ 12 million yes yes yes
BART corridor +53 "

BA
65 million

Direct access to SF more than 50% $ 38 million yes yes yes
CBD without transfer +5 3 "

91 million

Improved access on more than 100% $750 million yes yes in douM
Peninsula

Improved access to
SF CBD

Frequent service
throughout day and week
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A key aspect of upgrading is its flexibility. For the sake

of clarity, this report specifies alternatives and makes

rather sharp distinctions between them. Actually, there is

a range of choices within each alternative, and considerable

leeway to respond to peak demands or to set levels of off-

peak service. It is this aspect of using an existing resource

to respond to changes in demand or to changes in policy that

adds promise to the upgrading of the peninsula passenger

rail service.

While itemized time estimates are difficult to Dreoare at this

stage, it is apparent that each alternative will require time

to complete first the organizational and then the physical

requirements. Overall estimates are shown below:

Organization Construction Total
Time Time Time

Minor upgrading 1-2 years 1 year 2-3 years

Major upgrading 2-3 years 2-3 years 4-6 years

Under special or emergency conditions, these times could be

shortened considerably. No estimates have been prepared for

conversion to rail transit service.



6.0 STATISTICAL SUMMARY

This summary contains simplified indicators based on recent
data from several sources listed below. It is intended to
provide an overview; some of the figures are discussed in
detail in the summary and technical reports.

The Study Area

Population

San Francisco

San Mateo County

Santa Clara County

Three-County total

San Jose

Area

Westbay Corridor - approximately

(Bay to Skyline and San Jose Basin)

The Rail Line

Rail Distance, San Francisco to San Jose 46.9 mile

Distance in tunnel 1.7 mile

Stations and stops 2 6

Rail-Highway grade crossings 65

Rail-Highway grade separations 2 5

716,000

556,000

1,056,000

2,328,000

524,000

400 sq. mi
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The Operation

Locomotives assigned - approximately 20

Cars -

single level, 96-seat, non-airconditioned 52

bilevel, 145- and 164-seat, airconditioned 46

Cars per train - maximum 9

Seats per train - maximum 1,476

Trains per weekday, both directions 44

Schedule speed (including stops)
between San Francisco and San Jose 35-40 mi/hr

The Passengers

Passengers per year - 1943 9,209,000

1953 8,720,000

1963 6,337,000

1973 5,385,000

Passengers per weekday - October 1973 18,800

Passengers per weekday traveling to
or from San Francisco 15,800

Passengers per weekday traveling
during peak hours in peak direction 11,500

Passengers at maximum load point

- in most occupied train 1,200

- in least occupied train 30
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The Fares (October 1974)

Range of one-way fares in dollars

- single ride $1.15 - 2.55

- weekday commute ticket $0.65 - 1.19

Range of one-way fares in cents per mile

- single ride 5.3 - 14.0

- weekday commute ticket 2.4 - 7.4

The Finances (1973)

Southern Pacific Peninsula Rail Service

Total revenues $ 4,290,000

Total expenses 9,079,000

Net expenses 4,789,000

Southern Pacific Transportation Company

Railway operating revenues $1,192,914,000

Railway operating expenses 921,627,000

Net railway operating revenues 271,287,000
(before taxes and adjustments)

Sources ;

California Statistical Abstract, 1973
Exhibits introduced in proceedings before the California Public

Utilities Commission by Southern Pacific
Southern Pacific Peninsula Train Checks and Time Tables
San Mateo County Transit Development Project reports by Parsons,

Erinckerhoff - Tudor - Bechtel
MTC staff work papers
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PENINSULA RAIL SERVICE UPGRADING STUDY

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

In determining the feasibility of upgrading the Southern

Pacific's San Francisco peninsula passenger rail service, there

are certain legal and practical matters that must be considered.

The most obvious and basic one is the question of the legal obli-

gation of Southern Pacific to continue to provide the service.

Directly related to that is the question of whether or not

Southern Pacific can be compelled to improve its service by the

provision of new or rehabilitated locomotives and passenger cars,

new or improved train control devices, station improvements, re-

placement of rails and ties, more frequent schedules, and the like.

Assuming that Southern Pacific is unable or unwilling to

improve the service and that realistically it cannot or will not

be compelled to do so, and it is concluded that the service should

be continued and should be improved, the questions that are then

presented are the legal, political, legislative and negotiating

steps that should be undertaken to accomplish that objective.

It is the purpose of this discussion to review and analyze

these matters, to consider the different kinds of problems that

are involved and to suggest a variety of ways to accomplish the

desired end.

1. Obligation of Southern Pacific to Provide San Francisco

Peninsula Passenger Rail Service.

Southern Pacific has a continuing obligation to provide San

Francisco peninsula passenger rail service.

Railroads are public utilities and subject to the super-
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vision and control of the Public Utilities Commission. Article

12, Section 23, State Constitution. The authority of the Public

Utilities Commission to control railroads is very broad. Sections

730, 761, 762, 763 and 764 of the Public Utilities Code of the

State of California provide as follows:

"§730. The commission shall, upon a hearing, deter-
mine the kind and character of facilities

and the extent of the operation thereof, necessary rea-
sonably and adequately to meet public requirements for
service furnished by common carriers between any two
or more points, and shall fix and determine the just,
reasonable, and sufficient rates for such service.
Whenever two or more common carriers are furnishing
service in competition with each other, the commission
may, after hearing, when necessary for the preservation
of adequate service and when public interest demands,
prescribe uniform rates, classifications, rules, and
practices to be charged, collected, and observed by
all such common carriers."

"§761. Whenever the commission, after a hearing,
finds that the rules, practices, equipment,

appliances, facilities, or service of any public utility,
or the methods of manufacture, distribution, transmission,
storage, or supply employed by it, are unjust, unreasonable,
unsafe, improper, inadequate, or insufficient, the com-
mission shall determine and, by order or rule, fix the
rules, practices, equipment, appliances, facilities, ser-
vice, or methods to be observed, furnished, constructed,
enforced, or employed. The commission shall prescribe
rules for the performance of any service or the furnish-
ing of any commodity of the character furnished or
supplied by any public utility, and, on proper demand
and tender of rates, such public utility shall furnish
such commodity or render such service within the time
and upon the conditions provided in such rules."

"§762. Whenever the commission, after a hearing, finds
that additions, extensions, repairs, or improve-

ments to, or changes in, the existing plant, equipment,
apparatus, facilities, or other physical property of any
public utility or of any two or more public utilities
ought reasonably to be made, or that new structures should
be erected, to promote the security or convenience of its
employees or the public, or in any other way to secure ade-
quate service or facilities, the commission shall make and
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serve an order directing that such additions, exten-
sions, repairs, improvements, or changes be made or
such structures be erected in the manner and within
the time specified in the order. If the commission
orders the erection of a new structure, it may also
fix the site thereof. If the order requires joint
action by two or more public utilities, the commis-
sion shall so notify them and shall fix a reasonable
time within which they may agree upon the portion or
division of the cost which each shall bear. If at
the expiration of such time the public utilities fail
to file with the commission a statement that an agree-
ment has been made for a division or apportionment of
the cost, the commission may, after further hearing,
make an order fixing the proportion of such cost to be
borne by each public utility and the manner in which
payment shall be made or secured."

"§763. Whenever the commission, after a hearing , finds
that any railroad corporation or street rail-

road corporation does not run a sufficient number of
trains or cars, or possess or operate sufficient motive
power, reasonably to accommodate the traffic, passenger
or freight, transported by or offered for transportation
to it, or does not run its trains or cars with sufficient
frequency or at a reasonable or proper time having regard
to safety, or does not stop its trains or cars at proper
places, or does not run any train or car upon a reasonable
time schedule for the run, the commission may make an or-
der directing such corporation to increase the number of
its trains or cars or its motive power or to change the
time for starting its trains or cars or to change the
time schedule for the run of any train or car, or to
change the stopping place or places thereof. The com-
mission may make any other order that it determines to be
reasonably necessary to accommodate and transport the
traffic, passenger or freight, transported or offered for
transportation.

"§764. Whenever the commission, after a hearing, finds
that the public convenience and necessity would

be served by having connections made between the tracks
of any two or more railroad or street railroad corporations,
so that cars may readily be transferred from one to the
other at any of the points specified in this section, the
commission may order any two or more such corporations
owning, controlling, operating, or managing tracks of the
same gauge to make physical connections at any and all
crossings, and at all points where a railroad or street
railroad begins or terminates or runs near to any other
railroad or street railroad. After the necessary franchise
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or permit has been secured from the city or city and
county, the commission may likewise order such physical
connection, within the city, or city and county, be-
tween two or more railroads which enter the limits
thereof. The commission shall by order direct whether
the expense of such connections shall be borne jointly
or otherwise."

It has been stated that the Public Utilities Commission

does not have the power to compel the continued operation of

a public utility at a loss if the utility is willing to abandon

to the public all of its property devoted to public use; however,

if the overall operation of an intrastate service is profitable,

the commission may compel the continuation of a portion of that

service, sought to be abandoned, at a loss. 41 Cal. Jur. 2d 287.

The commission has denied authority to abandon a needed

service over a line that was operating at a loss where the carrier

presented no evidence of its overall financial condition to show

that the continuance of the service was jeopardizing its existence.

54 PUC Reports 483, 487. It is recognized by the commission that

many carriers that undertake to serve large areas may operate some

lines at a loss. 54 PUC Reports 483, 488. On the other hand, the

commission has declined to require a carrier to maintain a neces-

sary local commuter train service at a loss shown by the record,

where that would impose an undue burden on the carrier's other

traffic and on the shipping and travelling public generally,

though the carrier's overall earnings were adequate. 50 PUC

Reports 11, 25.

In Southern Pacific Co. vs. Public Utilities Commission

(1953) 41 C2d 354, 260 P2d 70, the matter before the court was

the company's passenger service between San Francisco- Oakland
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and Sacramento. In the course of its opinion the court stated:

"Whether public convenience and necessity exist
cannot turn on the question of deficits in the opera-
tion of some particular segment of the company's intra-
state business."

"Where the overall operations of the railroad's in-
trastate service is profitable it has been rightly stated
that the commission may compel the continuation of a por-
tion of such services at a financial loss and that such
requirement raises no issue under the Federal Constitution.
Alabama Public Service Comm. vs. Southern Railway Co. (1951)
341 U.S. 341; 71 S. Ct. 762; 95 L.Ed. 1002."

"It has also been held (341 U.S. 347, 71 S. Ct. 767)
that problems raised by the discontinuance of local trains
'cannot be resolved alone by reference to... loss in their
operations but depend more upon the predominantly local
factor of public need for the service rendered.

'

Chesapeake & Ohio R. Co. vs. Public Service Comm. of West
Virginia , 242 U.S. 603, 608; 37 S. Ct. 234; 61 L.Ed. 520."

It is thus clear that Southern Pacific has a legal ob-

ligation to continue to provide San Francisco peninsula passenger

rail service, even though that particular part of its operation is

carried on at a loss, unless it is willing to abandon to the public

"its property devoted to the public use, or unless it can convince the

Public Utilities Commission that such loss imposes an undue burden on

its other traffic and on the shipping and travelling public generally

or that its overall intrastate operations are carried on at a loss.

2. Ability to Compel Southern Pacific to Improve the

Service

.

It appears to be clear that upon a proper factual showing

there is legal authority vested in the Public Utilities Commis-

sion to compel Southern Pacific to improve the service.

In Southern Pacific Co. vs. Public Utilities Commission
,

supra, the commission ordered that :
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a. The company discontinue its midday passenger trains

("The Statesman" and "The Governor") between San Francisco and

Sacramento by the use of steam locomotive and standard railway

passenger equipment and substitute in lieu thereof railway pas-

senger service by modern self-propelled railway passenger cars.

b. Other trains of the company ("The Senator" and "The

El Dorado") be refurbished to a standard comparable to modern

railway passenger equipment.

c. A study be made and a plan submitted to the commission

for establishment of automotive passenger service between San

Francisco and Oakland- Berkeley to be operated in conjunction

with the company's railway passenger service.

d. A study be made and a plan submitted to the commission

for modernization of the company's Oakland Pier passenger term-

inal facilities.

The company contended, among other things, that the particu-

lar trains were being operated at a loss and that the commission

had usurped the role of management by prescribing a particular

type of equipment.

The commission found that "public convenience and necessity

requires the continuance of the service between San Francisco

and Sacramento; that the service, equipment and facilities, now

being furnished, used and employed, are inadequate and insufficient

and that the company has attempted to maintain this service 'with

outmoded equipment which was relegated to this service when it

became outmoded and uneconomical in the service where it was

originally used.'"
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The commission order was affirmed in its entirety by the

court. The following statement of the court is quoted at

length in order to fully set forth the basis upon which the

Public Utilities Commission is authorized to act:

"This court will not attempt to resolve conflicts
in the evidence on the question of public convenience
and necessity nor substitute its judgment for that of
the commission on a subject so peculiarly within its
jurisdiction and justifiably based on the record before
it. It also is not for the court to say that the com-
mission was wrong in concluding that service with the
substituted equipment may result in the benefits it has
forecast and sought to achieve. The fact that the effect
of the order of substitution is to a more or less degree
experimental does not destroy it. If it does not work
out as contemplated the commission has jurisdiction to
entertain a future application concerning the same sub-
ject matter.

"The company further contends that the order of
substitution unlawfully usurps the function of manage-
ment. As statutory authority for the order the commis-
sion points to the provisions of Sections 730, 761, 762
and 763 above set out. That the language of those sec-
tions in terms specifically authorizes this kind of an
order may not be questioned. They empower the commission
to 'determine the kind and character of facilities and the
extent of the operation thereof, necessary reasonably and
adequately to meet public requirements for service fur-
nished by common carriers. 1

§730. By Section 761 it is
provided that whenever the commission, after a hearing
finds that the equipment of the utility is inadequate it
shall determine and by order require the proper equipment
to be employed. Section 762 contains language to similar
effect. And Section 763 authorizes the commission, upon
hearing and findings, to require adequate train service as
to time schedules, equipment and transportation facilities.

"In exercising the powers thus granted it may not be
disputed that the commission to some extent invades the
functions of management. But they are not necessarily
unlawfully invaded. They are subjected to the exercise of
the police power of the state in the regulation of the
public utility. It is undoubtedly true that for the most
part all lawful regulations of a public utility in the
exercise of the police power are to some degree an inva-
sion of the managerial functions of the utility. In the
absence of such regulations the utility would be free
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to exercise all powers of management otherwise within
the law. Without question the order of substitution of
one equipment for another by a transportation company is
within the field of management; but it does not follow
that as such it is necessarily outside of the field of
an appropriate regulatory order.

"Probably the most conspicuous example of an assert-
ed but rejected claim of 'invasion of management' on the
part of this commission was when it issued an order re-
quiring the construction of a union passenger station
and terminal in the City of Los Angeles. After an ex-
tensive investigation covering a period of years the
commission issued an order described by this court in
Atchison T. & S. F. Ry. Co. vs. Railroad Comm. , 209 C
460, 464; 288 P 775, 776, as an order directing The
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company, the Los
Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad Company, and the petitioner
herein, the Southern Pacific Company, 'to make and con-
struct a union passenger station within that portion of
the city of Los Angeles (describing it) together with
such tracks, connections and all other terminal facili-
ties and additions, extensions, improvements and changes
in the existing railroad facilities of (the railroads)
as may be reasonably necessary and incidental to the
use of said union passenger station, at a cost, as
estimated or suggested in said order, of approximately
$10,000,000 and in substantial compliance with the
plans outlined by said commission.

"A brief history of that proceeding is set forth
in the opinion of this court, the judgment in which was
affirmed by the Supreme Court of the United States in
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. vs. Railroad Com-

mission of California (1931) 283 U.S. 380; 51 S. Ct. 553;
75 L.Ed. 1128. There as here it was contended that the
construction of a union station with the manifold details
and specifications prescribed was 'a matter of business
policy and management, and not a proper subject for con-
trol under the police power of the state.' (209 C 460;
288 P 780) . That case involved the validity of an order
of the commission requiring the abandonment of widely
separated railway stations, terminals, tracks, and facili-
ties, and the substitution of a centrally located union
passenger terminal. The final decisions in that case are
conclusive on the question of the power of the commission
to order the substitution in the present matter."

It should be carefully noted that in the cited case the

court was sustaining action already taken by the Public Utilities
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Commission where the Public Utilities Commission had made cer-

tain factual determinations based upon the record before it. It

is not known whether or not the necessary factual showing can be

made with respect to the question of compelling Southern Pacific

to improve the San Francisco peninsula passenger rail service, or

even whether or not such an effort will be undertaken, but it does

not appear to be likely. It is therefore suggested that an alter-

native approach to this problem be considered.

3. Participation of a Public Agency or Agencies in the

San Francisco Peninsula Passenger Rail Service.

In order to improve the San Francisco peninsula rail service,

it appears very evident that there must be public agency partici-

pation therein in one form or another. There are several possibi-

lities in that respect.

a. Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(Government Code, Sections 66500-66522)

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission is a "local

area planning agency" (66502) and is charged with the responsibility

of adopting by June 30, 1973, "a regional transportation plan for

the region" (66508) . The region is comprised of the City and

County of San Francisco and the counties of Alameda, Contra Costa,

Marin, Napa, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano and Sonoma (66502).

The Commission is given authority with respect to approval of the

construction or operation of a public multicounty transit system

using an exclusive right-of-way (66515) (not including BART

(66516)) and the review of applications for federal or state

grants for transportation purposes (66520) , but it has no authority
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of its own to acquire, construct, operate or contract for the

operation of public transit facilities.

If Metropolitan Transportation Commission were to be the

public agency to enter into contractual arrangements with the

Southern Pacific for the operation of the San Francisco penin-

sula passenger rail service and to secure federal or state funds

for the purpose of improving such service, the legal authority

of Metropolitan Transportation Commission would have to be en-

larged by appropriate legislation. Such legislation could confer

general authority in Metropolitan Transportation Commission or

limit such authority to the specific area to be served,

b. Counties and Cities

It is conceivable that the counties and cities

served by the San Francisco peninsula passenger rail service could

create a joint powers entity by a joint powers agreement. There

are practical and perhaps legal difficulties in accomplishing

such an arrangement -- the large number of public jurisdictions

involved, with perhaps widely divergent views of the appropriate

action to be taken; the existence of a transit district in Santa

Clara County and the possible creation of a transit district in

San Mateo County, which districts would seem to be the appropriate

agencies to undertake the required action; and a possible question

concerning the legal authority of a county to enter into such an

agreement.

Chapter 5 of Division 7 of Title 1 of the Government

Code (commencing with Sec. 6500) provides for joint exercise of

powers by public agencies.
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Section 6502 provides in pertinent part:

"If authorized by their legislative or other
governing bodies, two or more public agencies by
agreement may jointly exercise any power common
to the contracting parties..."

Under a joint exercise of powers agreement a public

entity, commission or board may be constituted, and such agency

becomes "a public entity separate from the parties to the agree-

ment." (Sec. 6507)

The powers of a joint powers agency are set forth in

Section 6508:

"The agency shall possess the common power
specified in the agreement and may exercise it in
the manner or according to the method provided in
the agreement. If the agency is not one or more
of the parties to the agreement but is a public en-
tity, commission or board constituted pursuant to
the agreement and such agency is authorized, in its
own name, to do any or all of the following: to make
and enter contracts, or to employ agents and employees,
or to acquire, construct, manage, maintain or operate
any building, works or improvements, or to acquire,
hold or dispose of property or to incur debts, liabi-
lities or obligations, said agency shall have the
power to sue and be sued in its own name."

The basic limitation with respect to joint powers agree-

ments is that the power to be exercised must be "common to the con-

tracting parties." The legal authority of the cities with respect

to the matter under consideration is found in Article XI, Section

9 of the State Constitution:

"(a) A municipal corporation may establish,
purchase, and operate public works to furnish its
inhabitants with light, water, power, heat, trans-
portation, or means of communication. It may furnish
those services outside its boundaries, except within
another municipal corporation which furnishes the same
service and does not consent.

"(b) Persons or corporations may establish and
operate works for supplying those services upon con-
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d it ions and under regulations that the city may
prescribe under its organic law."

The legal authority of the counties is found in Section

26002 of the Government Code which reads as follows:

"Unless otherwise provided by law, the board
may lay out, maintain, control, construct, repair,
and manage public ferries, bridges, wharves, chutes,
other shipping facilities, and passenger transporta-
tion facilities within the county and may cooperate
with any city in so doing.

"The board of supervisors of a chartered county
may operate a transit system within a city, if the
city consents thereto. Any such agreement shall be
terminable only on mutual consent."

It is not completely clear that Section 26002 herein-

above quoted authorizes a county to enter into a joint powers

agreement for a multi- county passenger transportation facility

since the section refers to "passenger transportation facilities

within the county." If a joint powers entity were to be created

for the purpose suggested, and a county were to be one of the

parties to such agreement, legislation should be sought to make it

perfectly clear that a county has such legal authority.

Discussion with respect to county participation in a

joint powers agreement may well be academic if the transit district

is created in San Mateo County. In such event the two transit

districts -- Santa Clara County and San Mateo County -- could

act jointly with the City and County of San Francisco to under-

take the required action with respect to the San Francisco penin-

sula passenger rail service.

c. Transit Districts

The Santa Clara County Transit District is established
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by Sections 100000, et seq. of the Public Utilities Code. The

question of the establishment of the San Mateo County Transit

District is to be voted upon by the voters of San Mateo County

at the general election in November, 1974.

The Santa Clara County Transit District Act provides

in Sections 100161 to 100165 as follows:

§100161. "The district may acquire, construct, own,
operate, control or use rights-of-way, rail lines,
buslines, stations, platforms, switches, yards,
terminals, parking lots and any and all facilities
necessary or convenient for transit service within
or partly without the district, underground, upon,
or above the ground and under, upon or over public
streets or other public ways or waterways, together
with all physical structures necessary or convenient
for the access of persons or vehicles thereto, and
may acquire any interest in or rights to use or joint
use of any or all of the foregoing; provided, that
installations in state freeways shall be subject to
the approval of the State Department of Public Works,
and installations in other state highways shall be
subject to Article 2 (commencing with Section 670)

,

Chapter 3, Division 1 of the Streets and Highways
Code. Installations in county highways and city
streets shall be subject to similar encroachment
permits .

"

§100162. "The district may lease or contract for the use
of its transit facilities, or any portion thereof,
to any operator, and may provide for subleases by
such operator upon such terms and conditions as it
deems in the public interest. The word "operator"
as used in this section means any public agency or
any person."

§100163. "The board may contract with any public agency
or person to provide transit facilities and services
for the district.

§100164. "The district may construct and operate or ac-
quire and operate transit works and facilities in,
under, upon, over, across, or along any state or
public highway or any stream, bay or water course,
or over any of the lands which are the property of
the state, to the same extent that such rights and
privileges appertaining thereto are granted to muni-
cipalities within the state."
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§100165. "The district may enter into agreements for the
joint use of any property and rights by the district
and any public agency or public utility operating
transit facilities; may enter into agreements with
any public agency or public utility operating any
transit facilities, and wholly or partially within
or without the district, for the joint use of any
property of the district or of such public agency or
public utility, or the establishment of through routes,
joint fares, transfer of passengers or pooling arrange-
ments .

"

Section 100170 provides that:

"The district may accept, without limitation by
any other provisions of this part requiring approval
of indebtedness, contributions, grants, or loans from
any public agency or the United States or any depart-
ment, instrumentality, or agency thereof, for the pur-
pose of financing the acquisition, construction, main-
tenance, or operation of transit facilities, and may
enter into contracts and cooperate with, and accept
cooperation from, any public agency or the United States,
or agency thereof, in the acquisition, construction,
maintenance, or operation, and in financing the acqui-
sition, construction, maintenance or operation of any
such transit facilities in accordance with any legis-
lation which Congress or the Legislature of the State
of California may have heretofore adopted or may here-
after adopt, under which aid, assistance, and coopera-
tion may be furnished by the United States or any public
agency in the acquisition, construction, maintenance
and operation of any such transit facilities. The
district may do any and all things necessary in order
to avail itself of such aid, assistance, and cooperation
under any federal or state legislation now or hereafter
enacted. Any evidence of indebtedness issued under this
section shall constitute a negotiable instrument."

Under these sections there is clear legal authority for

the District to enter into contractual arrangements with the

Southern Pacific for passenger rail service, and to secure state

and federal grants for the purpose of financing transit facilities

to be used in connection therewith. Furthermore, it is provided

therein that such arrangements and facilities may be for service
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within and without the district. Thus, even if the San Mateo

County Transit District is not formed, there is legal authority

for the Santa Clara County Transit District to proceed on its own

without San Mateo County participation.

Additionally, it appears to be legally possible to have

a joint powers agreement between the Santa Clara County Transit

District, the City and County of San Francisco, the County of

San Mateo (subject to the possible legal impediment suggested

above under "Counties and Cities") and the cities of San Mateo

County.

The best method would appear to be some form of joint action

by the Santa Clara County Transit District, the San Mateo County

Transit District (if created) and the City and County of San

Francisco. The establishment of a separate joint powers agency

by these three entities should be given serious consideration.

4. Contractual Arrangements With Southern Pacific

The provision of an improved San Francisco peninsula

passenger rail service with continued operation by Southern Pacific

is largely dependent upon realistic negotiations with Southern

Pacific. Such negotiations should be undertaken by a public

entity or entities legally authorized to enter into contractual

arrangements with Southern Pacific and having the legal authority

to secure state and federal funds for capital improvements. It

could be done by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission pro-

vided it is given expanded authority as hereinbefore stated; by

an entity created by a joint powers agreement; by joint action of
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the Santa Clara County Transit District, the San Mateo County

Transit District (if it is established), and the City and County

of San Francisco; joint action of the Santa Clara County Transit

District and the City and County of San Francisco in the event

the San Mateo County Transit District is not established; by the

Santa Clara County Transit District alone; or by a public entity

created for just such purpose.

The most effective contractual method of accomplishing the

objective (improvement of service and continued operation by

Southern Pacific) would be a purchase of service agreement. Under

such an agreement, Southern Pacific would be obligated to provide

service as provided therein, and the public entity would provide

capital improvements to the extent that funds were available

therefor. It might also be necessary for the public entity to

provide operating funds to cover any operating deficit. The legal

authority of the public entity to do so should be clearly provided

by legislation.

The extent of the capital improvements would be dictated by

the availability of funds. New or rebuilt locomotives, new or

rebuilt passenger cars, station improvements, new or improved train

control devices, and improvement of the trackage could all be con-

sidered. Acquisitions of existing rights of way would not be re-

quired. The public entity could retain ownership of the equipment

purchased by it and lease it to Southern Pacific.

It would *be necessary for the public entity to have a measure

of control over schedules. There is no legal basis for giving

freight traffic priority over passenger traffic, nor is there any
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legal basis for giving passenger traffic priority over freight

traffic; thus the parties should clearly spell out in their

agreement the handling of passenger traffic freight traffic

conflicts

.

The San Francisco peninsula passenger rail fares are within

the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission. Article XII,

Section 22 of the State Constitution provides that the Public

Utilities Commission "shall have the power to establish rates

of charges for the transportation of passengers and freight by

railroads and other transportation companies, and no railroad

or other transportation company shall charge or demand or collect

or receive a greater or less or different compensation for such

transportation of passengers or freight, or for any service in

connection therewith, between the points named in any tariff of

rates, established by said commission than the rates, fares and

charges which are specified in such tariff."

If the public entity negotiating with Southern Pacific wishes

to control the fares, an appropriate constitutional amendment

would be necessary. If this were done, and it was determined by

such public entity that the fares should be lower than the cost

of operation, then it would undoubtedly be necessary for the

public entity to provide funds to cover the operating deficit.

However, it would not appear to be necessary to make such trans-

fer of authority. The parties in their agreement could provide

that Southern Pacific would not apply for fare increases without

prior approval of the public entity and that the public entity

would not withhold approval if Southern Pacific established to
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the satisfaction of the public entity that such fare increase was

needed for profitable operations. Again, the public entity could

provide funds to cover operating deficits in lieu of fare increases.

It is possible that the agreement of the parties could provide

for a lease of the Southern Pacific facilities (rights-of-way,

stations and other fixed facilities) to the public entity. This

does not appear to be essential, however, and negotiations would be

far less complicated if this were not done.

Under the suggested arrangement, all of the operating person-

nel would be Southern Pacific employees and under its supervision

and control. Wages, hours and working conditions would all be

subject to labor agreements between the railroad and the unions.

Furthermore, before any federal grants will be finally approved

there must be what is known as 13C Protection -- a guarantee that

labor will be fully protected and that no one will be disadvan-

taged by the undertaking for which the federal funds are to be

expended.

5. Public Participation in Commuter Rail Service in Chicago,

Philadelphia and New York

In considering the appropriate basis for public parti-

cipation in the Southern Pacific operation of the San Francisco

peninsula passenger rail service, the methods employed in other

parts of the country to improve suburban or commuter passenger

rail service by public participation are instructive.

a. .Chicago

The Chicago area is served by several railroad com-

panies providing suburban or commuter passenger rail service. A
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1959 Illinois statute authorized the establishment of local mass

transit districts by adoption of an ordinance by the legislative

body of one or more cities or one or more counties or any com-

bination thereof for the purpose of "acquiring, constructing,

owning, operating and maintaining mass transit facilities for

public service or subsidizing the operation thereof". Several

such local mass transit districts have been formed along the lines

of the railroads providing suburban passenger rail service.

One of these districts is the West Suburban Mass Transit

District which is served by the Burlington- Northern Railway.

Ten of the 14 cities served by the line enacted ordinances to create

the district; the four cities that did not enact the ordinances

nonetheless receive the service provided.

The West Suburban Mass Transit District has only provided

equipment to the railroad company and has not expended funds for

land acquisitions, station improvement or improvement of rail line

or train control devices. However, other local mass transit dis-

tricts in the Chicago area have expended funds for the latter

purposes

.

The equipment which the district acquires is owned by the dis-

trict and leased to the railroad. The lease of the equipment had

to be approved by the Illinois Department of Transportation and

the Federal Urban Mass Transit Agency before any state or federal

funds were granted for the purchase of such equipment. To date,

the West Suburban Mass Transit District has provided 119 new or

rehabilitated passenger cars and 21 rehabilitated locomotives.

There are approximately 20,000 commuters served by the pass-
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enger rail service in this District and there are 26 stations

on the rail line, including the Chicago Union Station. There

are three tracks and the centralized train control system permits the

use of all three tracks for trains going in the same direction at

peak commute hours

.

The statute authorizing the establishment of local mass

transit districts provides for the levy of a small property tax,

but only if it is first approved by the electorate of the district.

Thus far, no such tax has been approved. All of the funds avail-

able to the district have come from state and federal grants, al-

though there was an involved transfer of property from the railroad

to the district which enabled the district to provide the required

local share for the federal grants.

The operating expenses of the district are provided by ren-

tals received from the railroad for the district equipment. Ap-

parently the district determines the amount of money it needs for

its annual operations and the rentals are fixed to provide the

necessary amount.

The Chicago situation will probably change in the near future

because of the establishment of a Regional Transit Authority (RTA)

,

which is a six- county metropolitan agency designed to take over the

transit in the six- county area. This authority was established by

Illinois state legislation, but only came into existence after a

successful referendum vote in March, 1974. The authority has not

yet become ojperable because all of the members of the board have

not yet been selected. Apparently the RTA will take over the

facilities of the Chicago Transit Authority (buses, elevated lines
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and subways) as well as effecting arrangements for the continuance

of the suburban and commuter passenger rail service. It is gen-

erally believed that for the suburban and commuter passenger rail

service RTA will enter into purchase of service agreements with

the railroads, although eventually there may be acquisitions by

the RTA.

b. Philadelphia

The Philadelphia area is served by two railroad companies,

providing suburban and commuter passenger rail service -- Penn

Central and Reading. Both of these railroad companies are present-

ly in bankruptcy.

In 1958 the City of Philadelphia, realizing that the suburban

and commuter passenger rail service was deteriorating, undertook a

pilot project to determine if the injection of public funds in the

private railroad operations would better the service and increase

ridership. The program was successful, and in the early 1960s

three demonstration projects were undertaken jointly by the City

of Philadelphia and the Counties of Montgomery and Bucks. As an

outgrowth of these demonstration projects and a five weeks' strike

of the employees of the Philadelphia Transportation Company in

1963, the Pennsylvania legislature in 1964 created the Southeastern

Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) . The purpose of this

authority was to acquire and preserve transportation systems in a

five county area.

In 1966 SEPTA entered into purchase of service agreements with

Penn Central and Reading with respect to suburban and commuter pass-
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enger rail service. These agreements cover most matters relating to

the operation of the service. These agreements are renegotiated

each year, and SEPTA pays a fixed amount to each of the railroad

companies as provided in the agreements.

In 1968 and 1970 SEPTA took over the private companies operat-

ing the subway and bus lines in and around Philadelphia and SEPTA

now operates these facilities. There is presently discussion of

SEPTA completely taking over the suburban and cummuter operations

of Penn Central and Reading, but it is not known whether this will

be accomplished.

With respect to the suburban and commuter passenger rail

operation SEPTA has provided capital funds from state and federal

grants. The state funds came from a state transportation bond issue

and the federal funds have been received from the Urban Mass Transit

Administration (UMTA)

.

SEPTA also provides operating funds for the service, such funds

being provided by the state, the counties and the City of Philadel-

phia. The annual operating deficits are substantial, and most of

such operating deficits are paid by SEPTA.

The schedules of the suburban commuter passenger rail service

are controlled by SEPTA. The fares must be approved by SEPTA, but

the actual legal authority with respect to fares is vested in the

State Public Utilities Commission,

c. New York

The commuter passenger rail service in the New York area

is controlled by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority of the

State of New York (MTA) , which was established by state legisla-
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tion in 1968.

MTA has suburban passenger train service agreements with

Penn Central for the Harlem- Hudson Line and the New Haven Line.

The National Railroad Passenger Corporation (AMTRAK) is a party to

the Harlem- Hudson agreement and the State of Connecticut, acting

through the Connecticut Transportation Authority, is a party to

the New Haven agreement. In addition, MTA acquired the Long Island

Railroad and operates that suburban passenger rail service. At

the present time MTA completely finances the suburban passenger

rail service in the New York City area.

The agreements with Penn Central provide for the lease by

MTA of certain of the Penn Central rail facilities including Grand

Central Station in New York City. In addition, MTA acquired some

of the Penn Central facilities. Extensive capital expenditures

have been made by MTA for new ties and rails, train control faci-

lities, station improvements and new equipment.

There is presently little or no conflict between freight and

passenger service on the suburban passenger rail lines because there

is practically no freight service on these lines.

The future of Penn Central is very uncertain because of the

bankruptcy proceedings and because of the National Rail Reorgani-

zation Act of 1973, 87 Stat. 985, P.L. 93-236, which became effec-

tive January 2, 1974. The purpose of the Act appears to be for a

federal agency known as Con-Rail to take over the Penn Central

railroad facilities and the railroad facilities of other eastern

railroad companies in financial difficulties.
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FOREWORD

There are few, if any, rail commuter or rail transit

operations, either in the United States or abroad, which are

relatively free of major economic problems. Regrettably,

too many of these problems have had available to them unused

potential operational solutions which could have been employed

to help ameliorate substantial segments of the adverse financial

pressures

.

The Southern Pacific Peninsula Passenger Service is, by

comparison with most of our nation's services of this type,

from an operations point of view, a very smartly run commuter

service employing a well-maintained road-bed. Its principal

disability, a very major one form the standpoint of achieving

satisfactory community ridership levels, is the lack of a

desirable San Francisco CBD-oriented terminal.

Granted a relatively modest modernization program,

accompanied by development of a better located downtown

terminal, the future potential of this operation as an important

longer-haul Bay Area commuter/suburban user link appears to

be excellent. It possesses the principal attributes required

to meet the growth of public transportation demands as dic-

tated by the economy and its accompanying fuel conservation

needs

.
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL BACKGROUND AND FINDINGS

Introduction

Southern Pacific Transportation Company's 46.9 mile double

track Peninsula Route between San Jose and San Francisco serves

some of the most important areas of Santa Clara, San Mateo and

San Francisco Counties. The total population of the three coun-

ties is approximately 2.5 million with almost 70% being accounted

for by Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties. Its pathway is

critically important to the implementation of future strategies

in moving more people by upgraded mass transportation because

of both impending and actual energy shortages.

Current 1973-74 operational losses are relatively high,

exceeding $4.4 million per year. This loss contrasts with total

revenues of only about $4.3 million. Portions of these losses

are due to the recent years' swift rises in human and material

costs which largely have outstripped the ability of transportation

(and transit) operators to generate, via acceptable fares,

sufficient gross income merely to break even.

The Peninsula Operation's revenue producing capability also

has been hindered by the combination of an unsatisfactory station

location in San Francisco plus substantial siphoning of ridership

potential by the Bayshore Freeway and Interstate 280. More

recently, the newly-opened BART station at Daly City has been

attracting considerable former SP ridership in the form of drive-in

users.
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The Transportation Company understandably would be inter-

ested in mitigating its commute service losses. However, manage-

ment has evidenced reluctance so far to become involved in

efforts or programs which could either affect its overall con-

trol of operations or conceivably interfere with "bread and

butter" freight train movements and freight car switching ac-

tivities. One does not have to look far afield to see the

tight situation an eastern railroad allowed itself to be nego-

tiated into. By contracting to handle a comprehensive pattern

of off-peak scheduled commuter zone trains on headways as close

as 30 minutes, under conditions of fines being levied for

lateness, it seriously harmed major mainline freight trains'

performance. There are estimates which calculate the annual

cost of this particular freight train interference situation

at more than $5 million.

Some leverage exists to reduce a sizable percentage of

the out-of-pocket losses if a quotient of the lost ridership

could be restored and improvements implemented which would

make possible a degree of augmented equipment and manpower

utilization. Any real expansion of service coverage and per-

formance, however, would require a combined degree of facility

and equipment upgrading that would necessitate both management

acceptance and the furnishing of considerable financial assis-

tance by the public sector.
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to investigate the political

and legal implications of integrating the existing Southern

Pacific commuter service into the Bay Area Regional Transpor-

tation System. The feasibility of upgrading SP service

should be considered on the basis of arriving at optimum rider-

ship levels based on ratios of cost to levels of service.

The feasibility of obtaining public assistance for upgradinq

plus the development of acceptable mechanisms for commingled

operation of improved commute passenger train schedules and

the required rail freight movements, are essential facets of

the study. Conceptually, it would be highly desirable that

the rail service patterns which may be developed, should con-

stitute a part of an integrated regional system which would

become a fitting complement to BART.

Method of Study Approach

The study approach and the correlated report text are

organized in sequential order starting with a detailed analysis

of the physical properties. This analysis is followed by a

thorough discussion of markets, market potential and appro-

priate ridership forecasts. Operations then are analyzed in

terms of the various cost-creating factors. The final chapter

reconciles SP operational capability with the indicated rider

market potential based on an upgraded service. The full ranqe

of capital needs for upgrading is set forth. Subject to imple-

mentation of the upgrading, 1974-based projections of costs
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and revenues are provided to illustrate what should be capable

of accomplishment in terms both of building ridership and re-

ducing out-of-pocket losses.

Thorough reviews of operations were made in the field

and, to the extent possible, all data were checked with the

carrier for accuracy. The final cost figures, as developed,

are based on installing the most modern locomotives, cars,

signaling suppott and operational control methods. Estimates

for station costs are predicted on an economical approach

calculated to be serviceable but not ornate.

Findings and Observations

1. It would not be economically feasible to attempt to

substantially upgrade the frequency of Southern Pacific commuter

train schedules except during morning and evening peak periods.

Midday services more often than hourly would interfere too

greatly with important, ongoing freight operations. The con-

servatively estimated price tag, exclusive of purchase of any

railroad facilities, for the degree of upgrading suitable to

handle a greatly augmented, full-day passenger train frequency

is $750 million. An almost complete grade separation program

would have to be implemented in order to avoid the substantial

disruption of en route communities' traffic circulation patterns

which otherwise would be created. A considerable number of

housing and business establishments, now abutting approaches to

grade separations, either would have to be moved or remover'.
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2. A modernly equipped railroad offering approximately

a 25% increase in services, capable of almost immediately

doubling its rider ship, could be put together for between

$68.5 and $105 million depending upon the location chosen for

a San Francisco CBD-oriented terminal. This operation would

be 100% push-pull and would feature greatly improved express

services at peak hours. San Jose and all intermediate points

would be much more closely linked with San Francisco.

3. Based on mid-1974 dollars and costs, the suggested

upgraded Peninsula Commuter Operation would cost $9 million

per year and generate gross revenues of $8.25 million. This

would be in sharp contrast with estimated 1974 losses from

the present operation of $4 million on an "adjusted" basis.

4. Two downtown terminal locations of particular attrac-

tion would appear to be (a) Fourth Street between Mission and

Market Streets, and (b) either an underground or surface

facility adjacent to the Transbay Terminal. If the surface

area is employed for construction of the proposed 3 6-storv

Gateway Plaza Building, a ground-level rail terminal conceiv-

ably could be a major asset.

5. The nedd to restrict midday operational frequency

in order to preserve a quality freight operation would appear

to rule out the railroad as a potential major feeder element

for the San Francisco International Airport.
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6. The indicated market potential for the rail operation

essentially is one which envisages trip lengths greater than

those normally associated with a transit-type function. The

ultimate combination of present and planned bus service net-

works in San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties should act to

(a) care for the majority of local, short-haul needs, and

(b) to effectively siphon off the greater part of any short-

haul market that the railroad otherwise might stand to develop.

7. Local rail travel to San Jose and reverse direction

commutation currently are at a minimal level. Likewise,

intra-county ridership in Santa Clara County is at a low ebb.

There do appear to be some possibilities for implementing

a loop connection bus service working out of both the College

Park and Terminal Stations in San Jose to the Business District,

San Jose State University, the Civic Center, the Airport, and

en route employment centers. Improved rail service, tied in

with revised and extended San Jose bus routes working out of

the Main Terminal Station, may also act as a feeder to other

major employment centers, such as General Electric and IBM,

which would not be tapped by the suggested loop.

8. Southern Pacific ' s Peninsula Trackage, compared with

similarly important trackage in other major, rail commute-

served cities, is in top-notch physical condition. There is

very little commuter route mileage nationally that can match

its quality standards.
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9. The current losses, equivalent to $1 for every $1 of

revenue, largely are due to a probable artificial hold-down

of ridership caused by the undesirable location of the present

San Francisco terminus. The fare structures, as of mid-1974,

basically are satisfactory; the actual per-passenger-mile

revenue yield from commute riders is one of the lowest in the

nation. Local fares presently are, when zone line crossings

are involved, probably too high and should be readjusted to

more marketable levels if the basic railroad is upgraded.

10. If a downtown terminal location, convenient both

to Muni and BART were to be implemented, and the various

county and San Jose bus services were to be integrated with

rail schedules, a good regional transportation network would

become operative. A thorough task of establishing the connec-

tions and creating simple-to-use transfer points could go a

long way toward establishing a "Hamburg (West Germany) " type

of regional service pattern for the three counties involved.

It also could assist in opening closer ties with East Bay

communities.

11. A bus-connection alternative considered as a loop

feeder to/from the new Fourth and Townsend Station, in lieu

of a new CBD-oriented station location, has been discarded as

being inappropriate in terms of its apparent lack of potential

for (a) contributing to building an effective, integrated

regional transportation link, and (b) maximizing rail ridership.
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12. Neither the capital needs budgets nor the projected

operational costs include funds for acquisition of SP facilities

or for purchase of services in the sense of contributing toward

freeing some of the Transportation Company's sunk investment

in passenger facilities. This is considered to be a subject

for subsequent negotiation.

13. SP Operational Costs, when compared with those of

the better commuter rail carriers operating in the Chicago

area, are well in line. Most costs are on the low side except

for Transportation which is high. Transportation, the actual

expense for operating the trains, exceeds the mean because

of the high-mileage, low ridership density characteristics

of the SP operation.



CHAPTER II

OPERATIONAL STATUS OF THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC

Part I Physical System Analysis

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present a clear picture of

the nature of current SP Peninsula main line rail operations. The

primary emphasis is focused on relating existing facilities and

operational methods to the accompanying capacity capability.

Looking to the future, the final section of this chapter is

devoted to a discussion of methods for improving through-put

capacity.

Patterns of Train Movements Over the Years

The level of commuter train operation has remained fairly con-

stant over a period of years. In 1929 there were 27 trains each

way plus a morning turn from San Francisco to San Bruno. Three

of the 27 trains served points beyond San Jose. In addition,

there were five longer-distance intercity passenger trains in

each direction. Both local freight, e.g. switching and road

freight train movements were at considerably higher levels

than today. By 1939, the commute trains had been reduced to

25 each way including a pair that served Santa Cruz. Through,

longer-distance passenger trains had increased to six in

each direction.

Train movements other than commute trains, peaked sharply

during the World War II period. Since 1946, there has been a
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gradual decline in total train and switcher mileage on the

Peninsula Route.

In 1974, there are 22 daily, weekday commute trains in each

direction totaling 44 trains. The total Saturday commute runs

are 24; Sunday, 18. Counting through and local freight train

movements, plus switcher movements from starting point back to

starting point, the total for freight-connected movements, at

the busiest points, on weekdays is almost equivalent to that of

commute trains. Over some lighter-use track segments, freight

movements are only equivalent to half or less of the sum of

weekday commute train movements. In terms of gross train mile-

age, the freight movements appear to account for somewhat less

than the commute movements now do. On a wheelage basis, the

freight counts are at least four to six times those of pass-

enger trains over the busiest portions of the trackage.

The apparent gradual decline in total freight movements

on Peninsula Route trackage is a reflection more of a growing

pattern of decentralization of industry around major cities

than any cessation of the rail freight growth patterns. Within

the State of California, as a whole, SP freight business

continues to show positive growth.

Nationally, heavy industry gradually has been moving away

from both the heart of urban centers and suburban area locations

when land costs and assessments accelerate beyond certain aver-

age values.
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Physical Status of the Southern Pacific Peninsula Route

Background

The San Francisco Subdivision of the Western Division is

the Southern Pacific Transportation Company's designation for

the 46.9 mile Peninsula Route main line trackage between its

San Francisco Terminal and San Jose.

The railroad is double track between San Francisco and

a point just south of College Park on the outskirts of San Jose,

45.9 miles. The final mile is single track though a parallel

lead can, at times, be used as a substitute running track.

Details of the principal facilities and operational character-

istics appear in subsequent paragraphs.

Signaling

The route is equipped with three-aspect, automatic block,

color-light signaling. In addition, because of the single-side

placement of the majority of passenger station platforms,

special two-aspect protective approach signals are installed

at 21 locations to provide protection against the possibilty

of trains on opposing tracks overrunning platforms where pas-

sengers are entraining or detraining.

Operational Speeds

The maximum authorized speed limit for passenger trains in

unrestricted territory is 70 m.p.h. . Two route segments

totaling 31.1 miles (66.3% of total route mileage) are 70 m.p.h

track; two segments totaling 9.8 miles (20% of the route mileage)

have 60 m.p.h. limits. Compared with a majority of commuter
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rail properties, this Southern Pacific route, with 87.2% of its

running track rated at 60 m.p.h. or above for passenger service,

offers the potential of being one of the faster rail commuter

operations in the nation.

Leaving San Francisco, the terminal area speed limit of

20 m.p.h. quickly lifts to 25 m.p.h. through the approach yards.

At MP 1.8 it rises to 50 m.p.h., increasing again at MP 3.1 to

60 and at MP 11 (just north of San Bruno) to 70 m.p.h.. Except

for a 1.9 mile reduction to 45 m.p.h. through Redwood City, the

70 m.p.h. speed limit holds to MP 44 just north of Santa Clara

station. From there to the end of double track at MP 4 5.9 the

allowed speed is 60 m.p.h. , reducing to 15 m.p.h. for the

final mile into San Jose station,

Tunnels

There are four double-track tunnels totaling 8,814 lineal

feet in the 3.4 mile route segment just north of Bayshore. The

longest is 3.547 feet.

Yards

Two principal freight yards are located on this route:

Bayshore at MP 5.2 and San Jose at MP 45.2. Tower-controlled

interlockings govern entry/exit moves at these yards including

the use of related crossover tracks. An interlocking also con-

trols the Niles Subdivision Branch which turns eastward at

Redwood Junction," MP 2 6.2, to Newark and Tracy.
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Enroute there are several sizable industrial park layouts

plus some limited back-up type yard trackages. In addition, a

freight switcher dispatchment facility is located at South

San Francisco, MP 9.3.

Track

The weight and nature of the rail sections varies. The

largest proportion is heavy, 132 pound jointed section with

lesser amounts of either 136 pound jointed or 136 pound

continuous welded rail. There also is some 119 pound rail,

both jointed and continuous welded, installed in a few

track segments. Within the terminal platform area at Third

and Townsend Streets, San Francisco, the rail is 9 pound

section, jointed.

The ballast is crushed rock. Practically all of the

trackage has had ballast raises (new ballast put down) in the

past two years. Tie renewal programs obviously have been

kept up to date. The track is in generally excellent

condition. Drainage was noted to be satisfactory except

for a short stretch of "wet track" north of Millbrae.

Grade Crossings

Grade crossings pose a difficult problem. There are 64

between San Francisco and San Jose, plus a 65th which is

pedestrian only, for an average of almost 1.4 per route mile.

Peak vehicular traffic flows over many of these crossings

coincide with commuter train operational peaks. At stations

bracketed by busier crossings, automatic gate control relays
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have been set so that gates will raise while a train is standing

in the station. When the train is ready for departure, one

blast of the locomotive whistle triggers a whistle microphone

which, in turn, activates the circuits to again lower the

crossing gates. There are eight whistle microphone install-

ations on the line.

Curvature & Grades

Curvature on the route is minimal. Leaving the station

in San Francisco, a six degree curve is encountered. After

that, there are only two curves on the entire route that

reach two degrees other than the final two degree curve into

the San Jose station approach track. Gradient-wise there is

a very short stretch of 1.19% ascending grade northward from

Hillsdale. Otherwise, grades are minimal in nature.

Potential Speed Capability

If it were not for the number of grade crossings, 65 as

previously discussed, plus the closely-spaced stations, of

which there are 2 6 in all for an average of one every 1.8

miles, the track would be capable of 79 m.p.h. speed limits

in the majority of unrestricted areas; even more if either

cab-signaled locomotives or Automatic Train Control were to

be installed and placed in use.

Operations

Method of Presentation of Movement Volume

The total number of train movements varies both by the

time of day and the particular track segment. For the purpose
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of clarifying the movement volume of freight train and

switching movements, the route is divided into several sub-

sections. Passenger trains run the length of the line and

are treated as a separate entity.

Passenger Trains

On a weekday, 44 commute trains are operated, 22 in

each direction. Fleet operations are considered to include

inbound trains #113 through #137 in the morning and outbound

trains #122 through #142 in the evening. During the Commute

Fleet period, freight train movements within the commute zone

ordinarily are restricted according to Rule D-251. The

scheduled time spans of the Commute Fleet Period are:

Lv San Jose 5:05 am to 8:00 am Train #'s 113-137 2hr 55min
Ar San Francisco 6:25 am to 9:18 am " " 2hr 53min

Lv San Francisco 4:15 pm to 6:00 pm Train #'s 122-142 lhr 45min
Ar San Jose 5:50 pm to 7:21 pm " lhr 31min

The remaining inbound passenger trains, nine in all, have a

San Jose departure pattern extending from 8:52 am to 10:00 pm with

San Francisco arrivals between 10:05 am and 11:20 pm. Outbound,

there are six passenger trains between 6:10 am and 3:00 pm; five

between 6:30 pm and 12:35 am. Their San Jose arrival spans are

7:30 am to 4:20 pm and 7:47 pm to 1:50 am

.

One through Amtrak passenger train, operating between Seattle

and Los Angeles, traverses the 2.6 miles of trackage between

San Jose and Santa Clara. Southward it is scheduled to pass

Santa Clara at 9:22 am; northward at 6:55 pm.

Road Freight Trains

Through, road freight trains operate between East Bay points
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and Bayshore Yard. They enter Peninsula trackage at Redwood

Junction, .8 mile south of Redwood City. The normal average

is about five round trips, daily, over the 21 miles of Peninsula

trackage between Redwood Junction and Bayshore Yard. More than

half of the road freight train trips outbound from Bayshore

Yard ordinarily occur during daytime hours; the majority of

inbound runs take place during the night.

One, sometimes two, through local freights make a round trip

between San Francisco and San Jose. A nightly aggregate train

(sand and gravel) moves from a point just north of Watsonville

to Bayshore Yard.

Through freight trains to and from points south of San Jose

both enter and exit from San Jose Yard which is located between

Santa Clara and College Park. The principal scheduled train

is an overnight piggyback run which is due in San Jose Yard

at 4:16 am from Los Angeles and departs southward at 9:15 pm.

Through freight trains between the East Bay Area and points south

of San Jose transit the 2.6 miles of Peninsula main line trackage

between Santa Clara and San Jose. The number of such moves is

relatively low.

Switching Activities

Switchers work out of four different terminals. Each group

takes care of a share of the Peninsula trackage. The terminals

and their activity are:

Bayshore, 5. 2 miles from San Francisco

This is the largest San Francisco area yard which is

located on the Peninsula Line. The principal switching
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work is directly connected with (a) break-up in delivery

order of cars received from East Bay and other points and

(b) make-up of return movements for road haul.

One day switcher starts at 9 am, works local to Redwood

Junction and return usually requiring about 10 hours

because of time lost on the return trip waiting to clear

Commute trains. Several transfer movements operate between

Downtown Waterfront and Back-up Yards serving commercial

facilities

.

The locomotive and any transfer cars for the midnight

switcher shift at Redwood City leave from Bayshore,

returning the following afternoon after completion of

the second shift Redwood City switching assignment. The

locomotive brings back any freight cars requiring movement

to Bayshore Yard.

South San Francisco, 9.3 miles from San Francisco

This facility is a terminal chiefly devoted to dis-

patching switcher crews for "backup" functions, e.g.,

the distribution and collection of cars being delivered

to or picked up from local industries and commercial

sidings. During each of two shifts, morning and

afternoon, a switcher goes to San Bruno working

both the complex there and the San Bruno Branch.

Most of the time these switchers are not occupying

main line trackage.

Redwood City, 25.4 miles from San Francisco

Three switching shifts are worked here. Starting times
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are 5 am, 3 pm, 11 pm. Switchers work locally south

6.4 miles to California Avenue and north 7.5 miles to

Belmont and San Mateo. The morning start is a caboose

hop from San Jose. Locomotives used at Redwood City

must be taken to diesel servicing terminals located

at Bayshore or San Jose once each 24 hours. Some

intermediate period locomotive refueling by tank truck

was observed at Redwood City.

Sunnyvale , 38.8 miles from San Francisco

Two Sunnyvale switching shifts are worked. The first

starts from San Jose at 5:55 am. There is considerable

local work to be done at Sunnyvale. These switchers also

work 13.4 miles north to Redwood City and return.

Summary of Peninsula Switcher Assignments

Switching locomotives which may, in the course of their

normal assignments, traverse portions of the main line

are divided by shifts as follows: (shifts correspond

generally but not exactly as to timing of starts and quit

First : Bayshore 1, So. San Francisco 1, Redwood City 1,

Sunnyvale, 1. Total 4

Second : So. San Francisco 1, Redwood City 1, Sunnyvale 1

Total 3

Third : Redwood City (ex Bayshore) 1. Total 1

The figures above do not include transfer operations

between Downtown San Francisco and Bayshore Yard. Other

unlisted switching locomotives working in the district

ordinarily do not get out on main line tracks to any

substantial degree.
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Review of Train and Switching Movements

The trip movements, by direction, of the combination of

road freight trains, local freights, switchers and the Amtrak

pair of passenger trains appear to average out at 44 each per

day. The difference between the two "44" counts, weekday

commuter services vs all other movements, is that, except for the

local San Jose - San Francisco freight runs, including the

aggregate train, practically all other runs are over portions

of the route only. On an equated train mileage basis, not

wheel counts, the commute passenger trains appear to account

for as much as 70% of the movement mileage except during periods

of temporarily expanded local freight movement activity.

The types of irregularly-scheduled movements characterizing

the switching/local freight operations in the district do not

lend themselves to easy development of track charts.

Weekday passenger trains average ;

3 cars or less (some are one car) 55%

6 cars 20%

7, 8, or 9 cars 25%

Weekend passenger trains principally are one or two cars

in length; none exceed three cars, if bi-levels are used.

Weekday road freight train movements break out at roughly

75% having less than 50 cars; 25% over 50 cars, with only

occasional movements running upwards of 100 cars.

Inbound road freight trains frequently have cars which are

being brought over from East Bay points to be assembled into pre-
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blocked outbound road trains at Bayshore Yard. Up to 50% of some

road freight train's cars, observed enroute at Millbrae in June

1974, fall into this category.

Transfer movements between Bayshore Yard and the Waterfront

Yard handling commercial and port district deliveries have not

been logged since they are (a) relatively short-haul, (b) do not

tend to either create or be subject to major track congestion

problems since they normally are in the clear in a matter of

minutes on the usual movements.

Operational Trackage Flexibility

The signal system is set up for single-direction control

on each of the two tracks of the double-track main line. Since

there is no CTC (Centralized Traffic Control) in operation, two-

directional running on a track, i.e., running in the opposing

direction to normal traffic flow, would be difficult to arrange.

There would be no flexibility of action since a requirement

probably would be the issuance of train orders to all concerned

movements

.

Under normal circumstances, train order offices are open only

at Redwood Junction, Santa Clara and San Jose.

Power crossovers between main tracks are located at 4th Street,

San Francisco; Bayshore; Redwood Junction; and at entry points to

San Jose Yard between Santa Clara and College Park. These are

tower or operator-controlled. Handthrow crossovers are in use at

other locations for local switching purposes. Electric time

delay locks are installed on some of these switches.
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Cab signals are not installed. Locomotives are equipped with

train radio and can communicate directly with the dispatcher.

Portable radios for communication with the engine crew are in

use by road freight train crews.

Impact of Freight Yards, Sidings , Switching Districts

The nature of the freight volume gradually has been changing

over a period of time; the volume also has been tapering off in

some areas. North of Sunnyvale, the larger part of the revenue

movements now occurring involve delivery of inbound freight;

outbound loads represent a relatively small proportion. Port

activity rail-wise, on the San Francisco side, gradually is

changing in character as a substantial shift to containerization

is taking place in the handling. of ocean freight.

In prior years, the volumes of originating freight along

the length of the line were quite substantial; today, inbound

deliveries predominate in the zone between San Francisco and

Redwood City by a ratio of about 4.5 to 1. South of Redwood City,

deliveries and originations are roughly equal. Locally, one of the

larger movements to on-line points is made up of aggregates: sand,

gravel, etc. A nightly "aggregate turn" serves San Carlos and

neighboring areas' ready-mix plants. As an area "matures",

this type of activity generally phases down - the longer

range prospects, therefore, are for gradual reduction in such volumes.

The heaviest on-line outbound loadings originate at the

canneries in Sunnyvale. The volumes are quite substantial but

their interference with line-haul trains, passenger or other,

appears to be relatively minor. The greater part of the cannery
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switching work is conducted on tracks away from the main line; the

main line is employed essentially for transfer of blocks of loaded

cars, ready for outward movement, to San Jose Yard, 5.5 miles.

Return blocks of cars, enroute to Sunnyvale, consist of empties

for outbound loading and carloads of supplies for the plants.

Freight Movement Pattern Shifts

The pace of activities in terms of carload freight shipments,

both inbound and outbound, appears to be tapering down over the

backbone of the route segment between San Bruno and Sunnyvale.

By and large much of the property located away from existing

industrial parks has become too valuable, for other purposes,

to be converted in the future to heavy industrial/commercial

usage alonqside this particular 27.2 mile trackage segment.

Detailed Calculations - Incidence of Freight Car Movements

Types of Freight Car Movements

There are four basic types of on-line movement of freight cars.

They are:

1. Road freight trains

2 . Road switcher movements serving industries

3. Local, yard-type movements; local switching

4 . Inter-yard transfer movements

Over the backbone of the Peninsula Route, categories 1 and 2

presumably would account for the larger part of the freight move-

ments on the trackage.

Switching Movements

Two fundamental types of switching movements are performed in
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exist, such as industrial parks or larger plants, most of the switching

would take place by working on a trackage complex totally separated

from the main line tracks. Service to some of the smaller enroute

industries would have to be made by working spurs leading directly

from the mainline; portions of the train or switching cut would

occupy mainline track during the switching period.

Calculating Freight Car Flows

In calculating freight car flows to/from industry, the SP

divides the Peninsula Route into two segments

:

1. San Francisco to Redwood Junction .8 mile south of

Redwood City

2 . Redwood Junction to San Jose

Segment #1 is 26.2 miles long; segment #2, 20.7 miles.

The calculations separate car handling needs in terms of those

that largely can be handled away from the mainline and those that

require mainline occupancy during switching.

On segment #1, 98.3% of the cars switched in or out generally

can be handled away from the mainline; 1.7% of the cars switched

would require mainline occupancy during switching. On segment #2,

the ratios are 99.4% generally switched away from mainline trackage;

.6% require holding the mainline during switching.

The aggregate number of freight cars delivered to, or

received from, industries located on the Peninsula Route has

steadily declined since 1969. Employing 1969 as the base, the

percentages of cars handled are:
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% Change % change

Yd o v- oe grneat # ±

From
iy by

From
Prior Year Segment #2

From
1969

From
Prior Yea]

1 QfiQ llO/DOO base 61,996 base

13 / u X U D / O O J -1U . U-6 -10.0% ^ r AAA55,999 -9 .7% -9 .7%

1971 101,045 -14.9% -5.5% 53,277 -14.1% -4 .9%

1972 95,127 -19.9% -5.9% 54,732 -11.7% + 2 .7%
.

1973 92, 590 -22. 0% -2.7% 50, 012 -19 . 3% -8 .6%

The sum of the declines of the two segments, combined, is 21.1%,

1969 to 1973 inclusive. The decreases in actual cars handled are

at least partially offset, from the carrier's standpoint, by two

factors: (1) average car size (and tons loaded) has been increasing;

(2) piggyback, not fully covered in the above car counts, is picking

up some of the slack. Revenue tons of freight handled, on a system

basis, increased by almost 1.3% during 1973.

Reducing the cars handled to terms of total movements per day

requires setting up an average which may not reflect seasonality

adequately. Since the primary rail commute operational concern

is with weekday traffic movements, and further, since Saturday

freight car placements are somewhat reduced and Sunday

more sharply so, the annual totals are divided by 250 in order to

reflect what could be, seasonally, the highest peaks to be contended

with. Further, segment #l's car movements are arbitrarily increased

by 60,000 to reflect either the return of empties or the delivery

of empties for loading; similarly for segment #2, car movements

are increased by 3,000.

Converting the movements of freight cars being switched into or
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out of industries located on the Peninsula Route, to a weekday basis,

by employing a "padded" formula to allow for maximum seasonal

movement, the figures indicate: ( for weekdays )

Segment #1

92,590 base + 60,000 additive = 152,590 cars moved/250 = 610

per day maximum probable peak

92,590 base + 60,000 additive = 152,590 cars moved/313 = 487

per day probable mean

Segment #2

61,996 base + 3,000 additive = 64,996 cars moved/250 = 260

per day maximum probable peak

61,996 base + 3,000 additive = 64,996 cars moved/313 = 208

per day probable mean

Partial additional round-trip movements of these cars also

would be required since a large proportion are brought in and

taken out by road freight trains serving either Bayshore Yard,

San Francisco or San Jose Yard at Santa Clara. Relatively few

would move the length of the line, the majority would feed in

either via Redwood Junction to Bayshore Yard (following a

similar exit route) , or in and out of San Jose Yard via con-

necting trackage.

Freight Train Checks

A recent series of 24-hour movement checks made at Millbrae,

the mid-point of Segment #1, indicated approximately balanced

movements ranging between 300 and 400 cars per 24-hour day in

each direction. This represented the total of all classes of

movements. The majority of northbound (westward by timetable
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direction) freight movements took place at night after commuter

hours; more than half of the southbound (eastward) freight move-

ments took place during the middle of the day. The daily move-

ment totals, including switchers, varied between about 16 and

2 4 , on an average. Road freight trains were not too long; the

majority were in the 50-car or less range. None exceeding mid-

ninety-car counts were noted during the five-day observation

period. The northbound aggregate train from Watsonville passed

by fairly reliably at about 5 a.m.; southbound, with empties, it

averaged 9:30 a.m.

Visual checks of certain classes of empty cars inbound on

road freight trains to Bayshore, accompanied by the matching

of these same cars on outbound road freight trains showing up

within three to five hours' time, suggested that some empties

may be brought from Eastbay points to Bayshore to be incorpor-

ated in road freight trains.

The entire line also was checked, by helicopter, for train

occupancy during the daytime. Between morning and early afternoon,

only one switcher was noted in the area between Sunnyvale and

Redwood City; another farther north in Segment #2 only in the

early afternoon. A switcher was noted, dormant, at a midpoint

on the San Bruno branch during the hour period of the north

end-of-line check.

In considering the larger total car movements on the northerly

of the two sectors, it should be borne in mind that a substantial

portion of the cars brought in as loads either are taken in transfer
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cuts to the yard serving the waterfront industrial districts or

are delivered in the industrial district near Bayshore Yard. The

reverse of this situation applies to the movement of outbound

loads or empties.

Summary

Unless the gradual decline of some 4% to 5% per year in area

industrial carloadings, inbound or outbound, is checked either

by changes in shipping trends or because of the impact of the

energy shortage, the longer-range pattern would appear to be one

of slowly decreasing potential for interference with freight

movements by passenger trains.

Passenger Train Observations

Loading Checks of Passenger Trains

A number of stopwatch checks were made of trains' station

dwell times. The stopwatch was started when the train was fully

stopped; shut off when the train started to move. Station times

varied substantially; not always being related to the size of the

boarding or detraining load. Certain generalizations do appear

possible

.

As previously had been ascertained by a detailed series of

rider checks on Philadelphia operations of The Pennsylvania

Railroad (now Penn Central) when the streamlined Silverliners first

were introduced, midday riders generally move more slowly - it

sometimes requires only a relatively small rider count to lengthen

a train's station dwell time to the equivalent of some peak

period timings.
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The actual rates of boardings, made on the basis of people per

entry per five seconds, tallied higher for the SP gallery cars at

low level platforms than for boardings from high level platforms

into end-door type cars such as are employed in Philadelphia and

were predominant for many years in the New York City Suburban areas.

Overall, the heavier station peak-hour boardings (morning) or

detrainings (evening) required an average of about 4 5 seconds from

time of stopping to resumption of train movement. A few of the

heaviest ranged as high as 95 seconds. Lighter loadings averaged

out at about 2 5 seconds during peak periods.

Observations were hampered at some stations by the problem of

the trains' "waiting for time." Some commute train schedules do

require tightening up. In order to clock the optimum dwell per-

formance, it is advisable to check only those stations where trains

do not ordinarily have built-in slack requiring an enforced wait

for departure time. Some of the performances are phenomenally

good. For example, train 117 with two locomotive units and nine

double-deck cars requires about 32 seconds for its longest station

stop. Southbound train 112 exchanged 18 passengers at one stop

(ons and offs) in 8 seconds from start to finish; a number of peak

hour stops in a range as low as from 16 to 20 seconds' duration

were noted.

Boardings and detrainings connected with trains equipped

solely with single-level cars all were slightly longer due to

(a) climbing the extra steps; and (b) the human tendency to peek

through the doors in both directions, before entering, in order

to choose the car with the more desirable seats.
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Some "bad" habits were noted. For example, a man at one

station who always waited in his parked car until the train was

fully stopped and then walked slowly to the rear car door trap

some 150 to 175 feet away. On four consecutive days the train in

question was held for the man... its average dwell time was 49

seconds versus about half this interval for comparable trains

at the concerned station. Numerous similar examples of riders

not being positioned for arriving trains were noted; there

appeared to be a tendency for this type of dawdling to increase

on morning trains proceeding toward San Francisco after the

passage of #119.

Also, and this may have developed for operational policy

reasons not apparent to the study effort, a majority of trains enter

stations at relatively slow speeds, literallv crawlinq to the

final stop. This type of handling, as compared with that of the

Burlington Northern in Chicago, where arriving trains hit the

head of the platform at speeds up to 45 mph yet stop comfort-

ably within limits, can result in several minutes' lengthening of

a train's total schedule. It is probably true, because of the

observed persistent habit of detraining passengers of standing on

the steps of the single-level cars during the period just preceding

station arrival, that fast entry and fast braking together might

create a major safety hazard. Certainly if and when the operation

should be fully equipped with Gallery Cars, the possible service

advantages of speedier station entry should be weighed.
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All commuter railroads have been faced with idiosyncratic

problems created by their passengers. A number of years ago,

the Harlem Division commuter operations of the New York Central

(now Penn Central) practically fell apart one winter because card

players, reluctant to quit a game, unloaded so slowly at way

stations. Headways were ruined. The sum of delays accruing

to later evening rush period trains amounted to 15, 2 and even

more minutes. It finally took a combined newspaper and Public

Relations effort to break up the card games promptly and get

people off the trains. Bar cars, where run on eastern railroads,

are a constant source of delay in handling commute operations

expeditiously

.

Part II Line Capacity Discussion

Introduction

Southern Pacific's Peninsula Trackage, compared with similarly

important trackage in other major rail commute-served cities, is in

top-notch physical condition; there is very little commuter mileage

that can match its quality standards.

The passenger commute operation, based on the degree of rider-

ship presently accruing to it, appears to be adequate in most resn^ct

e.g., equipment available, schedule patterns, overall trackage

capabilities for handling the total passenger/freight/switching

movement patterns. Implicit to the foregoing statement would be

the negative influences exerted on the potential rider market by

the lack of optimally located terminal facilities in San Francisco

and San Jose.
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Problems with Specifications Set Down for SP Peninsula Service

Upgrading Objectives

Some relatively stringent standards appear to have been

advanced as targets for consideration in upgrading SP services.

These include the suggestion of "BART-equivalent" plans for

90-second headways, 20-second station stops, high acceleration

and deceleration, accompanied by overall schedule averages of

about 45 mph.

SP territory is not without substantial patronage potential

but, considering that the line reaches out almost 47 miles from

the city of San Francisco, such mass movement over distances of

this magnitude, or even a half or a third the distance, quite

possibly never could come to pass. The four-track "trolley line"

of Penn Central running 90 miles between Philadelphia and New York

through the most densely populated area of the nation cannot begin

to generate such ridership potential even at the peak of the rush

hours. The pre 1973-74 energy crisis commuter train ridership on

this route into New York City was about 27,500 daily from the

earliest train in the morning through the last one at night. This

included riders coming in off both the Penn Central main line and

its branches plus passengers from Central Railroad of New Jersy,

and Reading Company routes either feeding in at Rahway, N.J. or

Newark, N.J. Amtrak ridership on the "200 series" of Philadelphia-

Trenton-New York "dockers" also is incorporated in these totals.

The Role of Equipment and Facility Upgrading in SP Capacity

Determination

A somewhat anomalous situation appears to exist when it comes
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to determination of both the equipment and facility needs required

for handling an expanded volume of commute train ridership. As

matters now stand, barring any change in terminal location in

San Francisco (i.e. removal from Townsend Street) or of other

current operational concepts, an overall increase of between 70%

and 100% in ridership could be handled merely by adding cars to

some trains plus installing perhaps an additional round trip. The

principal need would be for some additional cars. This course of

action would (a) hold total capital outlays to a minimum, (b) continue

a pattern of less desirable manpower and equipment utilization

and (c) retain a service which generally would both lack versatility

and would perpetuate a disproportionately costly method of operation.

It should be understood, of course, that the foregoing discussion

deals with an assumed ridership increase situation which is not

likely to occur because of demonstrated market resistance to mass

use of a Townsend Street station location.

On the other hand, the physical constraints likely to be

imposed on equipment use and equipment cycling if a downtown

San Francisco Terminal nearer to Market Street were to be developed,

would demand substantial changes in operational methodology and

back-up facilities. These changes, which should provide a greatly

upgraded rail service, would be a virtual necessity if total rail

ridership were to be optimized and a corresponding burden lifted

from parallel highways.

Examination of Present Capability of People Movement

There are 26 stations, counting the final terminals, in the

46.9 miles of SP Peninsula trackage for an average spacing of 1.8
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miles apart. The length-of-line local trains average between

35 and 37 m.p.h. including stops. On-time performance at final

terminals is extremely good although two extremes are evident.

Certain commute trains must "wait for time" at some enroute

stations due to the presence of too much slack in their schedules.

Other trains, principally in the off-peak, may run very slightly

behind schedule at a substantial portion of the enroute stops

.

This latter situtation is due to the design, in some instances,

of an extremely "tight" schedule enroute with "push-up" (make-up)

allowances of two or three minutes incorporated in final terminal

arrival times. Rush-hour schedules, particularly, may continue

to be geared to the greater loads carried a few years ago.

Signal spacing out on the line varies between 3,000 feet

and 7,500 feet with the majority of installations ranging be-

tween 4,500 and 6,000 feet apart. Coincident with the overall

average schedule speed of 35+ m.p.h., the minimum possible train

spacing would be roughly two minutes; at the 60-70 m.p.h. range

of top operating speeds, about one minute. The foregoing spacing

(headways) probably could be translated to about three minutes

for actual train operations, station stops included, if a sensible

skip-stop-pattern were to be in effect during peak periods. Such

an accelerated train through-put program would not be feasible

for continuous operation due to a variety of problems ranging

from excessive grade crossing obstruction to mandatory elimin-

ation of rail freight service. Its consideration should be re-

stricted to a limited time span at the height of a peak period.

At 20 trains per hour with 1,350 seats each, the theoretical
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one-direction, peak-period line capacity would be 27,000 riders

per hour with no standees . This would require 2 modern locomotives

and 18 bilevel cars minus those that could be recycled during

this period. This type of operational density on a railroad which

also handles freight could not be tolerated except at peak periods.

On a seated basis, no standees , one-direction (peak flow) BART

capacities based on using 8 car trains would be 5,760 on 6-minute

headways and 3,456 on a 10-minute headway. These headways are

now those generally prevailing subject to further improvement of

train control systems. On a 3-minute headway basis, BART trains

would have a seated capacity, one direction flow only, of 11,520

or far less that half the potential seated capacity of the railroad.

Railroad trains are figured on the basis of nine bi-level cars.

If BART trains were to be increased to the ultimate total of

10 cars each, one-direction hourly capacities, seated, would be

4,320, 7,200 and 14,400 for 10, 6 and 3-minute headways respectively.

The fastest single, non-stop SP commute run, 31.8 miles from

the San Francisco Terminal to California Avenue, Palo Alto, in

38 minutes, averages 50.2 m.p.h. Over the length of the line,

including three subsequent stops prior to arriving at San Jose,

this train averages 40.8 m.p.h. Observing a BART goal of 45 m.p.h.

average, the equivalent San Francisco - San Jose running time would

be about 63 minutes; currently the best SP semi-express run is

6 9 minutes; the better locals require 75 minutes. The present rail

running times should be considered to be close to the optimum

attainable unless either electrification or an amplified skip-

stop operation, or a combination of both, should be implemented.
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Reconciliation of Estimated Movement Capability with Known Activity

A 1965 corridor count study* showed that combined morning

northbound Southern Pacific and Greyhound ridership crossing the

San Francisco - San Mateo County Line was about 9,700 between

7 - 8 am and 2,100 between 8 - 9 am. The maximum northbound

Bayshore Freeway traffic at the peak hour was estimated to be

9,250; a substantial proportion of the vehicle users were not

traveling to the San Francisco CBD.

Since the 1965 counts were made, SP ridership totals have

declined by almost a quarter. Total freeway usage has increased;

especially since Interstate 280 was added to the network. BART

activities via Daly City already have siphoned considerable CBD

traffic originating in the northern sections of San Mateo County.

Even granted that rail ridership would double itself during

the peak period, i.e., to about 10,500 based on current 1974

travel, it is apparent that a suggested rail design target of

27,000 passengers per hour in one direction may prove to be un-

realistic over the longer range.

Service design efforts should not overlook the trends showing

up in a majority of cities. As population growth continues, an

ever-increasing percentage of peripheral employment centers tend to

absorb the major share of added employment opportunities.

* taken from Engineers Working Paper Final Report for West Bay
Rapid Transit Authority, pp. 3-18, 3-19, Dec, 1968 .
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Existing Capacity Constraints

On the basis of the present type of commute train movements and

the ongoing market, except for the magnitude of the operating

deficits, the existing operation, as previously discussed, could

be classified as competent. If a major degree of service expansion

were to become desirable, particularly one involving access to a new,

restricted trackage San Francisco terminal, then some substantial

changes and alterations would have to be undertaken both in the area

of equipment recycling and physical facilities.

Practically all passenger stations, together with their train

access, are located on one side of the tracks. The side employed is

the westerly one thus requiring passengers boarding northbound trains

to San Francisco to stand on or cross the southbound main track while

doing so. Please refer to Table 5, Chapter IV.

The station situation currently is taken care of by special

instructions issued by the Operating Department of the railroad.

Generally speaking, both road freight train and road switcher movements

are suspended during the "Commute Fleet" period. The periods are:

Leaving San Jose between 5:05 am and 8:00 am with San Francisco

arrival scheduled between 6:25 am and 9:18 am; leaving San Francisco

between 4:15 pm and 6:00 pm with San Jose arrival scheduled between

5:50 pm and 7:21 pm. Proportionate timings would apply enroute

.

During the morning restricted period, three commute trains are

operated from San Francisco to San Jose opposite to the major

current of traffic; during the evening period, two from San Jose

to San Francisco.

Protection is afforded boarding passengers by the placement am
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use of special "station occupied" signals which warn approaching

trains that the opposing track is in use.

Unless the enroute stations were to be rebuilt with single-

side platforms, center-of-track barrier fences, and grade-separated

passenger footways, or with center-island platforms, it would not

appear to be feasible to employ any real degree of reverse movement

of equipment during peak hours. Properly timed reverse movements

would help obtain second use from a reasonable share of the basic

car and locomotive fleet. This could result in increasing capacity

substantially under conditions of reduced total capital outlay.

The majority of locomotives currently in use must be physically

turned at the end of each run. This requires considerably more

time to accomplish than a simple uncoupling and runaround operation

would for equipment turnback. Neither method, turning or runaround,

however, affords the overall equipment availability that a Push-

Pull operation could.

The implementation of a Push-Pull operation would provide

practically the only pathway available for increased equipment

utilization. Helpful on-line adjuncts would be: installation

of some additional remote-controlled power crossovers together

with some center-main holding tracks; conversion of signals and

control methods to Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) , plus the

reasonably desirable employment of cab signaling for the pass-

enger train portion of the runs.

Any improvement, i.e. step-up in number of frequency of runs,

probably should be accompanied by installation or extension of

some running sidings in key switching areas which could be
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utilized as track to work from by area switchers. Principal

crossovers should be cut into the CTC system to facilitate cross-

over-type switching movements and thus hold down total potential

delays to freight-connected movements.

The methods and capital needs required to improve equipment

and manpower utilization appear in Chapter V.



CHAPTER III

THE MARKETS

This chapter is divided into two basic parts. The

first part analyzes the trends and the composition of

current Southern Pacific Commute Train ridership; the

second part, essentially devoted to determination of future

rail ridership potential, considers both the railroad and

its competitive modes in terms of the whole. The sum of

the several estimates of SP ridership potential will vary

according to the nature of the operational concepts which

ultimately may be chosen, coupled with the decisions made

regarding optimum terminal location (s) in San Francisco.

Part I - Composition of Current SP Ridership

Nature of the Present Market

Southern Pacific commute train ridership declined

steadily from a peak equivalent to about 16,600 round-trip

rides in 1954 to slightly less than 9,500 in October 1973.

Presently the figure is oscillating around the 10,000 mark.

Just over 84% of the ridership is San Francisco CBD oriented;

the balance travels between stations other than to or from

San Francisco. (Total "single-direction" rides would be

double the round-trip totals)

.
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The total reverse-direction commutation proportion of

the ridership base is relatively light. It amounts to

about a half percent of outbound direction travel. There

are approximately 300 riders into College Park (San Jose)

on two morning trains (enroute pickups) and back on three

afternoon trains. More than a hundred outbound riders,

picked up at enroute points, travel to Mountain View on

two morning trains, returning in the afternoon. Morning

travel levels into San Jose currently are quite low;

probably less than 50 riders regularly commute there.

Palo Alto has a low but steady flow, during prime de-

mand hours, from both ends of the line. The daily commute

totals handled by all trains, however, do not exceed a

range of 50 to 100 riders depending on the time of year.

Existing Southern Pacific traffic counts do not show

any real evidence of commuter travel to Redwood City from

San Jose and way stations. Outward from Redwood City

toward San Jose, however, the Southern Pacific records

show more than a hundred late afternoon riders boarding at

Redwood City on a single train.

All on-line stations have a few regular commuters

riding to and from non-CBD employment, for example, a

hospital in Millbrae, commercial establishments in Burlingame,

the canneries at Sunnyvale, etc.
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The split between CBD-oriented and non-CBD-oriented

riders varies considerably according to the time of day.

Analyzing inbound trains , the figures show: (October, 19 7

on—board counts)

Direction and Time
CBD

Riders
Non-CBD
Riders

Total
Riders

Morning inbound to 9:18 am 7,152 (90.4 %) 761 ( 9.6 %) 7,913

Day inbound 10:05 am to

11:20 pm
674 (50.2 %) 669 (49 8 %) 1 343

Totals 7,826 (84.55%) 1,430 (15.45%) 9,256

Day outbound to 3:00 pm 627 (44.4 %) 784 (55.6 %) 1,411

Afternoon outbound 4:15 pm

through 6:30 pm
7,014 (89.52%) 821 (10.48%) 7,835

Evening outbound 7:10 pm

through 12:35 pm

302 (89.09%) 37 (10.91%) 339

Total

s

7,943 (82.87%) 1,642 (17.13%) 9,585

Part of the minor discrepancy between inbound and outbound

CBD/non-CBD ratios may be traceable to the outbound-only

Redwood City movement described in one of the preceding

paragraphs

.

Market Proportions by Zone

The Southern Pacific Transportation Company has divided,

for ticketing-pricing purposes, the Peninsula Route into six

fare zones. Fares charged from each station within a parti-

cular zone to out-of-zone points are equivalently scaled.
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The levels of ridership origins and terminations are

fairly even within five of the six fare zones. Zone 1, the

closest to San Francisco / accounts for a substantially lower

proportion of ridership.

Figures taken from the SP Company Peninsula Train Checks

of October, 19 7 3 show:

Total of

Inclusive Mileage Northbound On % of Total

Zone # Stations from S.F. Southbound Off Line Ridership

6 San Jose- 44.3 - 46.9 3,331 17.68%
Santa Clara

5 Sunnyvale- 34.8 - 38.8 3,389 17.99%

Castro

4 California Av- 27.8 - 31.8 3,592 19.06%

Atherton

3 Redwood City- 20.3 - 25.4 3,690 19.59%

Hillsdale

2 Hayward Park- 15.2 - 18.9 2,992 15.88%

Broadway

1 Millbrae- 8.6 - 13.7 1,846 9.80%

Butler Road

Total, both directions 18,840

Considering San Carlos to be the midpoint, the total

ridership origin/destination figures for the other half of

the line are 12,204 or 64.78%. In round numbers, just

slightly less than two-thirds of the Line's riders are gene-

rated by' stations at or beyond the half-way mileage mark

from ban Francisco.
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The ten top stations (origin/destination rider ship) are:

% of Total

Station Riders hip Mileage from S.F . Line Ridership

San Jose •• 1 ,971 46.9 mi. 10.46%

Mountain View 1 ,748 36.1 mi. 9.28%

Sunnyvale 1 ,500 38.8 mi. 7.96%

California Avenue 1,321 31.8 mi. 7.01%
Hillsdale 1,062 20.3 mi. 5.64%
Redwood City 1 ,049 25.4 mi. 5.57%
San Mateo 1 ,043 17.9 mi. 5.54%
Palo Alto 927 30.1 mi. 4.92%
Burlingame 915 16.3 mi. 4.86%
San Carlos 843 23.2 mi. 4.47%

Cumulatively, the ten highest-ridership stations account

for 12,379 inbound/outbound passengers or 65.71% of the line's

O & D; the four highest (6,540 users, 34.71%) all are more than

30 miles from San Francisco.

Area of Ridership Attraction

Caltrans conducted a ridership sampling of SP Commute

Train Users in December, 1973. The principal objectives

were to determine geographical origin and destination of

trips, methods of station approach and trip purpose. The

sampling covered not only rush-hour commute operations but

also off-peak and weekend travel.

The geographic plots of ridership origins closely follow

the contours of readily available land for housing, e.g. be-

tween San Bruno and Sunnyvale practically all origins are

within two miles of the SP tracks except for a small subgroup

coming from the Woodside area about three miles from Redwood
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SAMPLE OF CALTRANS PASSENGER

DESTINATION SURVEY

DECEMBER 1973

33802
(hJtfCWS PASSENGER DESTINATION SURVEY

The State Department of Transportation is conducting a

survey of persons traveling to and from San Francisco passen-

ger terminals. Please help us by filling out this card and drop-

ping it into a mailbox. Thank you.

How did you get to the Southern Pacific Depot
in San Francisco?

Walk QTaxi Qother
Bus or Trolley Coach (Specify)

Which line?

B. What is the purpose of your travel todav? (Check
one)

work Shopping Hschool

| |
Social /Recreation f~] Other

(Specify)

What is your final destination on this trip? (Give

nearest street intersection and community)

D. Where did this trip start in San Francisco? (Give

nearest street intersection and community)
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City and a very few from the Portola Valley approach roads

west of Palo Alto.

From Sunnyvale southward, the area of principal rider-

ship attraction broadens in all directions, reaching outward

roughly five to seven miles from the Sunnyvale, Santa Clara

and San Jose stations.

Ridership Destinations in San Francisco

The principal San Francisco destinations determined

by the Caltrans Sampling were:

Financial District 35.4%

Between Mission & Market Streets (out to about 32.5%
10th Street)

Between Broadway, Stockton, California and the 12.1%

Waterfront

Commercial District adjacent to Station 6.2%

Civic Center Area 4.6%

Area just north of the Financial District 2.0%

Telegraph Hill, Fisherman's Wharf, North Point 2.0%

Area

All other districts throughout the city (none 5.2%

Higher than .8%; majority under .5%)

Examining BART San Francisco Line Entries and Exits

for a Wednesday morning in April, 1974, peak hour entries

at Daly City accounted for 51.2% of the ridership. The

relative percentages of the Line's morning peak hour exits

were

:

Montgomery (Financial District) 67.72%
Powell 12. 98"

Civic Center 10.2?
All Other 9.18%

100.00%
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The Ridership Peaks are Quite Narrow

The spread of the rush hour peaks is relatively narrow.

In the morning, the SP October, 1973 counts showed 4,710

passengers arriving at the San Francisco terminal in a 30-

minute period between 7:35 a.m. and 8:05 a.m. This is

equivalent to 65.9% of all CBD arrivals between 6:25 a.m.

and 9:18 a.m. During the afternoon outbound rush, five

trains departing in 12 minutes* time accounted for 58.4%

of all riders leaving San Francisco between 4:15 p.m. and

6:30 p.m.

Grouping of San Francisco Arrivals % of

Arrival Time(s) # of Trains
CBD

Passenoers
Total

CBD Riders

6:25 a.m. 1 191 2.45%

7:15 a.m. through 8:13 a.m. 8 5,923 75.68%

(7:35 a.m. - 8:05 a.m. there are 6 trains with 4,710 riders=
60.2 % of CBD total)

8:20 a.m. through 9:18 a.m. 4 1,038 13.26%

10:05 a.m. through 6:45 p.m. 7 637 8.14%

8:40 p.m. through 11:20 p.m. 2 37 0.47%

All -day totals 22 7,826 100.00%

Grouping of San Francisco Departures % of

Departure Times # of Trains
CBD

Passengers
Total

CBD Riders

6:10 a.m. through 3:00 p.m. 6 627 7.89%

4:15 p.m. through 4:55 p.m. 4 1,852 23,32%

5:14 p.m'. through 5:26 p.m. 5 4,097 51.58%

5:45 p.m. through 6:30 p.m. 3 1,065 13.41%

7:10 p.m. through 12:35 p.m. 4 302 3.80%

1-day totals 22 7,943 100.00%
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Going a step further and including non-CBD-oriented

ridership of both arriving and departing trains, the figures

adjust slightly to:

Grouping of Inbound Trains to San Francisco

Arrival Time(s)

6:25 a.m.

# of
Trains

passengers
Incl. Non-CBD

% of
Total

Riders

1 212 2 . 29%

7:15 a.m. through 8:13 a.m. 8 6,371 68.83%

8:20 a.m. through 9:18 a.m. 4 1,330 14.37%

10:05 a.m. through 6:45 p.m. 7 1,249 13.49%

8:40 p.m. through 11:20 p.m. 2 94 1.02%

All -day totals 22 9,256 100.00%

Grouping of San Francisco Departures

Departure Times

6: 10 a.m. through 3:00 p.m. 6 1,411 14. 72%

4: 15 p.m. through 4:55 p.m. 4 2,494 26. 02%

5: 14 p.m. through 5:26 p.m. 5 4,213 43. 95%

5: 45 p.m. through 6:30 p.m. 3 1,128 11 . 77%

7: 10 p.m. through 12:35 a.m. 4 339 3. 54%

All- day totals 22 9,585 100. 00%

Recent Increases in Total Ridership

Ridership increased on the order of 5% to 6% in 1974

during the energy crisis period. There appeared to have

been a limited-time retention of approximately 500 addi-
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tional riders in each direction on weekdays. Most of this

added traffic had left the rails by the end of June 1974.

Detailed figures currently are not available but, for the

purposes of this study, the assumption is made that there

have been no substantial changes in the ratios between peak

and off-peak or between CBD and non-CBD-oriented travel.

Use of Peripheral Stations at San Francisco

There are four stations, lying close to the City, which

are very lightly used at present. They are:

Passengers
Station Distance from off Inbound Boarding—S- F - Depot— Trains Outbound Trains

( ) = number of trains stopping
23rd Street 1.9 miles 79 (5) 59 (6)

Paul Avenue 4.1 miles 72 (4) 38 (3)

Bayshore 5.2 miles 121 (10) 117 (8)

Butler Road 8.6 miles 19 (3 ) 8 (2 )

Rider Totals 291 222

Inbound detraining counts amount to 3.1% of total rider-

ship; outbound boarding counts represent 2.3% of ridership.

A considerable portion of the ridership using Bayshore, which

registers 46.4% of the total for the four satellite stations,

is made up of SP employees.
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Part II - Methodology for Determining Rail Ridership Potential

Factors Governing Ridership Motivation

A key mission of the marketing effort would be to deter-

mine the total SP route market potential on the Peninsula in

the perspective of the varying factors controlling ridership

motivation. These factors would include, but not be limited

to

:

Schedule frequencies

Schedule timings and average speeds

Fare structures

Nature and quality of equipment operated

Peninsula station locations; adjacent parking
facilities

Local transit feeder connections at Peninsula
stations

Location of the downtown San Francisco Terminal

Quality and rider cost of downtown transit connec-
tions

The impact of automobile travel "friction factors"
such as the degree of parallel highway congestion

f

in-city parking costs, motor fuel expense and
shortages, other related problems contributing
to hampering relatively easy use of personal
automobiles

The Principal Rider Markets Now Being Tapped

There are four principal rider market groupings from

which the SP currently draws its patronage. For purposes of

simplification of understanding their relationships, these
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market groupings are keyed to one direction of movement,

i.e. inbound to San Francisco. It is assumed that outward

movements would be of comparable dimension. The groupings

are

:

1. Peak direction journey-to-work commutation

to the CBD station. This is the principal flow.

It currently represents 90.4% of the SP morning

inbound commuter period ridership and 91.4% of

an entire day's ridership (weekdays) into the CBD .

2. Peak direction journey-to-work commutation to

intermediate, non-CBD points. This represents 9.6%

of the inbound passenger flow during the morning

peak and 53.2% of an entire day's inbound, non-CBD-

oriented ridership.

The sum of the two foregoing morning peak period in-

bound commutation movements amounts to 85.5% of the total

normal inbound weekday movement, CBD or non-CBD destinations,

as counted by the SP in October, 19 73.

3. Reverse direction morning peak period

journey- to-work commutation outward-bound. The

"inbound" counts for this travel segment would be

reflected in evening return movements. The present

proportion of such activity, measured in terms of

inbound movement, is about a half percent of the
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total. Very little of this outbound flow originates

at San Francisco.

4. Day and evening off-peak. This travel is

of mixed nature. These are some commuter-type

movements of shift workers, school traffic, etc.,

plus casual ridership occasioned by business engage-

ments and a good proportion of personal use. In

terms of total inbound movements, offpeak accounts

for about 14% of the patronage but almost half of

this traffic is not CBD-oriented.

Determination of Market Potential

Each of the four principal markets outlined in the prior

section would be dependent upon certain prevailing criteria

which act to establish the optimum limits of rider patronage.

The maximum attainable volume of the principal market,

CBD-oriented journey- to-work travel, is almost entirely

dependent upon the total in-city employment located within

acceptable distances from the arrival rail terminal. The

employees' home locations should lie within convenient dis-

tance of a Peninsula rail station. Future-date increases

in the base would be dependent upon the growth of CBD

employment opportunities coupled with the increases in

travel from suburbia which correspondingly might be generated.
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The secondary, on-line location, journey-to-work move-

ments' increased volume potential would be influenced by a

variety of factors ranging from decentralization of employ-

ment outward to suburbia to the many factors related with

automobile usage problems and patterns of local transit

connections. This would concern both non-CBD journey-to-work

and reverse-movement journey-to-work markets.

A variety of problems must be solved before off-peak,

local traffic could be built to acceptable volumes. These

movements are heavily influenced by schedule patterns,

ability of station access, and pricing. Conversion to

zoned rates has dealt portions of this traffic a sharp

blow due to the fact that some relatively short trips across

a zone boundary now carry price tags as high as $1 for just

a few miles. The effect of this perhaps unconscious fare

discrimination is amply reflected in the per-mile fare yields

which prevailed just prior to the most recent, 1974 fare

increase. The average receipts from a commute passenger were

calculated to be 2. 835C per mile; from a full-fare passenger,

5.917C per mile.

Background Demographic Data Suitability

Though a reasonably plentiful array of data is availa-

ble, the principal base of the all-important cordon counts

of people movement continues to be a 19 6 5 study which has
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gone through several updatings. From the overall standpoint

of establishing certain general trends, together with develop-

ing suitably approximate modal and time splits of travel

within the two principal corridors connecting the Peninsula

with San Francisco, a generally satisfactory basis for rider-

ship forecasting appears to be available.

There Are Two Principal Corridors from the Peninsula

The two principal corridors connecting the Peninsula

with San Francisco are the Bayshore Corridor located on the

easterly side parallel to SP trackage, and the Coastside

Corridor (feeding 1-280) located on the westerly side.

Recent statistics indicate that the Coastside Corridor carries

over 40% more traffic during the peak period than the Bay-

shore does. The larger portion of its attracted journey-to~

work traffic, however, is presumed to be drawn from areas not

considered to be particularly rail-prone in the sense that

ridership origins are not geographically lcoated with respect

to easy use of SP trains.
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Table 1

BAYSHORE FREEWAY ( RTE . 101) 1972 TRAFFIC VOLUMES (VEHICLES)*

Peak-hour
# of Average Daily Traffic (ADT) Peak-hour Peak-di rection

Location Lanes Ppak Month Annual (2-way (0.60 x peak-hour)

SC/SM County Line
6 120.000 112 000ML) UWU 10,700 6,400

Redwood City
8 141 .000 131 000 12,500 7,500

San Mateo
8 152,000 141,000 13,400 8,000

Mi 1 1 brae
8 157,000 146,000 13,900 8,300

San Bruno
8 137,000 127,000 12,100 7,300

SM/SF County Line
8 146,000 136,000 13,000 7,750

Jet. 1-280

8 204,000 189,000 18,000 10,800

Jet. 1-80

Location

Jet. Rte. 92,

San Mateo

Hillsborough

Mi 11 brae

San Bruno

Jet. Rte. 1

Daly City

SM/SF County
Line

Jet. Rte. 101

End Freeway

Table 2

1-280 1972 TRAFFIC VOLUMES (VEHICLES)*

(8 Lane Freeway)

Average Daily Traffic (APT )

Peak Month Annual

49,500

51,000

56,000

85,000

108,000

119,000

35,500

44,000

45,500

50,000

76,000

96,000

110.000

33,500

Peak-Hour
(2-way)

4,400

4,450

5,500

8,400

10,600

9,900

3,000

Peak-hour
Peak-direction

(0.60 x Peak-hour)

2,600

2,700

3,300

5,100

6,400

5,900

1 ,800

* From "1972 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways,

State of California."
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Table.

3

FREEWAY LEVELS OF SERVICE AND MAXIMUM SERVICE VOLUMES*

TRAFFIC FLOW CONDITIONS MAXIMUM SERVICE VOLUME UNDER IDEAL
CONDITIONS INCLUDING 70-MPH AVERAGE HIGH-
WAY SPEED (TOTAL PASSENGER CARS PER HOUR,
ONE DIRECTION )

Operating
Level of Speed
Service Description (MPH)

Free Flow 60

4-Lane Freeway
(2 Lanes

One Direction)

1400

6-Lane Freeway
(3 Lanes

One Direction )

2400

8-Lane Freeway
(4 Lanes

One Direction )

3400

Stable flow

(upper speed
range)
Stable flow

55

50

2000

2500

3500

4000

5000

5500

Approaching
unstable
flow

40 3000 4500 6000

Unstable

Forced
flow

30-35a

30a <-

4000
a

6000a
8000

Widely variable (0 to capacity)

a = Approximate

b = Capacity

* From "Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report No. 87,

Highway Research Board, 1965".
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Figures available on unidirectional auto flows show (trips

not having a San Francisco origin were omitted) :

Corridor

Bayshore
(Rte. 101)

Coastside
(1-280)

San Francisco Employment

The proportions of the San Francisco employment involving

commutation into the city have been classified:

total commute to S. F. 170,000 (rounded up)

downtown 74,8 00

non-downtown 95,200

Of the non-downtown commuter employment, 57,120 journey-

to-work movements, equivalent to 60% of the total, are

ascribed to persons having Peninsula origin points. Based on

demonstrated modal choice motivations, barring the impact of

either a future severe energy crisis or a major energy cost

increase/automobile expense increase, the non-downtown employ-

ment group probably should continue to be largely discounted

in terms of estimating rail patronage potential.

Peninsula employment in San Francisco, both downtown

Time Period Auto Flow

24-hour outbound 68,111

evening peak " 6,6 36

24-hour outbound 57,364

evening peak " 9,368
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and non-downtown, was shown in the 19 65 study to be:

Source County 1960 1965 % Increase

San Mateo 57,000 77,000 +35%

Santa Clara 7,000 13,500 +93%

Totals 64,000 90,500 +41%

Workers employed outside their county of residence

in 19 65 were:

San Francisco County 13% Growing fast

San Mateo County 46%

Santa Clara County 14%

The percentage of residents employed in San Francisco

County declined between 1960 and 1965:
1960 1965

Residents employed in San Francisco County 72% 61%

Non-residents " " " " " 28% 39%

Regional Demographic Data

The ABAG/MTC Series 2 Projections for the region were

developed to show ten-year intervals between 19 7 and the

year 2000. Beginning with 19 80, three alternatives were

shown for each area. They are listed as Grosouth, Gronorth,

Losouth. The 1970 basic figures plus the three variations

for 19 80 are shown below:
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Countv Year
Total Employed

Population Employment Residents
Total

Acreage
Acreage Avail

.

for Development

San Francisco 1970 715,692 504,490 323,594 30,019 1 ,195

" Grosouth 1980 723,398 538,592 326,007 30,019 1,323

Gronorth 1980 722,547 523,691 325,786 30,019 1 ,402

" Losouth 1980 721,246 506,049 325,064 30,019 1 ,496

San Mateo 1970 556,234 223,504 261,666 351,116 28,780

Grosouth 1980 645,655 259,515 303,863 351 ,116 24,296

Gronorth 1980 627,940 252,852 295,990 351 ,116 25,189

" Losouth 1980 608,029 242,983 282,911 351,116 25,776

Santa Clara 1970 1,064,714 432,772 464,943 847,070 55,409

" Grosouth 1980 1 ,308,406 535,769 566,394 847,070 41 ,684

" Gronorth 1980 1,254,890 510,181 545,709 847,070 45,065

" Losouth 1980 1,240,206 505,637 527,504 847,070 44,202

Cordon Counts

A breakdown of the 196 5 cordon count figures of outbound

Peninsula flow during the 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. evening peak period

showed

:

County Automobile Commute Transit Commute Total Commute % 24-hour Total

San Mateo 13,113 11,360 24,473 14.59%

Santa Clara ljl33 2,917 4,050 2.41%

Total Peninsula «|4,246 14 > 277 28 ' 523 VM
A review of the downtown origins of the foregoing evening peak
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travel modes indicated:

To

(County)

San Mateo

Santa Clara

San Mateo

Santa Clara

Origin

South of Market St .

6,801 (51.9%)

441 (39.6%)

4,631 (40.8%)

1,434 (49.2%)

Automobile
Origin

North of Market Street

6,312 (48.1%)

692 (60.4%)

Transit

6,729 (59.2%)

1,483 (50.8%)

Total

13,113

1,113

11 ,360

2,917

The Split Between Automobile and Transit

To (County)

San Mateo

Auto
Transit

Santa Clara -

Auto
Transit

Origin
South of Market St.

59%
41%

Origin
North of Market Street

48%
52%

76%

32%
68%

The 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. figures shown above are based on

1965 data. At that time, the indicated ridership splits of

the transit portion were:

Southern Pacific

Greyhound

8,336

6,195

57.4%

42.6%

Subsequent years' ridership counts have reflected a decline

in Southern Pacific ridership. The comparisons are: (4 p.m.
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to 6 p.m. departures from the CBD)

Date Ridership Decline from 1965

1965 study 8,336

Dec. 1, 1970 SP count 7,724 612 7.34%

Oct. 30, 1973 SP count 6,765 1,571 18.84%

If roughly the same SP-Greyhound ratios prevailed in the

fall of 1973, as existed in 1965, the estimated 4 p.m. to

6 p.m. outbound peak figures would be:

Southern Pacific 6,765

Greyhound 5,021

Total 11,786

Both services are known to have suffered declines due,

in part, to:

a. Urban Renewal acquisition and demolition of fringe

area buildings south of Mission Street, San Francisco.

This has opened up considerable parking space which,

temporary or otherwise, has greatly eased both the

cost and availability problems of in-city parking.

b. The opening of Interstate 280 has provided consid-

erable added automobile flow capacity to/from the

Peninsula.

•

c. The inauguration of BART service to and from Daly

City has generated substantial automobile and charter
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bus drive-in feeder traffic primarily drawn from San

Mateo County.

Use of 1970 Census Journey-to-Work Data for Determining Cur-

rent and Future Rail Ridership Potential

San Mateo County had 235/706 workers resident in the

county; 12 5,399 of these residents worked in the county.

There were 62,918 residents who worked in the City of San

Francisco.

The two major points of generation of work trips to the

City of San Francisco were:

2,213 persons lived in Redwood City and worked in
San Francisco

6,084 persons lived in San Mateo and worked in San
Francisco

Daily work trips from points within San Mateo County to

the San Francisco CBD were: ("City" = entire area; "CBD" =

downtown business district)

ORIGIN DAI LY WORK TRIPS

Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
Burl ingame
San Bruno
South San Francisco

Balance of San Mateo County

479
621

714

2555
1172
1423

2089

11107

TOTAL 20160
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The total of 20,160 workers included 6,879 who lived

in Pacifica and Daly City where train rider ship potential is

virtually nil. These 13,281 workers, less a probable deduc-

tion for a good proportion of South San Francisco residents,

can be considered as possible candidates for rail ridership.

A total of 43,757 persons from San Mateo County worked

in the remainder of San Francisco City, outside of the CBD.

The rail ridership potential of this group is presumed to be

substantially lower than that of CBD-employed persons. How-

ever, with a CBD-oriented rail terminal and good accompanying

feeder/distributor services, a reasonable percentage (10-20%)

of the non-CBD-oriented workers might be considered as

potential rail users.

The rail ridership (1970 census) to San Francisco City

(entire County) was:

ORIGIN RAILROAD USERS

Menlo Park 525

Redwood City 736

San Carlos 635

San Mateo 1 ,701

Burlingame 753

San Bruno 395

South San Francisco 176

Balance of San Mateo County 2,189

TOTAL 7,110

A total of 7,110 persons rode the train to work from

San Mateo County each week day. Compared with the approxi-
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mately 63 , 000 County Residents who worked in San Francisco,

the users of the rail mode of transportation accounted for

slightly in excess of 11% of the total work trips (1970

census figures)

.

Based on the" indicated magnitudes, by county, of CBD-

bound work trips , the optimum current ridership potential

for railroad-borne work trips to the San Francisco CBD from

San Mateo County appears to have a reasonable upper limit

of abbut 14,000 passengers in the peak period. A possible

additional 2,00 passengers may be captured from Santa Clara

County to San Francisco City if service is suitably improved.

In summary, a reasonably optimistic figure for current rail

ridership potential to the San Francisco CBD appears to be

about 15,000 passengers in the peak period (if it is assumed

that approximately 50% of the riders from Santa Clara County

to San Francisco have destinations within the San Francisco

CBD). Subsequent years' population and employment growth

could, of course, increase the ridership potential.

Some sizable reverse direction journey-to-work movements

occurs within Santa Clara Countv, as demonstrated bv the

following data (1970 Census)

:

1,089 persons employed in San Jose lived in Mountain View
1,042 persons employed in Mountain View lived in Palo Alto

665 persons employed in San Jose lived in Palo Alto
2,664 persons employed in San Jose lived in Sunnyvale
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Origin-destination information is not readily available

from the 1970 census for work trip origins within Santa Clara

County having place-of-work destinations in San Mateo County.

Census data indicates that 44,69 5 workers cross the Santa

Clara-San Mateo County line daily to work.

Contra Costa Journey -to -Work Data also are included in

this study because evidence exists of at least a limited

spillover onto SP trains.

Contra Costa County

ORIGIN WORK TRIPS TO CBD WORK TRIPS TO CITY

Antioch 62 169

Concord 1525 1393

El Cerrito 614 635

Richmond 1284 1544

Walnut Creek 1233 1017

Balance of County 5525 5300

10,058 residents of Contra Costa County worked in the

remainder of San Francisco City, outside the CBD.

Only 41 persons resident in the county rode the railroad

to work. These riders are presumed to be bridge users who

employ SP trains.
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Summary of Home-to-Work Trips , All Area Counties

Destination

Origin

Alameda

Co.

Contra
Costa

Co.

Marin

Co.

San Francisco

City

San Hateo

Co.

>>
+>
•i—
<_>

"O
c
to

c;

Alameda County 307,833
, 11,167 590 32,739 7,400 122,230

Contra Costa County 45,269 115,651 912 19,702 1,645 19,955

Marin County 1,868 841 37,899 29,158 1,588 1,175

San Francisco City 7,232 1,024 1,352 252,689 14,700 3,792

San Mateo County 3,408 452 315 62,918 125,399 1 ,547

Oakland City 99,317 3,835 197 13,565 1 ,084 70,931

As it can be noted, home-to-work travel is relatively

low between San Mateo County points and either Contra Costa

County or Marin County points. Ridership is considerably

more substantial between San Mateo and Alameda Counties.

Sufficient O & D type of data are not available, however,

to provide adequate clues as to the proportion of ridership

which could be rail-prone if an integrated regional

transportation network were to be established.

REFERENCES: 1) 19 70 Census "Journey to Work" [PC (2) - 6D]

2) 1970 U.S. Census of Housing [PHC (1) - 189]

Discussion of Other Factual Data Required for Forecasting
Ridership Potential

Factors and Sources

There are a number of contributory factors and miscel-
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laneous sources of information which, as a whole, exer-

cise an important bearing on the calculation of reasonably

sound commuter rail ridership estimates for the future.

Comparison of SP peak period ridership proportions,

by time periods, both with other carriers in the region

and with comparable operations in other cities would

suggest the possibility that SP is not realizing equivalent,

across-the-board usage by all segments that compose a

commuter market.

The extremely high percentage of commuters employing

transit as a means of station access, when compared (a)

with quotients of other local carriers, and (b) with

known observations in other major cities, can be construed

as providing the needed proofs that an improved station

location or greatly improved station access at San Francisco

are in critical need of solution if the public is to be

adquately served.

Planners probably should not be governed solely by

total population and employment statistics when considering

the regional impacts of a fixed^rail commuter system.

Carefully-executed Origin and Destination Studies in other

major cities have clearly pinpointed the relatively narrow

scope both of the commuter-shed (area of rider attraction)

and the equally restricted scope of rider fan-out from an
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in-city arrival terminal. Likewise, as distance from the

CBD increases, the market potential for a transit-type

operation (as distinguished from a longer-haul rail commuter

operation) , involving volume movements at periods other than

commuter peak times, falls off rapidly.

Policy problems also come to the fore in that the

operational designs required to move the greatest number of

CBD-oriented riders, at peak periods over mileage distances

pertaining on the SP, usually would conflict with the type

of scheduling required to retain the smaller backlog of local

riders wishing to travel between on-line points which are not

CBD-oriented. The majority of rail carriers have not been

able to reconcile the two markets satisfactorily. The neces-

sary return-movement speed-ups accompanying installation of

a higher degree of equipment and manpower utilization, such

as that afforded by push-pull operations, militates against

proper servicing of so-called reverse movement markets.

A series of comparative tables, appearing on subsequent

pages of this section of the chapter, present informative

data covering certain special factors which appear to

deserve further attention and consideration when designing

upgrading standards for the SP Peninsula rail commuter opera-

tion.
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Rider ship Comparisons by Time Period; is the Commuter Poten-
tial Fully Exploited ?

In attempting to determine what portions of a probable

commuter market are or are not being maximized, comparisons

with similar rail commute operations should prove helpful.

A good set of records is available of a Midwest rail operation

which handles about twice the SP volume with, at the time the

counts were made, 118 cars (94 bilevel, 24 old single level)

and 21 locomotives. A single, 38 mile route is employed.

SP had, at the same period, 101 cars (46 bilevel, 55 old

single deck) and 15 locomotive assignments. Table 4 provides

a complete breakdown of all salient factors.

During the morning peak, which is separated into six

"Time of Work Start" groups, the SP operates 13 trains,

Carrier "A" had 20. For the group of riders having work

starts estimated to occur between 8:15 and 8:30 a.m., SP

operates 5 trains compared with Carrier "A's" 6. For all

other groups except the "Late Start" , SP comparisons are far

lower. A summary follows:

(see next page)
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SP
Work Start Period Trains

Carrier
"A"

Trains

"A" %

Total CBD
Riders

SP%
Total CBD
CBD Riders "A"

CBD
SP

Group I Early start 1 1 1.39% 2.67% 217 191

Group II 7: 30-7 :45am start 1 2 7.87% 9 44% 1 ,228 625

lar uup ill /.Ho-oiuuam start 2 5 30.67% 23.04% 4,786 1,648

Group IV 8:15-8:30am start 5 6 34.36% 50.33% 5,361 3,600

Group V 8:45-9 :00am start 2Cm 5 23.08% 8.07% 3,601 577

Group VI Late Start 2 1 2.63% 6.45% 411 461

Totals 13 20 100.00% 100.00% 15,604 7,152

Non-CBD Riders 972* 761

Total morning rush hr 16,576* 7,913

*Note: these figures do not include short-haul

,

on-line travel

taking olace between way stations located farther out on

the route.

It should be noted that SP ridership reaches an extremely

high peak during the Group IV starting period. Considering

that the SP may be lacking patronage from a more balanced, i.e.

more equably spread-out, ridership period, Greyhound commute

bus arrivals of Peninsula Area buses at Seventh Street Terminal,

San Francisco were observed. Compared with SP figures, the

following proportions of passenger flow were observed.

. Group Group Group Group
Larrier Group I Group II III iy y yi

SP, Peninsula 2.67% 9.44% 23.04% 50.33% 8.07* 6.45%

Greyhound, Peninsula 25.6% 20.5% 12.8% 23.1% 10.3% 7.7 %
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Midwest and Pacific Coast work start and work quit times

are considered to be generally earlier than those prevailing

in the East. Some sample proportions of morning commute period

of Eastern ridership are shown below:

r . Group Group Group GroupCarner Group I Group II III iy y VI

Boston - B&M
Lowell Line 2.74% 5.47% 30.11% 42.10% 8.84% 10.74%

New York - LI

Babylon Line 5.53% 5.79% 13.45% 27.06% 27.91% 20.26%

Port Jefferson 7.38% 6.73% 17.97% 21.14% 33.86% 12.92%

Philadelphia
PC Media 2.07% 5.58% 21.17% 46.77% 12.98% 11.43%

PC Wilmington 2.00% 5.55% 16.70% 44.51% 24.62% 6.62%

Rdg Lansdale 3.07% 7.12% 9.28% 40.68% 27.06% 12.79%

The Long Island Rail Road Group I "early arrival"

figures include passengers coming in on some trains that sub-

stantially precede the CBD arrival times to be found in any

of the other examples shown, either at San Francisco or else-

where .

More Conventional Types of Peak Period Ridership Comparisons

Unfortunately, the majority of ridership statistics

available classify rail commuter ridership in far broader

terms of time spans. Morning arrivals, for example, are seldom

subdivided into more than four groupings. The additional

comparisons shown below employ this approach. They do not pro-

vide the needed keys, however, for defining the exactness of
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the peak timings which must be met in cycling equipment and

manpower

.

Some examples are

:

Penn Penn Penn
U C II L I Q 1 V/CI 1 II U 1

fpntral

Arrival Southern Chicago Harlem Hudson New Haven

Time Perio< Pacific "A" Division Division Division

6:00 - 6:59 a.m. 2.67% 1.39% 1.24% .76% .33%

7:00 - 7:59 a.m. 42.55% 51.79% 21.98% 18.41% 15.74%

8:00 - 8:59 a.m. 51.82% 44.19% 59.72% 67.61% 63.10%

9:00 - 9:59 a.m. 2.96% 2.63% 17.06% 13.22% 20.83%

Daytime Proportions of Ridership Generation

Greyhound's Peninsula Route riderships during peak per-

iods are known to amount to roughly half or less of the total

weekday travel. This is due, in part, to the fact that their

operations are quasi transit since such a large proportion of

the riders is handled from and to points very close to the

San Francisco County Line. By comparison, the combination of

Southern Pacific's local and CBD traffic on commute period

trains amounts to approximately 8 5% of weekday travel. At

New York, the three electrified divisions of Penn Central,

excluding a small flow of reverse commutation, account for

83% of their ridership during commuter peaks despite the

existence of a comprehensive pattern of daytime offpeak

services on periodic "memory" schedules. Few commuter rail-

roads have better proportions of split between commuter peak

and other ridership except for the electrified Illinois

Central at Chicago. The Illinois Central, however, has been
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experiencing sharp declines in offpeak travel during the

past three to five, years; some line segments' riderships

are down as much as 75%.

An analysis of certain BART patronage figures recorded

in April, 1974, clearly illustrates the differences in

ridership-generation levels which can be expected from

farther-out lines versus those from urban transit operations.

Concord Line Station Entries, Concord through Rockridge
Inclusive (Suburban)

Entry Times

6:00 - 8:45 a.m.

8.46 - 3:45 p.m.

3:46 - 6:30 p.m.

6:31 - 8 :00 p.m.

Entries at Oakland, Alameda,

% of Day's Total Entries

60. 1%

25.6%

12.3%

2.0%

Richmond (Urban Transit)

6 :00

8:46

3.46

6:31

45 a.m.

45 p.m.

30 p.m.

00 p.m.

27.2%

33.0%

36.1%

3.7%

The BART Concord Line figures probably correspond

roughly with Greyhound Peninsula local route operations in

terms of porportional ridership splits between peak and off-

peak periods.
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The farther out a commute service reaches from a major

city, the less likely is the probability that volume people

movements can and will occur at times other than at commute

period peak demand times.

Known Influences of Riders' Origins and Destinations on Use
of Rail Mode

During 1966, almost 23,000 completed questionnaires

were returned by riders on the seven Pennsylvania Railroad

(now Penn Central) and seven Reading Company commuter lines

serving Philadelphia. True geographical origins and destina-

tions of the riders, together with motivational data

governing selection of the rail route, were obtained.

Mapping of the riders* in-city work locations indicated

that very few used the trains unless their in-city work loca-

tions were within ten minutes' distance from the arrival

terminal either by walking or by transit. The only noteworthy

exceptions involved those riders coming in from origin points

located approximately 30 miles or more from the CBD.

Wherever more than one CBD approach route existed, e.g.

related lines of the Reading Company and the Pennsylvania

Railroad, the clearly distinguishable model choice pattern

was one of driving to the line of the railroad serving a

downtown terminal which might be as little as a half block

closer to the work location than that of the competitive
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route. The resultant cross-country driving frequently

amounted to five to seven additional one-way miles, or more.

Understanding the motivational urges of the rail riders to

do so became more complicated when the mapping of the routes

showed (a) people driving cross-country from locations

directly on a CBD-oriented rail route to more-distant stations

on another rail route, and (b) the users' frequent ignoring

of the fact that the "avoided" railroad had faster trains or

lower fares than the other.

Similar route choice proofs were developed during the

course of the 1969-70 Southward Transit Area Study (STAC) at

Chicago. Here too, route choices were made to save minimal

downtown walking time despite the existence of fare and

running time differentials between the competing railroads.

When the Philadelphia riders' origin points were mapped, it

was noted that the areas of maximum rail attraction seldom

reached out much farther than two to three miles from track-

side until a distance of approximately 20 miles from the

CBD was reached. Beyond that distance, the areas of ridership

attraction broadened out into much wider fans. What is

interesting to note is that riders frequently would drive

cityward along the line to a station of their choosing rather

than using the nearest one to their homes. The tendency to

undertake .this type of added driving apparently did not

extend itself to a widening of the area of rider attraction,

however.
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Even for travel into New York City from Westchester

and Putnam Counties, a trip which presents some of the most

difficult driving conditions in the nation, the percentage

of automobile use to Manhattan points not easily reached

by transit from Grand Central Terminal rose to 62% versus a

rail factor of 27%. On the other hand, districts closely

proximate to Grand Central Terminal showed rail-use proportions

of 85% to 86% with auto use at the 8% mark.

An extremely detailed true geographical origin and

destination analysis of 164,000 survey returns taken on Long

Island Rail Road trains pointed to rider home locations being

relatively close to the stations. More than 9 5% were less than

15 minutes' distance by whatever access mode was employed:

walking, drive and park; driven; bus; or other. The walk- in

proportions were highest for stations nearer to New York City;

one line had an almost 95% tally for walk-ins. Drive-ins

dominated at farther-out stations. The magnitude of the

parking problem and the portion of access time consumed for

parking can be visualized better when station use counts are

considered; one station has 16,000 users; several approached

or exceeded 5,000 vehicle entries per rush-hour period.

The area of ridership attraction maps developed for the

STAC study of five railroads entering Chicago from the south
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largely backed-up prior years' findings at Philadelphia

concerning the relatively narrow widths of the areas of the

commuter shed surrounding a rail route. Here, too, the

average widths did not extend much beyond two to two and a

half miles on either side of the trackage until reaching a

considerable distance from the CBD. The widening-out generally

did not go beyond seven miles on either side of an outer term-

inal of the longer routes.

Reaching the Place of Employment in the CBD

Available statistics for method of work approach from area

terminals show:

Company and Category Wal

k

AC Transit - Local 65.6%

Trans bay 58.0%

San Francisco Muni 61.9%

Southern Pacific 32.5%

Other Transit

32.4%

38.5%

35.9%

60.6% (bus)

Other*

2.0% (not SF)

2.5%

2.2%

6.9%

*The "other" category of SP included taxi, .7%; Jitney 2.2%;

miscellaneous, 4%

Even in New York City, with its widely-spread work

centers such as the financial district located six miles

from Grand Central Terminal, the transit-use proportions for

Westchester-Putnam rail users did not come up to SP levels

prevailing* in San Francisco:
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Work Approach from Grand Central Terminal, New York (Westchester/Putnam
Origins)

Mode Percent

Walk 63.51%

Subway 24.10%

Bus 6.88%

Taxi , Auto, etc. 5.51%

Impact of Operating Decisions on Secondary Markets' Potential

One of the more challenging questions to be dealt with

in a territory which is approximately 50 miles in extent is

that of ascertaining the overriding potential of local traffic,

not oriented to San Francisco, plus working out the means

to handle as much of it as is feasible. Generally speaking,

the employment of multi-stop train services during the peaks

is not compatible with design and operation of the optimum

desirable rail commuter service. On the other hand, creation

of express services by reducing the number of enroute stops

tends to sharply cut back the volume of so-called "way"

ridership. Nonetheless, in the interest of stepping up the

quality of central city-oriented commuter runs, a majority

of those commuter railroads elsewhere in the nation, which

have a combination of longer-haul runs and reasonable density,

gradually have been shifting to zone-type operations. In a

documented case, a shift to zone operations on one 54-mile

line serving New York City, about six years ago, immediately

forced off almost 2,000 daily, short-haul users.

A line in the Chicago area, the Burlington Northern, which is

roughly comparable with that of the Southern Pacific in terms of
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length, 38 miles versus the SP's 47 miles, has been able to

accommodate a reasonable mix of both local and CBD-oriented

types of ridership. This is due to the fact that the Burlington

Northern is largely triple-tracked and has the remote-controlled,

power crossover facilities which enable express trains to run

around local trains with ease and speed. The lack of comparable

facilities on the Peninsula would require some extremely

sophisticated scheduling in order to accomplish both types

of on-line service to a satisfactory degree.

In addition to the problems of simultaneously accommodating

CBD-oriented peak direction commuter travel with that of local

use ridership, there is yet another type of movement which may

require attention. This is the peak period travel vector, coun-

ter to the prevailing direction, known as reverse commutation.

The normally-required assignments and operational routines of

crews and equipment for handling peak flow direction travel often

act to inhibit the build-up of reverse movements, should potential

markets exist. Stepped-up commuter operations employing push-

pull concepts, calling for swift redeployment of equipment to

mass rider origin points, may provide only limited help in

building a broad-based reverse market. The urgent requirements for

speedy equipment return, primarily dictated by the narrow time

spans of peak ridership periods, ordinarily force the wholesale

elimination of outbound stops.

A Tendency to Over-Assume Actual Market Potential

Another important facet of the problems faced by planners of

operations theoretically possessing multi-market potential is the
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reconciliation of reasonably attainable volumes with the

frequently prevalent assumptions which tend to assign a much

greater role than ordinarily is possible of achievement. Too

often, examples are quoted of other rider markets - United States,

Canadian or abroad - which appear to be greatly exceeding locally

indicated norms. In an overall people-movement market as free-

flowing as that on the Peninsula actually is, i.e. only under-

going relatively short periods of highway congestion and pro-

viding amply free or economical pay parking at most destinations,

the at-will employment of the automobile is not as restricted as

it would be either by limitless traffic congestion such as that

surrounding New York City, or by the rather severe personal

economic pressures accompanying major automobile use in a

European city.

It is both conceivable and reasonable to expect that the im-

pact of rising costs for automobile usage ultimately could divert

far more riders to a desirable rail commuter operation in the

Peninsula area. The marketing effort must define what would

constitute a desirable rail service; this service to be designed

to correspond with the parameters of the capabilities of the SP

trackage either as is or with optimum upgrading.

Review of Enroute Station Locations

Enroute stations basically appear to continue to be located

near or astride principal feeder arteries. Both the San Mateo

and Santa Clara Bus Transit Plans have incorporated the princi-

pal rail stations into through or feeder bus routes. Population

shifts to date have not created serious location problems.
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Estimates of SP Peninsula Route Ridership Potential

Procedure

Each of the principal types of ridership potential will

be treated as a separate entity. The primary market, of

course, is the basic journey-to-work movement which takes place

inbound to San Francisco in the morning and outbound at night.

All figures given represent unidirectional travel.

1. The Commute-Period traffic to Downtown San Francisco,

having in-city arrivals, during the three-hour period

between 6:20 a.m. and 9:20 a.m. is estimated to be:

Tapping SP

Gross Territory

Current SP ridership to Third & Townsend 7,500 7,500

Bayshore & Coastline Corridors (Automobile) 23,500 16,500

Current Greyhound, routes B, C, F, G, M, Z 2,000 1,500

Charter buses and Drive-ins to BART, Daly 2,000 1,000
City

Totals 35,000 26,500

Offpeak and other shift periods' traffic to Downtown

San Francisco

Current SP ridership to Third & Townsend 750 750

Bayshore and Coastside Corridors (Automobile) 7,500 5,000

Current Greyhound, routes B, C, F, G, M, Z 1 ,800 1,250

BART at Daly City 500 200

Totals 10,550 7,200
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3. Online local travel, non-CBD , including commutation,

6 a.m. to Midnite

Tapping SP

Gross Territory

Current SP ridership, single direction 1,500 1,500

Local Commutation, non-CBD, near SP only 3,000 3,000

School Travel, near SP only 2,000 2,000

Airport Travel, near SP only (including
CBD-oriented) 30,000 30,000

Local Bus, near SP only 1 ,000 1 ,000

Totals 37,500 37,500

Group I's make-up is reasonably self-explanatory. The

Coastside Corridor draws heavily from the area west of San

Bruno Mountain in a line from Tanforan to Pacifica northward

through Colma and Daly City; this Corridor essentially serves

non SP Rail-prone territory.

Group II 's listings are similar to those in Group I

except that they represent off-peak.

Group III covers all other travel, including both regu-

lar and reverse commutation, that does not have one leg San

Francisco-oriented. Exception: a substantial proportion

of the airport travel is CBD-oriented.

Current airport travel to and from San Francisco Inter-

national Airport is estimated to be approaching 170,000 per

weekday, (85,000 on a unidirectional basis) in 1974 with
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employees accounting for 30%; passengers, 25%; visitors

of various classifications, the balance. That portion of

airport travel deemed to start and terminate within reason-

able distance of SP trackage (this includes travel between

downtown and the airport) is shown on a unidirectional basis.

Travel to/from San Jose Airport is not included in the

airport travel totals.

The type of school travel referred to would involve

transportation to Santa Clara University, Stanford, trips

to parochial schools, and other special purpose school

movements

.

The assumption is made that the local bus movements,

near SP only, would embrace a category that required travel

of several miles or more as contrasted with shorter trips

within a community or to an adjoining one. Total bus travel

needs within the region are high but more so in terms of

home to local work; school; shopping; station, or other

feeder than as a major intercity operation. Also, the rail

corridor is sufficiently distant from certain pathways of

local-movement people flow so as to eliminate much of the

demand potential which otherwise might come from this

"forcibly" bus-oriented type of ridership.

Assumptions Governing Estimates of SP Market Potential

The estimates are based on the assumption that the
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Southern Pacific Commute Operation would be equipped with a

satisfactory San Francisco Terminal, i.e. as close to Market

Street as possible. If the location is not too far removed,

for walk-in access to the Financial District, the following

assumptions are made as to ridership potential. These

assumptions are based on existing circumstances, June 1974,

with respect to cost and availability of energy supplies.

Additional spot ridership gains could be expected to accrue

if automobile fuel were to become critically short or to be

rationed.

The estimated ridership figures given here could be

assumed to be the new base to which should be added normal

annual growth factors occasioned by population and employ-

ment increases. The extent of ridership increases due to

concurrent employment and population growth would be con-

trolled, of course, by any patterns of decentralization which

might result in movement of businesses out of the San Fran-

cisco CBD to peripheral areas. This type of corporate out-

migration pattern has accelerated to such an extent in por-

tions of the New York City Suburban Area that, though popu-

lation has greatly increased in Westchester and Putnam

Counties, N.Y. and Fairfield County, Conn., actual employ-

ment-related ridership to New York City from these counties

has declined in recent years.
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A trainside bus ferry service from the proposed new

Fourth & Townsend station location also has been considered.

This approach is costed-out in Chapter V. Based largely on

the generally negative results of some earlier HUD experi-

mental bus feeder operations to/from the Harlem Division

of the New York Central (now Penn Central) , it is felt that

this type of effort at San Francisco would tend to make a

relatively poor showing.

Ridership Estimates , Based on Provision of CBD Terminal

Location in San Francisco

Group I, Basic San Francisco-oriented commute

Present SP ridership (est) 7,500

Estimated additional attainable ridership 7,500

Total 15,000

Group II, Off-peak Travel to San Francisco CBD

Present SP ridership (est) 750

Estimated additional w/added service and promotion 1 ,000

Total 1,750

Group III, On Line Local Travel

Present SP ridership (est)..... 1,500

Estimated additional w/integrated bus feeder.... 1 ,750

Total 3,250

All totals above are for one direction only; round-

trip would be double.
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The principal requirement for achieving the build-up

in Group I travel would be, as previously stated, the imple-

mentation of a San Francisco CBD Terminal. For Group II,

the chief needs would be a combination of the CBD Terminal

and better pricing of one-way travel. For Group III, the

principal needs would be integration of feeder bus operations

plus implementation of certain rail fare adjustments to re-

move inequities created by the zoning concept of revenue

collection.

Overall, a modest improvement in scheduling would be

required both during the peak and off-peak hours. At off-

peak, a step-up to basic hourly service except for possible

blind periods could prove to be extremely desirable.

Local Indications of Service Frequency Needs (Off-Peak)

It should be noted that the current planning stage of

the San Mateo County Transit Complex envisages the operation

of 36 routes during off-peak. One backbone route, El Camino

Real, would have a ten-minute headway; the Airport Express,

a 15-minute headway. Eight of the routes would be on a

2 0-minute headway, 21 on a 3 0-minute headway (58.3%) and

five on a 60-minute headway. Out of the eight proposed

2 0-minute headway routes, one would be an 1-2 8 express to

BART; three others would be intimately associated with Daly

City area BART feeder movements; the balance would be direct

feeders from outlying areas to local downtown points, i.e.

not paralleling SP trackage.
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Based on the type of scheduling tentatively proposed

for San Mateo County bus operation, even though the planning

specifications indicate that County transit needs will in-

volve 100,000 people (not all traveling daily), the weight

of current evidence does not point to the rail ridership

volume potential which would justify considerations for con-

verting SP trackage into a semi rapid transit concept. For

the time being, a strengthened commute period operation,

plus headways approaching 60-minutes during offpeak, should

fulfill the rail portion of key people movement requirements

It is interesting to note that a high percentage of the pro-

posed county bus schedules are suggested to revert to night

frequencies of 60 minutes at 6 p.m. This would help reduce

the market potential for encouraging a broader spread of rai

commute runs during the evening peak.

San Francisco International Airport

No traffic to/from the airport has been included in the

ridership estimates. There is a possibility of picking up

some traffic if a stop were to be made at a point near the

airport ramp roughly midway between Millbrae and San Bruno.

The suggestion for a facility, appearing in Chapter V, pro-

poses, in lieu of a sophisticated people mover, the construe

tion of an overhead bridge ramp across Bayshore Freeway from

the railroad to the airport entry ramp; the service to be

operated by buses. Granted the existence of a good tie-in
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service and equitable rates, a people flow of as much as

3,000 per weekday might be achievable from the journey-to-

work and rider markets. The single-fare SP rate from San

Francisco to San Bruno or Millbrae now is equivalent to the

airport bus charge. The ridership potential for such a

rail connection currently is assumed to rest more with Penin-

sula origin/destination movements than those involving San

Francisco Downtown.

San Jose

The inspection trips made to San Jose employment points

indicated such a degree of dispersion that it would be ex-

tremely difficult to arrange a good, fast, high-capacity

rail-connection bus feeder service. There is obvious need

for some degree of experimentation with an augmented feeder

operation to/from both the city center and some of the higher-

capacity employment zones. Because such a high proportion

of the employees' home origins appear to be located in a

semicircle south and west of the city, the rail line would

not be able to tap a majority of such ridership sources.

No estimates for greatly improved San Jose ridership

are incorporated. A reasonable assumption would appear to

be 1,000 per weekday over and above present levels if a

fully-integrated bus/rail system could be installed with

the rail line being promoted as the vital San Jose link

from points to the north, including San Francisco. The
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present off-peak services make so many stops between San

Francisco and San Jose (average 18 to 19 intermediate stops)

that they are completely unattractive to a businessman. Grey-

hound express service and the private automobile currently

fill this need. Further market study work would be required

to ascertain if there would be sufficient demand for an

express rail service.

Summary , Estimates of Basic Ridership Potential

Group I potential for SP 15,000

Group II potential for SP 1,750

Group III potential for SP 3,250

Total 20,000

On a round-trip basis, this would be 40,000 passengers

per weekday as compared with a present handle of slightly

less than half this amount.

Other Possible Sources of Augmented Ridership

Airport Connection, San Francisco International 3,000

Augmented Feeder Operation, San Jose 1,000

Express Rail Service San Jose - San Francisco ?

Indicated Total 4,000 +

On a round-trip basis this would be equivalent to 8,000+

passengers per weekday, additional.
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Major Energy Crisis

In the event that gasoline supplies should be restricted

and that either rationing or equivalent procedures should be

required, it is estimated, based on observed factors during

the severe early-1974 energy crisis in Chicago that a mini-

mum/maximum of 12.5% to 30% ridership increase would occur

on the railroad. This would apply to the Basic Ridership

Potential figure of 20,000 in full scale and to the "Other

Sources" listing at about half the quoted percentage range.

Seasonality

Month-by-month rider counts made over a period of years

on a key Midwest rail commuter operation have pointed to

the following ridership ratios, based on 100 as the mean,

by month:

January February March April May June July

101.02% 98.41% 101.54% 100.53% 101.27% 99.18% 95.69%

August September October November December

97.21% 97.71% 104.63% 104.68% 99.96%

The Southern Pacific counts for 1973 were made in Octo-

ber which, if known Midwestern ridership factors provide a

valid clue, would have been one of the two highest ridership

months of the year.
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Promotion of Rail Service

If desirable San Francisco CBD area station location

were to be constructed and operated, a prime reciuirement would

be a sales effort designed to implant the understanding

that SP was the major common-carrier access to/from San

Francisco. The objective would be to create an atmosphere

where the first thought, concerning Peninsula travel, would

be Southern Pacific... an automatic reaction.

The fundamental price scaling of multiple-rider (commu-

tation) tickets appears to be acceptable but action would

have to be taken to properly reprice en route local fares,

particularly those that involve crossing zone lines. A num-

ber of the local fares could be considered to be excessive

when and where they are automatically increased by zone boun-

daries without regard to travel distance.

Consideration should be given to the possibilities of

a lower-scale pricing system for commute tickets between

way points and San Jose, if a good bus feeder system can be

worked out at that station. Precedent exists for this type

of pricing which helps build ridership in markets which other-

wise might not be able to be penetrated.

Throughout the line, efforts should be made to closely

tie in feeder bus and to seek timings which would match the

periodic (hourly) services presumed desirable to develop and

handle a rational volume of offpeak.
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Late-night services now are doing quite poorly. Before

they might be cut off, they should be checked to ascertain

if shiftwork riders again might patronize them. There are

a number of shift-workers, for example, who could use SP 108,

the 12:35 a.m. train outbound from San Francisco, but who are

reluctant to go to the present terminal area at night.

Weekend services would reguire additional study to deter-

mine the true extent of market potential. Many trains are

extremely light. There should be openings for special event

offers, bargain round trips, and other promotional oppor-

tunities yet to be researched.

Granted an airport connection accompanied by "through"

ticketing, the employee market, especially, would be deserving

of & D study work to determine and develop journey-to-work

ridership. A certain amount of airport travel by passengers

and visitors, particularly from Peninsula points, also should

be promotable.





CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL COSTS

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is (a) to present the back-

ground of overall SP Commute Service Costs of Operation in an

easily understandable frame, providing valid comparisons with

other operators' results, and (b) to establish a basic frame-

work upon which future cost projections can be predicted. This

chapter deals with the Status Quo; Chapter V develops the possi-

ble future models.

Financial Position of the SP Commute Operation

In common with practically all contemporary rail commuter

opeations in the United States, the SP Peninsula Commute Oper-

ation currently is running at a net, out-of-pocket loss. The

revenues not only are failing to meet daily expenses but also

are failing to provide any return on a sizable sunk investment.

Because commuter rail essentially is a high manpower-intensive

type of operation, it has been particularly hard hit, nation-

wide, by the spiralling forces of inflation. The one or two

railroads' commuter activities not yet deeply in the red for-

tuitously possess excellent ratios of equipment and human

effort utilization. They also have a considerably better

operational (and income) balance in terms of ratios of peak

to off-peak travel. In common with the majority, howpver,

pressures arising from rapidly increasing equipment and
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facility renewal requirements very soon will force even the

ongoing semi-solvent rail commuter operations into a diffi-

cult financial position.

Comparative Physical Condition of the SP Commute Operation

By and large, though it lacks some of the most sophisticated

modern facilities, the Southern Pacific Peninsula Operation's

general physical condition, particularly trackage, is among

the best, if not the best, of the nation's commuter routes.

There is little or no evidence of the substantial backlog

of deferred maintenance that plagues such a high percentage

of other commuter carriers' operations. In this respect,

the SP is sufficiently far ahead of the field that if a com-

bination could be achieved of building a moderate increase in

volume, accompanied by improved ratios of off-peak travel and

implementation of some slightly less restrictive work rules,

the magnitude of the loss position could be substantially

eased.

Essential Components of Commuter Operation

The approximately 460 employees needed to handle the com-

mute service care for the operation and equipment servicing

of 262 passenger trains per week requiring 101 passenger cars

and 15, or more, assigned locomotives plus spare locomotives.

Excluding yard and station trackage, 93 miles of track are

used. Twenty-six stations, ranging from terminal types such

as San Jose and San Francisco or from key en route structures
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such as Palo Alto and Burlingame on down to simple platform

arrangements such as College Park, are in service. Quite a

few have either full or shared-time ticket agents. Table 5

provides full details of stations.

Back-up facilities for servicing cars and locomotives

are located in San Francisco and San Jose. More complicated

car work is handled either at Oakland or Sacramento. Major

locomotive overhauls are carried out at the Sacramento Shops.

The types of employee positions cover a wide range. They

include train and engine crews, station forces, "shares" of

track, signal, and bridge and building gangs; shop and main-

tenance facility personnel, yard crews for switching; car

cleaners, crossing watchmen, railroad police, inside back-up

staff including accounting, clerical and legal, overall super-

vision ranging from immediate field supervisors (trainmasters,

road foremen of engines, etc.) to the Manager of Commuter

Traffic and shared direction from top operational and func-

tional management.

Certain special activities also are undertaken from time

to time. For example, personal injury claims have been rising

due in good part to onboard injuries sustained by passengers

and personnel caused by growing vandalism, e.g. stoning of

passenger trains. In order to help curb this negative aspect,

Southern Pacific recently hired and operated a helicopter
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patrol for several months in order to trail passenger trains

and help intercept those who were stoning them. Coordinated

ground patrol and local police tie-ins also were employed.

Developing Costs

For the purposes of adequately identifying cost sources,

following a format prescribed by the Interstate Commerce

Commission, expenses are broken down into six principal classi

fications. They are:

1. Maintenance of Way and Structures

This category includes maintenance of main line and yard

tracks; grade crossings; station buildings and other buildings

immediately related to the operation; signals and interlockers

communications; tools, supplies, etc., required for the fore-

going work. Also included are charges for depreciation and

retirements of related physical facilities and equipment.

2 . Maintenance of Equipment

The principal items embrace maintenance of the necessary

locomotives and passenger cars. Depreciation, primarily

accrued for gallery cars, (bi-level) , also is included.

3. Traffic

The primary charges allocated under this heading concern

the office of Manager of Commuter Traffic, advertising (in-

cluding timetables) , and printing of tariffs.
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4 . Transportation

Transportation ordinarily represents the largest sector

of expenses since all the operational activities come under

this function. Payrolls for dispatching (allocated share)

;

station employees; yard operations - yardmasters, conductors,

brakemen, switch tenders, yard enginemen; train enginemen and

trainmen; engine house employees; interlocker and grade crossing

protection and communications (allocated share) are included.

Also, station supplies, yard engine fuel and supplies, train

fuel; train supplies; stationery and printing including em-

ployee timetables and rule books; injuries to persons (claims)

.

5 . General

Essentially this area encompasses costs of clerical ser-

vices rendered. A very small allocation also is made for

general company officers' services.

6 . Taxes and Interest

The taxes included are: federal payroll, city payroll,

sales, and ad valorem. Interest is that due on equipment

trusts for equipment purchase - cars and locomotives.

Proportions of Expenses

Employing the adjusted results of year 1972 Suburban

Operations appearing in Application CPUC-53666, the propor-

tions of the expense classifications are:
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Percent of Total
Excl. Incl

.

Expense Source Expense Interest Interest

Maintenance of Way and
Structures $ 382,861 5 .3% 5.25%

Maintenance of Equipment 1,730,576 24 .1% 23.74%

Traffic 47,435 .7% 0.65%

iranspur uation a a i nnnft,jftX,UUU D U . D t>
R Q ^ A ftj? . jit

General 85,425 1 .2% 1.17%

Taxes (Interest Excluded) 579,486 8 .1% 7.95%

Totals $7,166,783 100 .0%

Equipment Trust Interest 123,86 3 1.70%

Grand Total $7,290,646 100.00%

Depreciation and Retirements are deducted, the figures ar

Maintenance of Way and
Structures $ 316,320 4 .6%

Maintenance of Equipment 1,477,030 21 .6%

Traffic 47,435 .7%

Transportation 4,341,000 63 .4%

General 85,425 1 .2%

Taxes (Interest Excluded) 579,486 8 .5%

Totals $6,846,696 100 .0%

Equipment Trust Interest 123,863

Grand Total 6,970,559

The total of depreciation and retirements shown in the

adjusted 1972 figures is $320,087 or 4.46% of the total ex-

pense shown before deduction of depreciation.
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Further Subdivision of Principal Expense Sources

Detailed examination of the principal expense classifi-

cations disclosed:

1. Maintenance of Way and Stations

Excluding Health & Welfare proportions, Road Track Main-

tenance accounts represent 39.7% of the total; Depreciation

and Retirements, 17.4%; Superintendence, 13.5%; Station Build-

ings, 9.2%; Signals and Interlockers , 8.6%; Public Improve-

ments, 4.0%; Health and Welfare, 3.1%; Yard Track accounts,

1.7%; all other, 2.8%.

2 . Maintenance of Equipment

Passenger Car Repairs are 39.9% of the total; Road Diesel

Locomotives, 30.2%; Depreciation of Gallery Cars (Bilevels)

,

14.1%; Health and Welfare, 3.2%; Superintendence, 3.1%; Yard

Locomotive Repairs, .8%; all other, 8.7%.

3. Traffic

Superintendence accounts for 86.6% of this account.

4 . Transportation

The principal item is direct costs of Road Trainmen

(Conductors and Brakemen) , 25.2%. In declining order, other

outlays are: Train Supplies and Expenses, 16.7%; Road Engine-

men, 16.3%; Engine House Expenses, 6.5%; Train Fuel, 5.5%

(this item has since skyrocketed in expense and proportion)

;

Injuries to persons - quoted at 5.0% on a five-year averaged
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basis but nearer to equivalent of 7.8% for 1972; Station

Employees, 4.6%; Health and Welfare, 3.5%; Interlocker Oper-

ation, 3.2%; Yard Switch Tenders, 3.2%; Yard Conductors and

Brakemen, 2.9%; Yard Enginemen, 1.7%; Yardmasters , 1.5%;

Superintendence, 1.3%; Crossing Protection, .9%; all other,

2.0%.

5. General

The principal item is clerks and attendants, 79.2%;

followed by Supplies and Expenses, 8.4%; Health and Welfare,

3.8%; General Officers, 3.0%; and all other, 5.6%.

6 . Taxes

Federal Payroll Taxes take 67.7%; Ad Valorem Taxes, 23.0%;

Sales Taxes, 5.5%; and City Payroll Taxes, 3.8%.

Notes on Background Facts

The 1972 figures employed for the foregoing comparisons,

"Adjusted Results of Suburban Operations," differ from the

somewhat higher (+8.2%) "Book Results of Suburban Operations."

Maintenance of Way and Station charges and Personal Injuries

expenses have been averaged on a five-year period basis;

group depreciation charges on older locomotives and passenger

cars have been eliminated.

Revenues versus Expenses, 1972

Total 1972 revenues, excluding parking lot receipts,

were:
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Passenger transportation $4,187,748

Station Revenues 46,644

Total $4,234,392

Expenses, on the adjusted basis, were $7,290,646

The net loss was $3,056,254

During 1973, passenger revenues increased to approximately

$4,300,000, slightly above those of 1972. Fares were increased

6% on October 25, 1973, and a further 10% on December 22, 1973.

Expenses rose sharply to almost $8,300,000 on a "Book"

basis and to an estimated $7,700,000 on an "Adjusted" basis

comparable to that employed for the breakdown of the 1972

figures in preceding sections of this chapter. On a "Book"

basis, the loss would approximate $4,000,000; on an "Adjusted"

basis, $3,400,000.

A reasonable balance sheet estimate for 1974 considering

the range of overall increases in pay and federal retirement

tax assessments, plus the heavy additional expenses for fuel,

would project approximately a $4,000,000 loss on an "Adjusted"

basis and about $4,650,000 on a "Book" basis. A loss of this

magnitude is probable despite various fare increases, including

a fuel additive now in effect, plus additional sums which will

be requested.

#

Only a very modest increase in ridership accrued during

the peak of the energy crisis in January and February, 1974.
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By June, 1974, practically all of the once-added ridership

appeared to have left the rails.

As matters presently stand, the current outlook is for an

expense outlay of roughly $2 for every $1 of revenue. Due

to the relatively thin patronage levels, the losses probably

should continue to widen out at an accelerating rate unless

new rider markets can be developed. Potentially there is a

fair amount of revenue leverage capability inherent in the

structure, i.e., ridership increases of up to perhaps 25%,

provided they are not concentrated on the four key trains,

could be handled with very little increase in total expense.

There potentially are some reasonably significant opportunities

for savings in expenses if a reconstituted operation, as

described in Chapter V, could be implemented.

Sources of SP Peninsula Passenger Revenues

The 1972 breakdown of ticket sales and computed rides,

including a trend comparison since 1969, shows:
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Ticket
Ticket Type Sales

One way 404,232

Round trip 131,635

Total Full Fare 525,867

Rides Sold
%Total Compared

Rides Sold Rides with 1969

404,232 7.56% +10.1%

263,270 4.93% -28.4%

667,502 12.49% - 9.2%

20 Rides
(16-30% discount) 30,167 603,340 11.29% -18.2%

Commutation

:

Monthly 5-day 69,312 2 ,909,844 54. 44% - 7 .0%

Monthly 7-day 4,847 243,950 4. 56% -15 .9%

Weekly (7-day) 43,751 612,514 11. 46% -31 .5%

Student, monthly 9,260 mo 281,988 5. 28% -18 .1%
and weekly wk 25,460 0. 47%

Total Commutation 127,180 4 ,073,756 76. 22% -13 .1%

Grand Total 693,666 5 ,344,598 100. 00% -13 .2%

There quite likely is room for questioning the possibility

of a small element of distortion in the calculation of "rides

sold" so far as commutation is concerned. Monthly 5-day tic-

kets are figured at 4 2 rides; monthly 7-day tickets at 50

rides; weekly tickets at 14 rides; monthly student tickets at

42 rides and weekly student tickets at 10 rides. Measuring

on the basis of actual rides used, the overall commutation

quotient probably would be somewhat smaller, the full-fare

and 20-ride discount quotients slightly higher in terms of

total actual use.
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Discussion of Certain Areas of Allocation

The 1972 compensation of system employees, including

railroad police, located in the region, was $4,4 51,84 3. The

proportion allocated to Suburban was $55,368 or 1.24%. This

is incorporated in the total "General" expenses of $85,425.

The allocation for General Officers was $2,605 equivalent

to .0037% of System Compensation.

Estimates furnished by SP detailed the Labor Proportion

of the Expenses for operating the Suburban Service in 1972.

They were:

Percent
(Using "Adjusted"

Expense Source Labor Basis)

Maintenance of Way and
Structures $ 157,408 41.1%

Maintenance of Equipment 1,091,798 63.1%

Traffic 41,056 86.6%

Transportation 3,648,329 84.0%

General 70,617 82.7%

Health and Welfare 231,049 100.0%

(In the basis presentation, Health and Welfare is incor-
porated as the appropriate portion of each Expense
Source)

Payroll Taxes 422,446 100.0%

Total $5,662,703 79.0%**

Note: **Adjusted Basis, exclusive of interest. With

interest included, the percentage would be 77.7%. Employina
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the "Book" base, the labor proportion would be 71.9%. If

expenses of operation were stripped of depreciation, facility

retirements and interest, the payroll cost proportion would

be 82.7%.

A rule of thumb that is frequently used is that rail

operations cannot be successful if the payroll cost exceeds

roughly 50C to 55C on the dollar of total cost. On this

basis, the Suburban Service labor bill should be down around

the $4,000,000 mark. This would translate to an adjusted basis

total of about $5.6 million including depreciation, retirements

and interest. Based on present revenues of $4.3 million, plus

taking into account an inherent leverage factor created by the

capability to handle 25% more riders at little additional cost,

the estimated gross revenue potential of the present operation

is $5,373,000. This labor cost-to-revenue ratio, if achieved,

would come very close to making ends meet. As presented here

this could only be a target, not a probability. If in the

extremely unlikely event that guaranteed annual work and pay

agreement approaches could be developed as they have been on

the Providence & Worcester Railroad in the East, SP Commute

Service losses would be minimal.

Very few railroads' freight operations are able to do

better than 55C labor cost per dollar of revenue; this is only

attainable provided that volume and manpower utilization are

at compatibly substantial levels. No passenger-connected
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operations currently do this well or appear to have the oppor-

tunity for such an accomplishment.

Preparing to Make Cost Comparisons with Other Railroads

Operational costs can be ratioed in several ways for

purposes of comparison. The problem is that comparisons, by

themselves, are not necessarily finite yardsticks since the

individual controlling factors must be considered indepen-

dently for each railroad.

A number of the components built into expense categories

are so-called "common costs" applicable both to passenger and

freight operations. The assignments to passenger and freight

operations usually are determined by allocation formulas

developed on the basis of approximate use and estimated pro-

portion of wear by the respective activities. No two lines

have the same passenger/freight density ratios. Some rail-

roads are experiencing financial difficulties and have a back-

log of deferred maintenance; other properties are in generally

good physical condition with limited or no deferrals. The

length of routes, type of equipment employed, and service

frequency enabling optimum manpower use before running into

overtime, are other important variables.

Actual Comparisons with Four Chicago Metropolitan Area

Commuter Railroads

Table 6 provides general comparative data equatinq

Southern Pacific outlays by major category with those of the
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four principal Chicago Area commuter carriers operating loco-

motive-hauled trains.

Examination of the table shows that SP generally is near

or well below the median except for Transportation which has

a heavy quotient of crew expenses. The SP run is one of the

longest; a single San Jose-San Francisco round trip is almost

a day's pay for an engine crew; 1-1/2 round trips almost a

day's pay for train crews. On a comparable Chicago property,

from a quarter more to twice as many trips can be made before

attaining a day's pay status.

Equipment maintenance costs can be influenced by the age

of the equipment. The road with the lowest annual cost was

receiving, in 1972, the benefits from operating a fleet of

relatively new cars that had been debugged in prior years and

had not yet reached the point of heavy annual replacement

needs. Carwise, over half of the SP Cars, plus a sizable pro-

portion of the locomotives used, could be considered to be

older vintage requiring increased annual maintenance costs.

The Waukesha-type individual power centers employed for cooling

the SP Bilevel cars have become, in recent years, particularly

expensive to operate and maintain.

Maintenance of Way comparisons always are a provocative

subject. They are extremely difficult to quantify in the

sense that wayside buildings and facilities, grade crossings,

signals, communication circuits, yard track costs and other
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factors also are included. Both the degree of sophistication

and number of backup and adjunct facilities varies sharply

from railroad to railroad. However, a general yardstick can

be drawn by simply taking the track miles of main line track

employed and dividing this into the total maintenance of way

expenditures to obtain an aggregate idea of the ratios of

total expense per mile of the principal operation. On that

basis, SP compares most favorably with the key Chicago commuter

railroad operations: (1972) (All figures are approximate

because of comparison method)

Southern Railroad RR RR RR rr
Pacific "A" "B" "C" "D" "E"

(SF) (Chg) (Chgo) (Chgo) (Chgo) (Chgo)

Commuter $4,116 $10,156 $4,224 $4,446 $5,312 $5,873
Route Track
Miles divided
into total
M of W costs
No yard or terminal
tracks included

Midwest figures would, of course, tend to be slightly

higher due to more expensive maintenance work encountered

because of climate plus the requirements for snow removal (also

included in M of W) . Where figures differ substantially, they

normally reflect programming of major renewals and surfacing.

Discussion of Table 6, Comparative Data on Operational Costs

Southern Pacific costs are below the median except for

Maintenance of Equipment and Transportation. Railroad "C",

the road with the lowest Maintenance of Equipment ratio, is
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using equipment which, on an average basis, is considerably

newer than that of the Southern Pacific. Several factors

help raise the Southern Pacific's Transportation cost ratio

well above the mean. A primary cause is, as previously noted,

the combination of relatively light rider density accompanied

by a lower than average manpower utilization capability due

partly to mileage factors and partly to work rules requiring

manning somewhat in excess of that prevailing in the Chicago

area. Railroad "C" at Chicago also slightly exceeds the

median. It has problems similar to those of the SP in terms

of lighter-than-average ridership densities and accompanying

manpower utilization.

Railroad "B" was operating its commuter service at a

stated profit during 1972. The overall cost performance of

Railroads "A" and "C" is hampered by very high terminal costs

in Chicago amounting to 16.26% of ticket revenues for Rail-

road "A" and 26.97% of ticket revenues for Railroad "C" in

1972. Railroad "B's" comparable Chicago terminal charges in

1972 amounted to 3.3% of revenues.

Discussion of Maintenance of Way Comparisons

Three of the Chicago railroads listed in the Maintenance

of Way comparison can be said to have accrued substantial

deferred maintenance with one road's requirements running

into several million dollars. Railroad "E" has track in a

condition comparable with that of the Southern Pacific for

quality and lack of visible deferrals.
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Another approach to the Maintenance of Way comparisons

would be to segregate all items relating to Road Track - actual

listed expenditures, proportionate supervision costs, propor-

tionate machinery and tool costs and Health and Welfare assess-

ments. On that basis, the approximate comparisons between

Southern Pacific and the five Chicago Area Railroads would be:

Southern Railroad RR RR RR RR
Pacific "A" "B" "C" "D" "E"

(SF) (Chgo) (Chgo) (Chgo) (Chgo) (Chgo)

Average $1,943 $2,871 $1,585 $ 565 $1,697 $1,941
Road Track
M of W cost per
track mile
(Allocated to
Suburban Service)

Railroad "E" probably has the best-maintained suburban

track in the Chicago area; its condition is comparable with

that of the SP Peninsula Route.

The foregoing more-or-less direct comparisons are stripped

of the major variables that otherwise would tend to make it

difficult to identify a reasonably common base for certain

principal activities.

Train Mileage Indices

On a basis calculated to approximate the Southern Pacific

"Adjusted" Expenses of Commuter Rail operation, the SP and

the Chicago railroads compare as follows in gross costs per

passenger train mile (1972 base)

:
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Southern Pacific $11. 51

Railroad "A"

,

Chicago 13

.

87

Railroad "B", Chicago 8. 99

Railroad "C", Chicago 9. 19

Railroad "D", Chicago 11. 39

Revenue per train mile, for the Southern Pacific, approxi-

mated $6.68.

It should be understood that none of the preceding figures

would be totally free from challenge in the sense that opinions

could vary as to choice and magnitude of components to be in-

cluded in the base. However, from a yardstick standpoint, all

have been put together by employing generally equivalent com-

ponents and methods of interpretation.

Equipment Assigned to the Service

The cars assigned to Suburban Service are:

46 Bilevels (Gallery Cars)

31 with 145 seats, each = 4,495 seats lavatory

15 with 164 seats, each = 2,460 seats no lavatory

total 6,955 seats

52 Single-Deck Suburban Cars

52 with 96 seats, each = 4,992 seats lavatory

fleet total 11,947 seats
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The number of locomotives allocated to Commute Service

has fluctuated between" 26 employed in 1963 and a low of 16

in 1972. The present assignments are: (including spares)

3 Fairbanks-Morse Trainmaster locomotives, 2,400 HP 1953-54

10 GP-9 EMD locomotives, 1,750 HP 1953-54

10 SDP-45 locomotives, 3,600 HP

With trains having more than six cars, two GP-9 locomo-

tives would be required if operating on a tight schedule.

The Fairbanks-Morse locomotives will be phased out at an early

date

.

Because of the fluctuating on-hand situation regarding

locomotives, it has been difficult to estimate their Main-

tenance Costs per mile run. A tentative figure for 1972 places

this figure at just less than $1 per mile.

On an equalized basis, not differentiating for bilevel

or single level cars, the 1972 Maintenance Costs for passenger

cars are figured at:

30.24C per mile without depreciation

39.40C per mile with depreciation

9

The across-the-board annual Maintenance Costs of passenger

cars, regardless of type, was (1972) : (each, averaged)

$7,997.71 without depreciation

$13,320.6*7 with depreciation



In most recent years, there has been very little change

in annual train miles, locomotive miles or car miles operated.

The Gallery Cars have Waukesha-type, under-body, diesels

installed to handle cooling. These diesels use, on an average,

some 30 gallons of high-grade diesel fuel per day when being

operated. Before the 1973-74 energy crisis occurred, the fuel

for the cars was costing about 53% more per gallon than loco-

motive diesel fuel. Heating of all cars is by train-line

steam from steam generators installed in the locomotives.





CHAPTER V

DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMUM OPERATIONAL FEASIBILITY

Introduction

This chapter is organized in three parts. They are:

Part I Factors Governing Implementation of Equipment

and Facility Upgrading

Part II Capital Needs for Upgrading

Part III Future Operational Costs After Upgrading is

Completed

Part I reconciles SP operational capability with the

apparent rider market potential. Concepts of an upgraded

service are detailed. It translates the facts into the con-

clusion that it would be infeasible to attempt to redevelop

SP trackage to a level of passenger train operational fre-

quency approaching a quasi transit configuration.

Part II sets down the full range of capital needs for

upgrading the motive power, rolling stock and right-of-way

facilities in line with the concepts advanced in Part I. It

provides a choice of five CBD-oriented terminal locations,

supplying a comparison chart of the group.

Part III lists in round-number status a 1974-based pro-

jection of the detailed costs and revenues previously broken

down in Chapter IV. The projection is keyed to a future date

implementation of both a downtown San Francisco terminal and

the accompanying inauguration of a push-pull operation on a

modernized rail property.
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PART I

FACTORS GOVERNING IMPLEMENTATION

OF FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT UPGRADING

Introduction

The Operational Analysis of the SP Peninsula Route demon-

strated that if the order of magnitude of morning/evening

peak direction people movement capability were to be the sole

criterion, without regard to achievement of the optimum pre-

sumed market potential, then the existing operational concepts

would appear to be essentially adequate for some time to come.

On the other hand, if the maximum potential market is

to be served, while simultaneously spurring efforts to im-

prove equipment and manpower utilization, then one of several

choices of degree of service and facility upgrading no doubt

should be implemented. Among the considerations for deter-

mining the degree of implementation have been:

+ total estimated people movement

+ principal times of people movement

+ equipment and crewing requirements based on (a) main-

tenance of present operation methods vs (b) possible

economies of scale by shift to a measure of push-pull

operation

+ constraints which may be imposed on present operational

methodology by the design of a new CBD-oriented terminal

in San Francisco
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+ location of a new CBD-oriented terminal

+ establishment of feeder services either to/from San

Francisco International Airport of the City of San Jose,

and its airport, or both

+ freight service requirements

Impact of an Improved San Francisco Station Location on the

People Movement Potential

The market projections developed in Chapter III indicated

that ridership volume should roughly double if an appropriate

CBD-oriented terminal were to be implemented in San Francisco .

Five locations have been considered as possibilities. They

are

:

1. Daly City feeder connection to BART employing the

San Bruno Branch as the access

2. Tunnel under Fourth Street to a point between Mission

and Market Streets

3. Transbay Terminal access via a tunnel under First

Street

4. Transbay Terminal access via a surface route involvinq

some street closings

5. The Embarcadero opposite the Ferry Terminal Building

All five of the foregoing locations possess one common

operational constraint: conversion to a push-pull concept

would be a necessity. Available terminal space is too limited

to permit construction of the desired number of tracks for a
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conventional operation. Loop or circular approaches generally

would be either too costly or not feasible of achievement.

The impact of a CBD-oriented location should be to quickly

increase peak-hour movements beyond the capacity of the exist-

ing equipment and movement capabilities of the ongoing oper-

ational concepts. Allowing for spares and older equipment,

the estimated total peak-hour capability of the present oper-

ation would be about 11,000 CBD riders versus a present week-

day average of 7,000-7,200.

The Present Track Capacity Situation

Examination of the types of total commuter passenger,

through freight, and local switching movements on the present

double-track SP Peninsula Route indicates that few major capa-

city problems exist under present circumstances. The princi-

pal stumbling block now facing freight handling is the general

weekday restriction on freight-associated movements during the

morning and evening commuter peak periods. During the day,

when commuter train movements are reduced, most of the en route

switching can be handled with relatively little impediment.

Stemming from past years' track construction when both road

passenger (intercity) and road freight movements were at much

higher levels, the principal switching and industrial areas

have their own trackage complexes which largely can be ser-

viced without need to block a main line track.
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The proportion of industrial and commercial sidings re-

quiring switching directly from main running tracks falls

well within levels which are manageable considering the cur-

rent flow of traffic. Road freight trains, given clear track,

normally can match or exceed average passenger train running

times. Therefore, they seldom are a source of major inter-

ference.

The installation of CTC, two directional signaling,

remote-controlled power crossovers plus the conversion of all

but a few minor stations to single-side or center platform

train entry/exit will help release many of the present con-

straints now prevailing for freight movements during weekday

peak periods. If push-pull operations are implemented, despite

their probable creation of a slight step-up in passenger train

movements at peak periods, there should be no added unfavor-

able impact on freight operations.

Equipment Alternatives for Increasing SP Peak Hour Rider

Capacity

There are two basic equipment alternatives available for

increasing SP rush-hour rider capacity. They are:

1. Addition of cars to certain existing trains plus

the use of one or two additional trains as fill-ins. This

would require supplementary coaches, locomotives and crews to

the extent of the build-up since the present type of operation
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and the accompanying physical arrangements together would fore-

close peak-hour reverse movement of equipment for a second bene-

ficial use. In theory, such an effort should accommodate up to

a 50% increase in rush-hour ridership and a 70% increase, over-

all, if off-peak were regained. This would be equivalent to

restoring the 1954 level of usage. In practice, this might

prove slightly troublesome since the SP rider peaks appear to

have narrowed to a "crush period" of 51 minutes in the morning

and only 12 minutes in the evening I This narrowing of the

spread of the ridership peak, however, may not be as decisive

as it might appear at first glance since the present San Fran-

cisco terminal location problem would have a definite bearing

on restraining certain segments of the rider market which

might otherwise use the trains. . .quite possibly at times other

than the present narrow peaks would indicate.-

2. Conversion to an all push-pull operation. This would

require substantial initial capital outlays both for new equip-

ment and for support facilities such as signaling, trackage and

station configurations. The capability of handling almost a

100% increase in rush-hour ridership could be immediately

achieved by employing the equivalent of very few more seats

than currently are available. Inherent track capacity would

exist for anticipated additional increases provided that the

needed equipment could be acquired.
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Discussion: The Degree (s) to which SP Track Capacity Should

be Increased

The market indices do not point to a transit-volume type

of market insofar as the fixed-position rail route is concerned.

There is no lack of travel within the area covered by the rail

route. In fact, the 1970 Census Journey-to-Work figures point

to some startling shorter-movement totals such as (rounded)

:

5,000 per day San Jose to Palo Alto

5,000 per day San Jose to Mountain View

10,000 per day San Jose to Santa Clara

13,000 per day San Jose to Sunnyvale

1,000 per day Mountain View to San Jose

6,000 per day Mountain View to Palo Alto

1,000 per day Palo Alto to Mountain View

44,000 per day crossing into San Mateo County from Santa

Clara County

The railroad presently is attracting almost nil ridership

from these and many similar movements. The October, 197 3 SP

counts showed total weekday rail boardings within Santa Clara

County, traveling southward , of 321; northward , 184. Expressed

in terms of ridership time spans, during the 2 hours per day

that trains operate in Santa Clara County (San Jose-Palo Alto,

16.8 miles, 8 stations, 44 trains) the average weekday total

of intracounty rail ridership for both directions is only 25

per hour. This averaged figure is distorted in the sense that
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a substantial proportion of the total intracounty ridership

is not only school-oriented but also is confined to two prin-

cipal trains in each direction.

Other railroads around the nation, including several with

far more substantial service and much greater population con-

centrations to draw from, still barely scratch the surface

of the so-called potential. Even BART ' s Concord Line, with

relatively dense service compared to a railroad, boards an

average total of only 300 riders per hour for both directions,

during the seven hours between 8:45 a.m. and 3:45 p.m., at

the suburban stations, Rockridge and east. Similarly, on an

exit basis, the average is about 270 per hour for the same

group of stations. The BART figures are pre-September , 1974

riderships.

The existing trackage configuration does not lend itself

readily to very much of a step-up of weekday offpeak commuter

train frequencies without threatening to interfere with the

freight portion of the rail operation.

During the offpeak, between the 9:18 a.m. and 4:10 p.m.

commuter train arrivals at San Francisco, there are four inter-

vening trains successively spaced at before and after intervals

of 47 minutes, 85 minutes, 80 minutes, 75 minutes and 125

minutes for an average of 82 minutes. Departures from San

Francisco are much more sparse; between 8:25 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.,
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there are only two intervening commuter trains. They are

successively spaced 155 minutes, 17 minutes and 7 minutes

for an average of 132 minutes.

In the offpeak period, during the day, the railroad dis-

patches a high percentage of the total outbound freight trains

running between Bayshore Yard, Redwood Junction and Eastbay

points. Concurrently, inbound direction trackage receives the

principal thrust of switching movements, especially in the

afternoon.

The midday passenger commuter services perhaps could be

expanded to become almost, but not quite, hourly if the sug-

gested trackage and signaling improvements were to be imple-

mented. Hourly service, per se, has not necessarily been

proved out around the nation on other commuter railroads.

There are certain known "blind" spots when people movement may

take place only in very limited numbers due to the fact that

reasons for travel do not exist. Around New York City, the

first outbound trains after the start of office hours (9 a.m.)

are extremely light on most lines. Outbound ridership does

not begin to pick up until after 11 a.m. At Chicago, after-

noon inbound trains are very light on most routes except for

perhaps one or two key trains at reverse commutation and

school-release hours.

Any attempts to step up offpeak frequencies to timings

closer than somewhat over an hour apart, on the average, would
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commence to harm the fundamental freight operations. A 30-

minute, 20-minute or 15-minute transit type-headway situation

would have a disastrous impact on freight. Though proper

understanding in some quarters has taken years to materialize,

the fact finally is beginning to be appreciated that many

millions of dollars of added operational expense are being

incurred annually on Penn Central's Northeast Corridor due to

the extreme interference with freight movements engendered

by an "oversupply" of passenger train operations. For example,

mile-long freight trains frequently sit for hours waiting to

exit from the Trenton cut-off (Philadelphia freight bypass)

onto the main line (Northeast Corridor) as single-car commuter

trains, with loads as light as 30 passengers, paddle up and

down the line on close intervals. Four-car Metroliners, often

with fewer than 100 passengers, add to the saturation. Freight

trains, which once ran freely between Newark, N.J. and Washing-

ton, D.C. in perhaps five or six hours, today may get only

halfway in twelve hours. They then must stop and secure

relief crews. Formerly almost unheard of, this situation now

is a daily occurrence.

The presumed cost to redesign the SP Peninsula Route for

a high-frequency passenger train operation, transit-style,

would be extreme. The grade crossing situation would require

speedy attention - a greatly augmented train flow could help

paralyze local traffic in en route towns if the key street

crossings were not to be grade-separated. Considering both
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the rapidly spiraling inflationary climb in construction costs

and the destruction of residences and business structures

which would take place along approach arteries, a major grade-

crossing elimination program, alone, easily could run to $500

million or more.

A substantial degree of added multiple-trackage would

be required to provide capability for freight in addition to

a combination of local and express passenger runs. Even with

added trackage, a severe problem would continue to exist in

attempting to provide capability for freight switching move-

ments to cross from one side of the railroad to the other to

service necessary sidings and yards.

A conservative estimate would appear to be at least $7 50

million to convert SP Peninsula main line trackage to the

needed configuration required to handle a greatly augmented

passenger train movement at the same time that freight oper-

ations were being maintained. This would encompass substan-

tial grade-crossing elimination, greatly augmented trackage,

widening of alignment, shifting and redesign of stations,

plus associated work needs. A more detailed estimate would

be

:
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40 miles of added single track for

sole freight use - grading, bridges,

signaling, grade-crossing rebuilding

and right-of-way adjustment @$2.5

million per mile $100,000,000

Eliminate 60 grade crossings @$8,000,000

average including consequential dam-

ages to abutting properties $480,000,000

Station relocation and rebuilding to

transit-type, 20 @$2,500,000 each $ 50,000,000

Readjustment of basic double-track

railroad 40 miles @$1, 000 , 000/mile $ 40,000,000

Tunnel-widening plus added track $ 30,000,000

Consequential damages - shift prin-

cipal industries to east side of

track $ 50,000,000

TOTAL $750,000,000

In a sense, thoughts of converting the entire 46.9 mile

route to a fast transit complex may be scholastic. A suffi-

cient body of solid indications, promising satisfactory via-

bility for such an effort, is not available.

Therefore, the assumption is made, based (a) on the

weight of current market evidence and (b) on known similar

rail situations around the nation, that as a railroad opera-

tion dedicated to a dual service concept, commuter passenger
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and freight, the SP Peninsula Route would be infeasible for

conversion to a higher service frequency, quasi transit-type

operation. Adequate proof appears to be lacking that the

line could develop optimum transit rider ship densities. With-

out adding equipment, surplus capacity potential now exists

to handle on present, or roughly comparable schedules, more

than 50% additional CBD riders at peak periods and many hun-

dred percent additional non-CBD and offpeak riders.

Implementation of a push-pull operation, accompanied

by the proper facilities, should provide the means to accom-

modate the optimum indicated San Francisco CBD-oriented rider-

ship for some years to come.

The comprehensive bus networks, either operating or con-

templated for future installation in San Mateo and Santa Clara

Counties, essentially should care for the bulk of short-haul

ridership likely to patronize a common carrier. The proposed

express routes to San Francisco and to the BART terminal at

Daly City, should act to siphon portions of the SP potential,

thus further reducing the pressure to consider means for

installation of a single "maximum" length-of-Peninsula carrier.

Regional Transportation Integration

Prime importance would appear to rest in (a) development

of a good, desirable, CBD-oriented terminal in downtown San

Francisco accompanied by (b) a total coordination of local and

county bus networks with SP schedules in order to develop an

integrated regional package.
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With dependable, guaranteed connections, particularly

if they become known to be "automatic", rail capacity could

be economically employed for higher density, longer-haul

movements on relatively fast schedules. Closely-knit local

feeder operations then would complete the people-movement

task for those users whose trips are appropriate for this

concept. If the San Francisco SP terminal were contiguous

to a downtown BART station, particularly if interconnected

to BART (and Muni also) by a moving sidewalk or similar de-

vice, a moderate degree of regional transportation integration

on the style of Hamburg, West Germany, could be established

and maintained.

Special Feeder Services

Two problem areas are those concerning feeder activities

to and from:

1. San Francisco International Airport

2. San Jose Airport and San Jose employment areas

Since midday service at greater frequencies than hourly

levels is not recommended for implementation on SP trackage,

and further, since peak period commute runs are skip-stop, a

direct airport-to-railroad connection may lack the total

attractiveness that could produce a viable degree of ridership

Therefore, if only some sort of bus connection or an economi-

cal, automated aerial carrier could be installed between a

rail stop opposite the airport and the airport landing area
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(estimated distance 8/10th mile) , an experiment might be

justified. If either mode of conveyance could be extended

about 1.5 miles to airline maintenance and air freight facil-

ity work centers, their operation could prove particularly

beneficial for journey-to-work movements of airport employees

Conceptually as a potential prime carrier of air passengers,

who work on close schedules and generally carry baggage, the

rail-connection type of operation does not appear capable of

satisfactorily meeting the needs. It could not provide the

fast, convenient, all-rail transit-type airport service such

as to be found in Cleveland, Ohio, Brussels, Belgium, or

Frankfurt, West Germany.

At San Jose, the College Park stop, 1.2 miles short of

the San Jose terminal, is approximately opposite the Civic

Center of the city (.8 mile) and likewise is nearer to the

airport (2 miles) . This station is in a relatively poor

location regarding both trackage layout and potential room

for expansion. A control tower and yard entry tracks abut

the station site. The present platform is little more than

a car-length long. The main San Jose depot is about a mile

from the business district and 1.4 miles from San Jose State

University.

A possible experimental solution to the problem of detei

mining how to implement feeder service might lie in the in-

stitution of a loop bus service anchored on the College Park
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and the main San Jose terminals - feeding outward in a semi-

circle to key attractions. Further work with local planning

authorities would be required to develop the grounds for such

an operation.

Connecting service between the main depot, outlying

industrial parks and larger employers such as General Electric

and IBM, more likely would appear, for the time being, to

fall into the category of planned city transit route extensions

or revisions.
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PART II

CAPITAL NEEDS FOR UPGRADING

Background: Problems Associated with Conversion to Push-Pull

If conversion to push-pull must take place not only in

order to operate most efficiently into and out of a new terminal,

but also to feasibly expand rider capacity, then this function

should be fully exploited. The concept should be developed

to fullest advantage in terms of optimization of equipment

and manpower. The maximum possible number of turnback return

movements should be operated in order to fully utilize the

least amount of equipment needed to provide the greatest capa-

bility of people transportation.

The present setup of the majority of en route stations,

located as they are on one side of the track, is the most

economical in terms of providing passenger facilities. These

station layouts, however, would be a major deterrent to fast,

safe operation of any reasonable number of train movements

opposite to the peak current of traffic. There constantly

would be the danger of passengers being out in an exposed

position on the tracks while awaiting a train. There also

would be the lost running time factor induced by the probable

necessity of slowdowns at en route stations to allow opposing

movements to clear a station. With the majority of present

station platforms being located on the west side of the

tracks, reverse push-pull movements would be particularly

troublesome to accomplish during the morning rush period.



Burlington Northern

Modernized Burlington Northern Suburban Station at Western
Springs, Illinois - owned by the village of Western Springs.
Station is equipped with glass wind breaks and timer-
controlled overhead radiant heat.
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The appropriate solution appears to lie either in the

conversion to center-island station platforms or to two-sided

platforms with a fence separating the tracks. Neither course

is altogether satisfactory because of the implied need for

construction and use of under or overpasses to gain platform

access. Such facilities also could pose problems from the

standpoints of vandalism, stair-climbing difficulty, main-

tenance, and incipient crime unless they are properly planned

and, at local level, are subjected to routine patrol. The

negative aspects are mentioned more from the standpoint of

suggesting proper design than for condemning them out-of-hand

and thereby advocating non-installation. In the Chicago

Metropolitan Area, all but two of the principal Burlington

Northern two-sided platforms employ adjacent street grade

crossing sidewalks for transfer from one station side to the

other (see illustration)

.

A push-pull operation, accompanied by turnback movements,

also would require that a remote-controlled, power-operated

series of crossovers and holding tracks be installed at key

en route locations. Such arrangements would be a necessity

in order to permit outbound equipment to turn back quickly

in revenue service from the markets it could best serve.

The demonstrated peak periods are so short that it would be

almost an impossibility to return a set of equipment the

length of the line and still be able to re-dispatch it within

prime rider demand time blocks.
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Thirteen sets of equipment currently are required to han-

dle the morning and evening peaks including the reverse move-

ments which take place at the same time. A push-pull operation,

without substantially expanding the equipment base, should be

able to add at least three trains in each direction over prin-

cipal passenger-generation segments. Currently the line-up

at San Francisco is:

Morning 6:25 a.m. - 9:18 a.m. 13 arrivals, 3 departures

Afternoon 3:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 13 departures, 2 arrivals

A push-pull operation could afford:

Morning Peak 16 arrivals, 6 departures (some departures run

express to point of turnback)

Evening Peak 16 departures, 5 arrivals (some arrivals may

be express runs)

This type of operation, presuming a doubling of the

present CBD-oriented peak hour ridership, could be handled by

a fleet of about 85 bi-level cars including a minimum consist

of spares. These would make available approximately 12,600

seats. This contrasts with the present 98-car fleet of 46

bilevels and 52 single-deck cars, providing 11,947 seats.

With new bilevel car costs apparently heading upward to

a range between $500,000 and $600,000 apiece, and with the

appropriate new locomotives now priced at well over the half-

million dollar mark, it is becoming increasingly imperative

that any service which may be run should be planned around a
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pattern of optimum equipment use. This also would extend to

implementation of advanced methods of inspection, maintenance

and repair.

What a Push-Pull Operation Might Accomplish

One concept of scheduling could involve additional

shifts to faster, zoned-type operations with a local, "clean-

up" train stubbed in to handle way ridership. This type of

accelerated operation would not be easy to schedule on a

double-track route as lengthy as that of the SP; there could

be immediate problems in the form of express trains overtaking

the necessary locals. If a small portion of the way rider-

ship should be sacrified, then it would be possible to greatly

tighten up length-of-the-line schedules during rush periods.

Employing morning service as an example, an express picking

up #117' s and #119' s San Francisco-bound riders could leave

San Jose about 6:40 a.m. making stops only at Santa Clara,

Sunnyvale, Mountain View and California Avenue. This train

could arrive downtown about 7:47 a.m. This compares with

present schedules: #117 leave San Jose 6:13 a.m., arrive

San Francisco 7:35 a.m.; #119 leave San Jose 6:18 a.m., arrive

San Francisco 7:45 a.m.; #121 leave San Jose 6:34 a.m., arrive

San Francisco 7:55 a.m.

Turnback trains out of San Francisco either could be

cycled: #1 back to California Avenue; #2 back to Redwood City;

#3 back to Burlingame, or all three could be cycled to Redwood

City.
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Present local services in reverse movement between San

Francisco and San Jose and intermediate stations would con-

tinue but should be further researched to determine if slight

changes in schedules might cater to a larger market than cur-

rently is indicated. The three morning reverse-movement

trains arriving in San Jose at 7:30, 8:30 and 9:45 a.m. pre-

sently carry one hundred or less passengers, total, into the

city. The first two runs do detrain almost 3 00 passengers at

College Park station, during the school season, primarily for

Bellarmine College Preparatory School.

Pre-Requisite for Developing Push-Pull Schedules

A suggested tight cycling of a push-pull operation should

await the completion, at an appropriate date, of a relatively

complete Origin and Destination sampling of SP Peninsula riders.

This sampling preferably should be conducted in the fall or

spring, not in summer months or over the Christmas Holiday

Period. The best fall month probably would be October.

Push-Pull and the San Jose Market

Should the sampling activity provide substantive indi-

cations concerning a latent San Jose area market, that radically

different timings for length-of-line reverse-operation could

help develop, the timings should be matched with IBM, General

Electric, or other major San Jose area employer starting times.

The feasibility then could be ascertained for continuing a

push-pull train a short distance outward from San Jose via
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any existing trackage to major employment districts located

elsewhere than on the main line to the south. Due to the

volume of traffic on the single-track main line to the south,

shortrun, reverse-type operations probably should not be

considered.

The San Jose-oriented reverse-movement type of operation

still would be of somewhat dubious merit. A rule-of-thumb

which ordinarily has proved fairly reliable, is that for the

shorter-haul type rail commuter runs, such as those from

northern Santa Clara County to San Jose area industries, not

more than about 10% of the potential ridership could be di-

verted to a train. Potential riders would have to be defined

as those living less than two miles from a railroad station

and going to an enterprise which either is a short, easy walk-i

from the last train stop or a short, low-cost bus ride by an

immediate connection. On the 10% basis, ridership potential

at peaks would decline to rather low figures. It is quite

likely that any such short haul effort could not materialize

successfully until and unless critical energy shortages ensued.

Equipment Requirements for Instituting a Push-Pull Operation

Based on a 100% increase in San Francisco CBD travel,

the following equipment would be required:

Cars : 39 new bilevel cars seating approximately 14 5 passengers

each: 16 cab control, 23 trailers. They would be wired

for push-pull and equipped for head-end power supply to
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handle electric air-conditioning and heating. A public

address system and train radio communication hookup

would be included. Retention toilets would be installed

46 older bilevel cars to be rehabilitated, wired for

push-pull circuitry and converted to head-end power

supply for air-conditioning and heating. Public address

system and train radio communication hookup also should

be included. Retention toilets to be installed in 31

of these cars.

39 new cars ^average cost of $550,000

16 cab control, 23 trailers

46 cars rehabilitated and converted

for trailer use @$75,000

Other

Total for cars

Locomotives ;

16 locomotives, either new or rehabilitated, equipped

with a pair of alternators for generating head-end

power for train use. (Two smaller alternators prefer-

able to one larger unit in order to provide standby

capability in case of partial failure) . Wired for

push-pull

.

16 locomotives @$550,000 new or $415,000

rehabilitated = $8,800,000 vs $6,640,000.

Assume part, each $7,500,000

$21,450,000

3,450,000

100,000

$25,000,000
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Facility Requirements for Instituting a Push-Pull Operation

Remote-controlled power crossovers at Burlingame,

Belmont, and Redwood City or California Avenue $1,250,000

Center main holding tracks (two) for push-pull

returns $ 7 50,000

Station rehabilitation at 14 stations to either

make them single-sided or to provide island

platforms. Preferably all stations should be

comparable in order to eliminate crews' need

to change sides when opening car doors en route.

If single-side, stations would have center

fences between tracks. Underpasses where in-

stalled, probably should have one stair approach

and one ramp approach. 14 stations, @$600,000 $8,400,000

Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) plus two-

directional signaling. 90 track miles

@$75,000 $6,750,000

Central Control Point for Peninsula Route $ 600,000

Additional Holding Tracks for SP switcher

movements, locations at SP option est $1,000,000

contingencies $1,250,000

Total $20,000,000
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New San Francisco CBD-Oriented Terminal - General Discussion

Each of the five locations under consideration has been

cost-estimated in general terms. Detailed engineering studies

would be required before final costs could be ascertained.

Since the various terminal locations would pose additional

problems in terms of back-up facilities for car and locomotive

maintenance, storage, etc., the estimated costs for such

facilities also have been included where applicable.

Tunneling costs for downtown San Francisco facilities are

based on the assumption that the proposed underground route

portions are located away from that section of the waterfront

which has been filled in to create land. Tunneling costs

in the fill area would be far higher.

The assumption is made that diesel locomotives can be

operated into the underground terminals. With push-pull it

would be possible to orient the trains so that the cab control

car would be in the lead entering the terminal; the locomotive

would be at the rear. This practice is generally, though not

one hundred percent, followed in operation of Burlington

Northern trains into Union Station, Chicago.

On the basis of a 15-minute turnaround per track including

full clearance, a four stub-track terminal would have a capacity

of 16 trains per hour. This capability would exceed current

morning needs but would be pressed to meet the present evening
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peak movement of five outbound trains in the 12 minutes between

5:14 p.m. and 5:26 p.m. Only one of the proposed facilities

would have space sufficient to allow for more than about four

stub tracks; it would be hampered in handling longer trains.

The North Western in Chicago, at the height of the peak

periods, brings some trains in, unloads them, reloads them and

dispatches them in as little as five minutes; many are rescheduled

in as little as eight minutes.

A time and motion study at Union Station, Chicago, of trains

unloading onto rather narrow platforms, disclosed that it re-

quired three minutes to empty the cars of a train carrying 1,500

passengers and six minutes to clear the platform. The equipment

ordinarily would back out before all the passengers had cleared

the station platfor>m since such a train would have ten cars

totaling about 850 feet in length.

Shorter, lighter trains required far less time to handle,

however not less than three to four minutes total platform time

should be allowed for any loadings around the 400-500 level.

Out on the road, Chicago-Suburban Zone Milwaukee Road push-

pull trains, when late on an outer Suburban turnback, have been

observed to stop, unload passengers (only 15) , make a head-end

brake set-up and release and be underway in the reverse direction

in only 47 seconds. The same trains, on a delayed Union Station,

Chicago turnback, have been observed to offload almost 500

passengers and be underway in reverse direction in 3^ minutes.
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An important key in station design is to build platforms

with adequate width and exits. Chicago's Union Station people-

movement is hampered by having only single-end platform exits

accompanied both by narrow platforms and narrow corridor setups

within the station building. North Western Station has double

exits on the majority of its platforms.

Table 7, a comparison of the principal features of the

five suggested CBD-oriented terminals for San Francisco, appears

on the following page. Mao B _shows the locations. Subseauent

pages set forth more specific details for each terminal proposal.
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SAN FRANCISCO CBD TERMINAL ALTERNATIVES
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DALY CITY

Background

Use of the Southern Pacific San Bruno Branch, which diverges

from the Coast Main Line at a point .5 mile north of San Bruno

station, would enable a close connection to be made with the

present terminus of BART. All SP Commute trains presumably

would terminate at Daly City, transferring their passengers to

BART for in-city travel.

Present industrial switching on this route is at a relatively

low level. The right-of-way is narrow, requires considerable

work on drainage, and lacks the most acceptable type of terminal

space and connection potential at Daly City. A desirable side-

by-side connection would require crossing Knowles Avenue which

is a major artery. A short extension by BART, of its elevated

structure, probably would be more desirable but that would

create a dual station setup for BART.

The San Bruno Branch is approximately 5.2 miles long. Its

use would reduce the railroad portion of a San Francisco journey

by about 5.9 miles. Allowing for transfer time and BART headways,

the net time savings to selected downtown work destinations are

estimated to range between nil and 5 minutes. Present riders

to/from South San Francisco, Butler Road, Bayshore, Paul Avenue

and 23rd Street would have their service eliminated. Use of

these stations totals approximately 890 per day or about 4.7%

of the total commute patronage. A substantial proportion of the

users probably is made up of SP employees.
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Estimated Upgrading and Construction Costs

Reconstruct connection .5 mile north
of San Bruno including remote control
power switches $300,000

Install 5 miles double track @ $325,000 1,625,000

Automated crossing protection 350,000

Grading and drainage 800,000

Repairing grade crossing 350,000

Added bridge span, El Camino Real 1,500,000

Signaling - 10 track miles @ $75,000 750,000

Stub track terminal, 4, preferably 5,
tracks at Daly City 800,000

Crossovers and spring switches included
above

Station and platforms 350,000

Land aquisition 1,500,000

Contingencies @ 15% 1,250,000
(rounded up)

Total Direct Costs $9,575,000

Other Sources of Cost

Either a people-mover connection to BART or an extension

of the BART structure to the SP station south of Knowles Avenue

would cost about $1 million, minimum. (More if elevators and

escalators would be required for entry to the BART extension.)

A new coach yard would have to be chosen for daytime

storage of SP trains. This probably would be in the South

San Francisco Yard Area entailing very substantial expenditures

($1 to $2 million) plus added crew costs for the necessary

movements down the San Bruno Branch. The operation would have

to be converted to push-pull: see the section on conversion cos
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Spec ia

1

Advantages

Two special advantages could accrue to the SP Commute

Operation if a Daly City terminus were to be used:

1. Turnback time for "second-peak-use" equipment could

be cut to as little as 33 minutes for a run to California

Avenue. This type of capability would help to increase

car fleet capacity potential quite substantially thus

reducing the total capital need requirements for the

additional equipment an improvement of SP service would

create.

2. Passenger train interference in the South San Francisco-

Bayshore-Downtown operational sector would be eliminated.

Also, valuable railroad yard and shop properties in down-

town San Francisco could be released for other uses

and/or redevelopment.

Disadvantages

All riders would be forced to transfer to BART since SP

no longer would have a downtown terminal. If normal percentaaes

prevail, 25% or more of that proportion of passengers now

walking to work from the SP Depot would desert the railroad.

The situation currently is somewhat confused from the stand-

point of BART "single-station" capacity to accommodate a major

transfer operation. Further study would be needed to ascertain

the possible required degree of expansion of the BART facility.
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A through rail ride, without change, to approximate final

destination undoubtedly would be preferable to an enroute

transfer of the type under consideration if Daly City were to

be chosen.

FOURTH AND MISSION/MARKET

Background

The access route in mind could be one of two: either an

underground tunnel the length of Fourth Street from railroad

yard tracks below Townsend Street or a surface level track

parallel to Fourth Street through the redevelopment area,

converting to a tunnel around Folsom or Howard Streets. The

terminal would be underground, probably with no more than

four stub tracks, and located beneath Fourth Street between

Mission and Market Streets.

Entry to a tunnel in Fourth Street would have to be

accomplished off-street either below Townsend Street or some-

where near the final terminal site. In either case, there

will be severe problems in arranging suitable descending

gradients for rail trackage which would not create major

arterial street closings or shifts. The partial surface

approach could be responsible for creating substantial street

traffic congestion at crossings.

Estimated Upgrading and Construction Costs

The components would be similar to those required for the

Underground Option of the Transbay Terminal.
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The estimated total costs are:

Full tunnel from below Townsend Street $50,000,000

Partial tunnel, partial land acquisition $40,000,000

Constraints

A push-pull type of operation would be required.

Advantages

Good access to yard facilities, fairly central location

for present ridership market, least additional track mileage

required as compared with the three other suggested downtown

terminal locations.

TRANSBAY TERMINAL - UNDERGROUND APPROACH

Background

The access route under consideration might involve

partial operation over Belt Railroad tracks to a point where

it would be possible to enter a tunnel which would terminate

(suggested point) beneath First Street alongside the Transbay

Terminal. Street and terminal access would be via stairs and

escalators. The rail tunnel possibly could be integrated with

the underground people-mover currently being considered for

connecting Market Street Muni and Bart operations with the

Transbay Terminal. The station (SP) probably would have to

be small, i.e. perhaps 4 stub tracks feeding from a double-

track tunnel. Added capacity would be highly desirable if

the nature of adjoining foundations would permit. The tunnel

route choice would be subject to problems raised by placement
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of freeway structure footings. Generally, the tunnel route

should be clear of the waterfront fill area.

Estimated Upgrading and Construction Costs

2 miles double track @ $325,000 (includes
rebuilding of present bypass trackage
around Third & Townsend Station) $650,000

Automated crossing protection 300,000

Grading and drainage 450,000

Improve (automate) grade crossing
protection at 4th, 5th, and 6th Streets 250,000

Repairing street crossings 300,000

Signaling - 4 track miles
@ $75,000 300,000

Two extra tracks within Terminal 250,000

Crossovers with spring switches on
approach tracks power operated in
one direction 350,000

Station facilities - platforms, crossovers,
in-Bay Terminal space 650,000

Escalators and stairs 500,000

Elevator(s) 350,000

Ventilating system 500,000

Contingencies @15% 730,000
(rounded up)

Total direct costs excluding tunnel $5,580,000

Tunnel (double-track) .5 to .6 mile+ and
necessary station layout and supports $25,000,000

Relocation of Utilities 2,500,000

(Note:. BART 1971 tunneling estimates=use of shield
$18 ,0*00, 000/mile; cut and cover, $12,000,000
based on double track.)
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15% Contingencies $4,125,000

Total, all costs $37,205,000

Plus optional item, possible pair of holding
tracks at point outside tunnel-with switches.. 350,000

Other Sources of Cost

Added rail crew costs for additional mileage operated.

Probable added expenses (crew, fuel) for moves to/from yards.

Constraints

This type of operation is not feasible, due to limited

terminal track space, for anything but a Push-Pull Operation.

See section on costs for Conversion to Push-Pull . Certain

savings in long-term capital outlays vs. people movement

capacity requirements would accrue from employment of a

push-pull type operation provided that overall ridership

were to be increased.

Some type of lease or acquisition compact would have to

be worked out for use, if needed, of any Belt Railroad tracks

between the present SP station and the point of diversion to

the proposed tunnel to the Bay Bridge Terminal.

Total with optional item $37,555,000
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TRANSBAY TERMINAL - SURFACE APPROACH

Background

Southern Pacific has a team-track yard located in the

square block bounded by Beale, Mission, Main and Howard Streets.

It lies a very short distance east of the Transbay Bus Terminal;

access to the bus terminal would not be difficult to arrange.

Presently, the larger part of the yard area is being employed

for car parking. Tentative plans call for erection of a major

office building, the Gateway Plaza Building, on this site. A

first-floor rail terminal possibly might prove desirable. Rail

access to the yard is via a winding single track lead coming

upward from an SP spur located north of Townsend Street. The

lead angles into Fremont Street and then across the corner of

a block between Folsom and Howard to enter the yard beneath

and between major bridge supports for the Beale Street and the

Bay Bridge Terminal Freeway ramps.

Unfortunately, the Freeway supports at Howard Street act

to constrict the throat of the yard area. This would reduce the

ability to operate longer trains since the terminal track switches

would have to be placed too deeply into the yard area. Howard

Street, a moderately important artery during peak auto commute

periods, probably should be broken (closed) at the yard entry

point to permit some widening of rail approaches and lenthening

of track station tracks. Relocation of one principal Freeway

ramp arch, if possible, would go a long way toward providing

the desired amount of trackage room for at least a six stub-
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track, or more, terminal. Problems also would have to be

solved in choosing the access street. At least four blocks of

city streets would have to be negotiated by train unless a

mid-block right-of-way could be acquired through renewal and

demolition.

In some respects, this would be the most desirable

possibility - no tunneling, no ventilation problems, easy

access to the Transbay Terminal, reasonable proximity to the

Financial District and little over one block's distance to

BART/Muni stations.

Estimated Upgrading and Construction Costs

2 miles of double track @ 325 , 000 (includes
rebuilding of present bypass trackage
around the Third & Townsend Station) $ 650,000

Automated grade crossing protection 400,000

Grading and drainage including
street construction 1,500,000

Improve (convert to automatic) grade
crossing protection at 4th, 5th, and
6th Streets 250, 000

Repairing street crossing 300,000

Signaling 4 track miles @ $75,000 300,000

Terminal trackage and approach switches 650,000

Station facilities including ramp to
Bay Bridge Terminal 550,000

Shifting Freeway support(s) 3,000,000

Land acquisition 3,500,000
minimum

Other street and track work 1,000,000

Contingencies @15% 1,815,00

Total direct costs 13,915,000
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Other Sources of Cost

Added rail crew costs for additional mileage operated.

Probable added expenses (crews, fuel) for moves to/from yards.

Constraints

Limited terminal space would dictate a push-pull oper-

ation. Problems created by the probable closing of one block

of Howard Street, plus some possible street running, would

require vehicular traffic reorientation in the area. Shift-

ing of the Freeway support (s) may prove troublesome; a special

engineering study would be required.

At this point, it is not clear whether an all-SP approach

would be advisable or whether a small portion of Belt Railroad

trackage should be used to the point of diversion toward the

terminal area. A lease or acquisition compact would have to

be worked out for Belt Railroad trackage use.

Street interferences, the principal problem of surface

access, could best be solved through acquisition of buildings,

as available, to permit a mid-block, non-street-running right-

of-way access. There is no information available at this

time either as to the possibilities of accomplishing this

type of work or regarding the probable best trackage approach

route for such an effort. The existing S-curve at Fremont

and Harrison Streets , while negotiable for freight switching

movements, "is not appropriate for passenger train use.
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EMBARCADERO

Background

The added mileage is approximately 1.4. The net added

running time (allowing for raising present speeds past Third

& Townsend Station) is 4 minutes. Trackage rebuilding re-

quired would be 2 route miles including trackage running past

present station area.

Estimated Upgrading and Construction Costs

2 miles double track @ $325,000 $ 650,000

Automated crossing protection 4 50,000

Grading and drainage... 750,000

Improve (convert to automatic) grade
crossing protection at 4th, 5th and 6th
Streets 250,000

Repairing street crossings 4 50,000

Signaling - 4 track miles @ $75,000 300,000

Pull-Down tracks (2) between Market &

Jackson 350,000

Two extra stub tracks at Market Street 350,000

Crossovers with spring switches on
approach tracks - power operated in one
direction 450,000

Station at Market Street - platforms
and waiting room 450,000

Contingencies @ 15% 670,000
(rounded up)

Total direct costs 5, 120,000
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Other Sources of Cost

Possible People-Mover to Embarcadero Station (Bart - Muni)

Possible Acquisition of Belt Railroad Trackage

Added rail crew costs for additional mileage operated

Probable added expenses (crews, fuel) for move to/from yard

Constraints

This type of operation not feasible, due to limited

terminal track space, for anything but Push-Pull Operation.

See section on costs for Conversion to Push-Pull. Certain

savings in capital outlays vs people movement capacity require-

ments would accrue from the employment of a push-pull type

operation. . .provided that overall ridership were to be increased

The Embarcadero SP Station would be .8 mile from Third

& Market; the present SP Station is .9 mile. The Transbay

Terminal would be slightly over .5 mile from the Embarcadero

Station. Muni light rail service to/from Embarcadero is

several years away. Maximum transit/place of work access

may not be too greatly improved for a substantial proportion

of the riders.

Some type of lease or acquisition compact would have to

be worked out for use of the Belt Railroad tracks between

the present SP station and the Embarcadero.

The improvement in location probably is not that signi-

ficant to justify the shift. Also, this proposed station site
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generally is not considered to be acceptable in terms of

current long-range plans for the area.

TERMINAL STATION SHUTTLE

A low-cost method for transfer of riders to the Business

District could involve the installation of a bus ferry (shuttle

between the terminal station and key downtown points. This

would require purchase of special-purpose buses, construction

of train-side ramps and development of special route stops.

The type of bus under consideration would be similar

to the articulated units in use at some European airports.

They are low-deck, have walk-in doors and are designed for

a high proportion of standees.

The estimated equipment needs and costs are:

30 articulated buses, 70-90 rider
capacity, @ $70,000 $ 2,100,000

Construct bus ramps at railroad
station 350,000

Bus stops 50,000

15% Contingencies 375 , 000

Total $ 2,875,000

The principal advantages would largely stem from the

inherent potential flexibility of bus service route desiqn.

A key disadvantage would be the known rider tendency to

avoid en route transfers - a figure normally used is a 2 5%

reduction from optimum rider potential when a transfer is

introduced.
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Summary - Capital Needs for Introducing the Optimum Push-Pull

Operation

The type of push-pull operation proposed certainly would

exceed the absolute minimum requirements for implementing

this concept. The intent is to develop a quality operation

which will be able to handle the forecast ridership levels

under conditions of optimum utilization of equipment and

manpower. The support facilities which are suggested for

installation would possess a latent capability for allowing

additional future expansion of peak hour volumes without

straining the basic patterns of commingled freight/passenger

operation.

The capital needs for implementing this operation would be

39 new bilevel passenger cars
@ $550,000 average cost $ 21,450,000

46 rehabilitated, converted bilevels
@ $75,000 3,450,000

Other car-associated expenses 100,000

16 new or rehabilitated locomotives
@ $468,750 average cost 7,500,000

Track, signal, and station facilities.... 20 , 000 , 000

Total $ 52,500,000

Add terminal costs:

maximum (4th & Mission/Market) $ 50,000,000

Total $102,500,000

minimum acceptable (Embarcadero &

Townsend Bus Shuttle omitted) 13,915 .000

Total $ 66,415,000
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Considering other miscellaneous expenses which yet may

be added, a general range of capital needs for a CBD-terminal-

equipped, modernized push-pull rail commuter operation be-

tween the Peninsula and San Francisco would be between

$68,500,000 and $105,000,000, rounded upward. These sums

are expressed in July 1, 1974 dollars.

/
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PART III

FUTURE OPERATIONAL COSTS AFTER UPGRADING IS COMPLETED

Future Operational Costs

The outlook for continuance of the present type of

operation working out of an inconveniently-located station

in San Francisco with the existing types of equipment, is

one of rapidly widening losses. The means to abate the

magnitude of deficit increases cannot be arrived at unless

ridership volumes and revenues can be substantially improved

without proportionately adding equipment, manpower and train

mileage.

Based on July 1974 dollars, the outlook for a

push-pull operation, serving a CBD-oriented

terminal in San Francisco, should show definite

improvement. Expenses for operating a fleet

of 16 modernized locomotives, together with a

fleet of 85 new or modernized bilevel cars,

performing 16 peak period services (versus 13

at present) plus an added midday round-trip

pair of trains, are estimated to be: (ad-

justed basis) $ 9,000,000

Revenues, on a maximum increase basis stemming

from the impact of a CBD terminal and augmented

county-wide feeder bus integration are esti-

mated to be: $ 8,250,000

The loss would be reduced to $ 750,000
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Requirements to be Met

The operational expenses cannot be held down to the

$9 million mark unless satisfactory negotiations could be

conducted to improve productivity. A key expense item,

dating from days of older cars minus push-button doors and

public address systems, is that for brakemen who principally

performed safety (primarily door handling) , station announce-

ment and protection (flagging) duties. It is essential that

their position be upgraded to collector or assistant conduc-

tor status so that they may participate in the collection

of transportation. This would immediately enable the use

of more realistically-sized train crews. Installation of

train-lined public address systems and door controls would

be a prerequisite.

Unless more satisfactory evidence of need is forthcoming

than now presents itself, a pair of late evening round-trips

probably should be lopped off. The few passengers now being

handled could be taken care of by express bus service.

Overall, the total employment probably would not be

reduced since the added push-pull turnbacks, plus the

suggested pair of midday round-trips, should more than pick

up the slack. Likewise, an expected doubling of CBD rider-

ship ultimately should lead to requirements for added crew

members

.
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Purchase of Services

The suggested capital needs outlays, if implemented,

should supply the SP with some modest "in-kind" gains insofar

as freight operations are concerned. The $9 million cost

of operation figure does not, however, include any substantial

payments to the Transportation Company leading to return on

sunk investment. Payments of this nature would require future

negotiation. „ This negotiation could either take the form of

partial purchase and acquisition of facilities or of some type

of rental-return agreement.

Depreciation

Since the new and the rehabilitated motive power and

rolling stock, plus the principal facility improvements,

probably would come largely from funds contributed by the

public sector, only that depreciation for certain basic

facilities - tools, retirements, etc., is included in the

$9 million figure.

Standards for Estimates

All capital outlay needs are based on construction and

employment of suitable but not ornate facilities.
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Cab Signals

Caboose Hop

CTC

GLOSSARY

Repeater signals located in the engineer's

compartment. They reproduce signal indica-

tions appearing on trackside signal masts.

A movement involving a switcher (or freight)

locomotive carrying just a caboose with crew

riding in the caboose.

Centralized Traffic Control. An operator at

an illuminated console can, by moving appro-

priate keys, control train operations on a

line. Signals can be set, power switches

thrown - all in a fail-safe sequence.

Electrically-controlled locks on switches

which act to withhold the ability to change

switch alignments until all controling sig-

nals have gone to proper indication and no

trains will be in the affected block. Time-

delay intervals can be pre-set. A normal

delay period is about 5 minutes.

Mile Post (MP) All locations on a railroad are designated by

mile-posts, one of which appears each mile.

In addition, enroute signals, bridges, etc.,

are coded by the mile and fraction appropri-

ate to their location.

Electric Time

Delay Locks
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Push-Pull A train operation involving equipment which

is double-ended with respect to positioning

of controls. A push-pull train may be oper-

ated from either end; turning is not required

for a return movement.

Power Switches Switches which are power actuated either

electrically (most often) or pneumatically

(occasionally) . The controls usually are

remotely located either in a control tower or

at a central-area control room.

Rail is classified by weight per yard, e.g. a

132-pound section weighs 132 pounds per yard.

Modern rail normally is rolled in 39-foot

sections which are applied in the track and

joined to each other by fastenings ("jointed

rail")

.

Welded Rail (or Continuous Welded Rail - CWR)

is rail which has been welded at the ends to

other rail, usually in strings of well over

a thousand feet per string, and then laid on

the ties.

Wet Track is a term given to track which has

fouled ballast underneath - normally mud and

clay have worked up through the ballast. This

Rail Weights

Welded Rail

Wet Track
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fouled ballast tends to retain moisture for

considerable periods after rainfall and a

pumping action can be noticed when trains pass

over such spots.

Wheelage Basis A method of counting total movement to deter-

mine allocations of cost to various classes

of traffic. In its simplest dimension it

would resolve to counts of the total number

of wheels passing over a track segment -

freight car and passenger car.
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SAN JOSE TO SAN FRANCISCO
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EXCEPT HOLIDAYS (Set Note a)

Zone
No. Train Numbers

Lv San Jose
Lv College Park
Lv Santa Clara

2
2 6

a 1

10 8
i 2 1

IS 1

16 9

18
! 9 1

21 5
23 7
26
2fi g

28
29
30 6

i 7

33 2
35 3
37
38 V

1

1

7
(2 8
45 ii

(6 9

Lv Sunnyvale
Lv Mountain View
Lv Caslro

Lv California Ave.
Lv Palo Alto
Lv Menlo Park
Lv Alherlon

Lv Redwood City
Lv San Carlos.
Lv Belmont
Lv Hillsdale

.

Lv Hayward Park
Lv San Mateo
Lv Hurlingame
Lv Hroadway

Lv Millbrae
Lv San Bruno
I .v So. San Franc

i

acq
rvTTutTer Koa'd"

Lv Bay8hore
Lv Paul Ave.
Lv 23rd St
Ar San Francisco

5 15
5 20

5 25
5 28
5 31
5 34

5 38
5 42
5 45
5 48

5 50
5 53
5 56
5 59

6 02
6 05
fi 08

6 18
6 25

A.M.

5 43

5 54
5 58

6 05
6 08
6 U
6 14

6 18
6 22
6 25
6 28

6 31
6 34
6 37
6 40

6 43
6 47
6 52
6 55

7 00

7 05
7 15

6 18

6 28

6 35

6 55
6 58
7 01

7 05
7 09

7 21
7 27
7 35

6 29
6 33

6 41
6 44

6 50
6 54

7 04

7 09

7 20
7 23

7 28
7 32
7 38
7 45

6 39

6 45

6 52

7 06
7 10

7 17

7 22

7 36
7 39
7 47
7 55

A.M.

6 43

7 04
7 08

7 19
7 23

7 36
7 41

7 47

8 00

7 16
7 19

7 00

7 11

7 18

7 38
7 41
7 45

7 11

7 17

7 29

7 34

7 43
7 46

7 17
7 23

7 41

7 45

8 11

8 20

7 27
7 32

7 38
7 41
7 44
7 47

7 52
7 56
7 59
8 02

8 05
8 07
8 11

8 14

8 20
8 24

7 57
8 00
8 02

8 06
8 09
8 12
8 15

8 19

8 23

8 26
8 30
H 3.

8 11
8 16

8 21
8 24
8 27
8 30

8 34
8 37
8 40
8 43

8 47
8
8 52

8 55
8 58
9 02

9 01
9 05

9 10

9 12
9 15

9 18

9 23
9 26

9 37
9 40
9 43

10 22
111 26

10 32
10 35
10 38
10 41

10 45
10 49
10 52
10 55

10 59
11 02
I I 04

II 07
II in

I I 42
II 4<

I I 52
II 55
11 58
12 01

12 05
12 09
12 12
12 15

12 19
12 22
12 24

12 27
12 30

12 55
12 59

I III

I 07
I HI
I 13

I 18
I 21

1 24
I 27

1 32
I 35
I 37

1 58
2 05

2 55
2 57
3 00

3 nr.

3 10

:i Hi
3 19
3 22
3 24

3 28
3 31

3 31
3 36

3 39
3 42
3 44

3 47
3 50

3 18
3 50
3 53

3 59
4 03

I 09
4 12
1 14
I 17

4 21

I 24
4 27
I 311

I 33
I 36
I 39
I 12

I 45

5 17

5 50
5 58

5 57
K III

fi II I

fi 07

fi 119

6 13
fi

fi 19

II 2

(i 21

fi 30

SATURDAY EXCEPT HOLIDAYS (Sot Note a)

Zone
Miles No. Truin Numbers 113 163 165 167 139 141 143 146 173 161 153 155 161 165 141 169 171 151 153 175 156

M A II A. M. A.M. A.M. A. M A.M. r.M. r.M p. If, P.M. p. M A M A.M. A. M. A.M. i' M l». M p.M. KM. P.M.
Lv San Jose 5 05 6 10 6 45 s 20 8 52 10 10 11 30 12 45 1 35 5 20 7 20 Ill mi 5 30 6 45 10 10 10 40 .511 211 7 20 8 30 10 mi

1 2 6 Lv College Park .5 22 22
2 6 Lv Santa Clara 6 09 6 14 6 49 8 24 10 16 11 35 12 49 4 39 5 25 7 24 10 05 5 34 6 49 10 15 10 44 1 5 25 7 24 8 31 10 ns

8 1 Lv Sunnyvale 5 16 1. 20 6 56 8 30 9 01 10 22 11 42 12 55 4 46 5 32 7 30 10 11 5 40 6 55 10 22 10 50 2 on 5 32 7 311 8 III in 1

1

10 8 5 Lv Mountain View 21) 6 24 6 59 6 34 9 05 10 26 11 46 12 59 4 49 5 38 7 34 10 15 .5 44 6 59 10 26 10 54 2 in 38 7 ill 8 1

1

in 1.5

15 1 Lv California Ave. s 25 i> 29 7 04 8 39 9 10 10 32 11 52 1 04 4 54 5 44 7 39 10 21 49 7 04 10 32 10 59 2 119 5 1 1 7 39 8 19 10 21

16 8 Lv Palo Alto 5 28 ii 31 7 07 8 42 9 12 10 35 11 55 1 07 4 57 5 47 7 4 2 in 24 52 07 in 35 1

1

02 2 12 47 7 42 8 52 10 24
18 4 Lv Menlo Park 5 31 ii 33 7 10 8 44 9 15 10 38 11 58 1 10 4 .59 5 50 7 45 10 27 54 10 in 38 1

1

04 2 14 ,511 7 46 8 54 in 27
19 Lv Alherlon 5 34 fi 35 7 12 8 41'. 9 18 10 41 12 01 1 13 5 111 5 63 .7 47 in 29 56 12 10 41 1

1

06 2 16 .53 7 17 8 56 in 29

21 s Lv Redwood City . 5 38 6 39 7 16 8 50 9 23 10 46 12 05 1 18 6 05 5 57 7 51 in 33 6 00 7 16 10 45 1

1

10 211 57 7 .51 9 tin in 33
23 7 5 12 6 42 7 20 8 53 9 26 10 49 12 09 1 21 6 08 fi III 7 5:5 in 36 6 03 7 20 10 49 1

1

13 2 23 6 ill 7 9 113 in 36
25 3 5 45 (i 44 7 23 8 55 10 52 12 12 1 24 5 in 6 04 7 58 in 39 6 05 7 23 10 52 1

1

15 2 2:5 6 ill 7 .58 9 11:5 in 39
26 6 Lv Hillsdale 5 48 6 46 7 26 8 57 9 31 111 55 12 15 1 27 6 12 6 (17 8 ill to 42 ii 07 26 10 1

1

17 2 27 fi 117 8 III » 117 in 12

28 Lv Hayward Park 6 50 6 4b 7 28 8 59 6 09 l. 09 28 « 119

29 i) Lv San Mateo 5 53 6 50 7 .11 9 01 9 37 10 59 12 19 i 32 6 16 6 13 8 06 10 16 il 1

1

31 10 59 11 20 2 31 6 13 8 116 9 1 n in 16

30 6 2 Lv Burlingame 5 56 6 5 J 7 34 9 04 9 40 11 02 12 22 l 35 5 19 6 17 8 09 10 19 6 14 34 11 02 1

1

23 34 fi 17 8 119 9 13 in 19

31 7 Lv Broadway 6 59 6 56 7 36 9 06 9 43 11 04 12 24 l 37 5 21 6 19 8 11 10 51 6 16 36 1

1

04 11 25 2 36 6 19 8 1 1 9 1.5 in .51

33 2 Lv Millbrae 6 02 6 59 7 39 9 08 11 07 12 27 l 39 5 24 6 22 8 14 in 54 6 19 39 11 07 11 28 39 fi 22 8 14 9 18 10 .54

35 3 Lv San Bruno 6 05 7 02 7 42 9 1

1

11 10 12 30 i 42 5 27 fi 2.5 8 17 in 57 i. 22 7 42 1

1

10 1

1

30 •_> 12 fi 8 17 9 21 HI 57
37 6 1 Lv So. San Francisco 6 08 7 06 7 46 9 15 l 46 5 32 6 30 8 21 1

1

02 6 25 7 46 1

1

35 2 47 6 311 8 21 9 27 1

1

n2

38 3 Lv Butler Road 7 48 7 48

41 7 Lv Bayshore 6 13 7 12 7 53 l 50 6 35 1

1

07 6 31 7 53 11 in 53 6 3.5 9 33 II 117

42 8 7 55 7 55
45 n Lv 23rd St 6 18 7 is i 58 5 43 6 39
46 y Ar San Francisco 6 25 7 25 8 06 9 35 10 05 ii 30 12 50 2 0.5 5 50 6 45 8 40 n 2(1 6 45 8 05 11 30 1

1

3 115 6 45 8 111 9 46 II 20

SUNDAY AND HOLIDAYS (See Note ,<)

All PM time in Dark faced figures. Holiday bervice operated on New Year's Day, Washington's

Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,

Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.

Does not operate Irom San Jose station.

r WHY LINE UP
WHEN BUYING YOUR MONTHLY
OR WEEKLY COMMUTE TICKET?

By taking advantage of one of the following plans, you

can help speed the sale of tickets and avoid ticket line

delays to yourself and your fellow commuters.

"Ticket-by-Mail" for buying your Monthly Commute
can't be beat. It's automatic. You never have to stand in

line. No last minute worries. There's even a way to

cancel any particular month for vacations or out of

town trips. Applications are available at all Peninsula

Commute ticket offices.

Buy your ticket early! Commute tickets, Monthly or

Weekly, go on sale after the 20th of each month. If you'll

make a practice of fcuying early, you'll always have the

correct ticket and never have to stand in line.

If you do forget . . . (provided you have a Monthly

ticket) we'll honor your expired Monthly for going

passage on the morning of the first day of the following

month. But you'd better remember to buy a new

ticket before going home that evening!

rGOOD MANNERS AND
COURTEOUS CONSIDERATION

If you smoke ... as many still do, it is easy to for-

get how sensitive non-smokers can be to tobacco

smoke. We do not ask you to refrain from smoking
but do ask that you smoke only in cars designated as

"SMOKING CAR" provided on this train and not in

the "NO SMOKING" cars or in the vestibules of

those cars. California law requires "designated space

for . . . non-smoking passengers" (Section 561 of the

California Public Utilities Code).

Help keep seats clean ... out of consideration for

others and to avoid soiling the clothing of your

fellow commuters, passengers should refrain from

placing shoes on seats.

Please, do not block seats with brief cases, par-

cels or wraps. Your fellow commuters board trains

in anticipation of finding a seat. Your courteous

consideration will be appreciated.

Southern Pacific
laming Ins floMtn Emoirt with

TRAIN! • TRUCKS • INTERMODAL • PIPELINE*



SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN JOSE
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EXCEPT HOLIDAYS (Sea Note a)

Miles

0.0
1.9
4.1
5 2

Zone
No. Train Numbers 110 112 114 116 118 120

P.M.
3 00
3 04

122

P.M.

4 15
4 19
4 23
4 27

124 126

P.M.
4 50
4 54
4 58

128

P.M.
4 55
4 59

130

P.M.
5 14

132

P.M.
5 17

134 136

P.M.

138

P.M.
5 26

140

P.M.
5 45
5 19

142

P.M.
6 00

144

P.M.
6 30

146

P.M.

7 10

148

P.M.
8 35

150

P.M.
10 00

108

VM.
12 asLv San Francisco

A.M.
6 10

A.M.
7 10

A. M.

8 25
A.M.

i no
P.M.
1 50

P.M.
4 40
4 44
4 48
4 52

P.M.
5 20

Lv 23rd St

Lv Bayshuie 7 18 8 33 3 09 8 43 10 08 12 44

8.6
9.3

11 .6
13.7

1

Lv Butler Road 4 31
4 33
4 37
4 41

4 57
4 59
5 03 7 24

7 26

8 48
8 61
U SJ

10 13
10 18
in iq

12 SO
51

Lv So. San Francisco 6 23
6 26
6 29

7 23
7 26
7 29

8 38
8 41
8 44

1 13 2 03
2 07
2 10

3 14
3 17
3 20

5 09
5 12

5 40
5 45
5 50

6 04
6 08

6 13
6 17
6 20

6 44
6 47
6 49

Lv San Bruno 11 16
11 19

5 08
5 12

15 .

2

16 3
17.9
18.9

2

Lv Broadway 6 32
6 35
6 39

7 32
7 34
7 37
7 39

8 47
8 50
8 54

11 22
11 25
11 29

2 13
2 16
2 20

3 23
3 25
3 28

4 44
4 46
4 50
4 53

5 18 5 54

6 00

6 11
6 14
6 17
6 20

6 23
6 26
6 ID
6 32

6 35
6 39
6 42
6 46

6 52
6 55
6 58
7 on

7 03
7 06
7 09
7 12

7 28
7 32
7 :i5

7 37

7 10

7 43
7 16
7 50

8 57l 10 22
9 00 10 25
9 03 10 28
9 06 10 31

12 69
12 r>7

1 2 -

r
>9

1 03
1 '16

1 01
1 13

Lv Burlingame 5 17 5 47
5 51Lv San Mateo 5 12 5 23

5 26Lv Hayward Park
:

20.3
21 9
23 2
25.4

3

Lv Hillsdale 6 43
6 46
6 49
6 53

7 42
7 45
7 48
7 51

8 58
9 01
9 04
9 08

11 36
U 39
11 43

2 23
2 27
2 30
2 34

3 32
3 35
3 38
3 42

4 56
5 00
5 03
5 07

5 17

-

5 47
5 51

5 55

6 09

6 23
6 26
6 29
6 33

9 09
9 12
9 15
9 19

10 34
10 37
10 40
10 44

5 31
Lv San Carlos 5 27
Lv Redwood City 5 25 5 46

27.8
28 9
30.1
31.8

4

Lv Atherton 6 56
6 59
7 03
7 06

7 54
7 57
8 00
8 03

9 11
9 14
9 17
9 20

11 46
11 49
11 52
11 55

2 37
2 41
2 44
2 48

3 45
3 48
3 51
3 54

5 12
5 16
5 19
5 23

5 35

5 a
5 59

6 07
6 10

6 14 6 38
6 41
6 44
6 47

6 50
6 53
6 56
6 58

7 16
7 19
7 22
7 25

7 53
7 56
7 58
8 02

9 22
9 2.1

8 28
8 31

10 47
10 50
10 53
10 56

1 ie

1 19
1 21
1 24

Lv Menlo Park 5 41 5 53
5 57
6 00

Lv Palo Alto
5 35 5 52 6 06 6 20

34.8
36 .

1

38.8

E9
Lv Castro

5 52
6 10

6 18
6 22

6 27
6 31

6 51
6 54
6 59

7 06

7 04
7 08

7 31
7 35

8 08
8 12

9 37
9 11

11 02
11 06

1 30
: M7 16 8 13 9 30

12 01
12 05 2 57 4 04 5 35

6 00
6 06

6 07
6 12Lv Sunnyvale 5 44

44.3
45.7
46.9

6
Lv Santa Clara 7 22

7 24
7 30

8 20
8 22
8 30

9 37 12 12 3 05 4 11 5 42 5 59 6 14 6 19 6 22 6 38 7 41 8 18 8 48

8 56

11 13

11 20

1 42

1 50

Lv College Park 5 52
5 57 6Ar San Jose 9 45 12 20 3 15 4 20 5 50 6 05 6 10 6 23 6 27 6 30 6 3 6 46 7 14 7 21 7 47 8 25

SATURDAY EXCEPT HOLIDAYS (See Note a) SUNDAY AND HOLIDAYS (See Note a)

Miles

0.0
1.9
4.1
5.2

Zone
No. Train Numbers 112 114 116 166 118 120 166 126 170 144 150 108 112 114 116

A.M.
11 00

118

P.M.

1 50

168

P.M.
4 15

126

P.M.
4 50
4 54
4 58

146 ISO im

Lv San Francisco
A.M.
7 10

A.M.
8 25

A.M.
11 00

P.M.
12 30
12 34

P.M.
1 50

P.M.
3 00
3 04

P.M.
4 15

P.M.
4 50
4 54
4 58

P.M.
5 30
5 33
5 36
5 38

P.M.
6 30

P.M.
10 00

A.M.
12 35

A.M.
7 10

A.M.
8 25

P.M.
7 10

P.M
10 00

10 08

A.M.
12 33

12 44

Lv 23rd St
Lv Paul Ave
Lv Bayshore 7 18 8 33 12 38 3 09 4 23 10 08 12 44 7 18 8 33 4 23

8.6
9.3
11.6
13.7

1

Lv Butler Road
1 28
4 31
4 34

5 08
5 12

Lv So. San Francisco 7 23
7 26
7 29

8 38
8 41
8 44

11 13
11 16
11 19

12 43
12 46
12 49

2 03
2 07
2 10

3 14
3 17
3 20

4 28
4 31
4 34

5 43
5 46
5 49

6 44
6 47
6 49

10 13
10 16
10 19

7 23
7 26
7 29

8 38
8 41
8 44

8 47
8 50
8 54

11 13
11 16
11 19

2 03
2 07
2 10

2 13
2 16
2 20

2 23
2 27
2 30
2 34

7 24
7 28

7 28
7 32
7 35
7 37

10 13
10 1«
10 18

12 60
12 61

6 08
6 12

12 50
12 52Lv Millbrae

15.2
16.3
17.9
18 9

2

Lv Broadway 7 32
7 34
7 37
7 39

8 47
8 50
8 54

11 22
11 25
11 29

12 51
12 53
12 56
12 57

2 13
2 16
2 20

3 23
3 25
3 28

4 37
4 40
4 44

6 52
5 54
6 57
6 00

6 52
6 55
6 58
7 00

10 22
10 25
10 28
10 31

12 55
12 57
12 59

7 32
7 34
7 37
7 39

11 22
11 25
11 29

4 37
4 40
4 44

5 17
10 22
10 26
10 28
10 31

12 53
12 57
12 &t

Lv Burlingame 5 17
Lv San Mateo
Lv Hayward Park

11 33
11 36
11 39
11 43

4 48
4 51
4 54
4 58

S 27

20.3
21.9
23.2
25.4

3

Lv Hillsdale 7 42
7 45
7 48
7 51

8 58
9 01
9 04
9 08

11 33
11 36
11 39
11 43

12 59
1 02
1 05
1 08

2 23
2 27
2 30
2 34

3 32
3 35
3 38
3 42

4 48
4 51
4 54
4 58

6 03
6 06
6 09
6 12

7 03
7 06
7 09
7 12

10 34
10 37
10 40
10 44

1 03
1 06
1 09
1 13

7 42
7 45
7 48
7 51

8 58
9 01
9 04
9 08

7 40
7 13

7 46
7 SO

10 34
10 37
10 40
10 44

1 03
1 06
1 01
1 11

Lv San Carlos 5 27
Lv Redwood City

27.8
28.9
30.1
31.8

4

Lv Atherton 7 54
7 57
8 00
8 03

9 11
9 14
9 17
9 20

11 46
11 49
11 52
U 55

1 11
1 14
1 17
1 20

2 37
2 41
2 44
2 48

3 45
3 48
3 51
3 54

5 01
5 04
5 07
5 10

5 35 6 15
6 17
6 20
6 23

7 16
7 19
7 22
7 25

10 47
10 60
10 53
10 56

1 16
1 19
1 21
1 24

7 54
7 57
8 00
8 03

9 11

9 14
9 17
9 20

11 46
11 49
11 52
11 55

2 37
2 41
2 44
2 48

5 111

5 04
6 07
6 10

.1 35

6 41

7 63
7 68
7 68
8 02

10 47
10 50
10 S3
10 56

1 1«
1 11
1 21
1 24

Lv Palo Alto 5 41

36.1
38.8 5

Lv Mountain View 8 09
8 13

9 26
9 30

12 01
12 05

1 25
1 29

2 54
2 57

4 00
4 04

5 16
5 20

5 49 6 29
6 32

7 31
7 35

11 02
11 06

1 30
1 34

8 09
8 13

9 26
9 30

12 01
12 06

2 54
2 67

6 18
6 20

6 49 8 08
8 12

11 02
11 06

1 30
1 14

44.3
45.7
46.9

6
Lv Santa Clara 8 20

8 22
8 30

9 37 12 12 1 36 3 05 4 11 5 27
5 29
6 35

5 59 6 39 7 41 11 13 1 42 8 20
8 22
8 30

9 37

9 45

12 12

12 20

3 05

3 15

6 27
5 29
5 36

5 59

6 05

8 18

8 11

11 is

11 20

i 41

1 M
Lv College Park

509 45 12 20 1 45 3 15 4 20 6 05 6 45 7 47 11 20 1

All PM lime in Dark laced figures. a - Holiday service operated on New Year's Oay, Waslun|ton's

Birthday. Memorial Day. Independence Day Labor Oey.

Thanksgiving Day. and Christmas Diy

PENINSULA ZONE FARES
To determine your fare, simply select the zone from which you
will commute regularly (remember, you can ride to or from all

stations in that zone). Read to right under the type of ticket you
prefer to use. This figure is your Zone Fare. You may ask for your
ticket by zone and color

Monthly
Cummvi-
titkm
iEvery
Oiy)

®

Slnolo Rid*

BETWEEN
SAN FRANCISCO
AND

S-Dm
Monthly
Cormiu.
lotion

(!)

WMkly
Commu-
tation

(7-Ooy)

05

20-Rldo
'Tomlly"
Tlekol

Limit)

Om-
WtJ

Room).

Tirol

RED
|

ZONE
\

Butler Rd.
So. S. F.

Sen Bruno
Millbrae

27.00 29.25 7.75 19.50 1.16 2.30

GREEN 1

ZONE
}

Broadway
Burlingame
San Mateo
Hayward Park

31.50 34.25 8.85 22.30 1.36 2.70

ORANGE)
ZONE

"J

Hillsdale

Belmont
San Carlos

Redwood City

36.00 39.26 10.00 25.16 1.70 3.40

BLUE
|

ZONE \
4 1

Atherton
Menlo Park
Palo Alto

California Ave.

40.50 44.25 11.70 29.30 2.05 4.10

YELLOW)
Z0NE

}

Castro
Mountain Vlow
Sunnyvale

45.00 49.50 13.20 33.00 2.40 4.80

BROWN 1

ZONE
}

Santa Clare

College Park
San Jose

48.50 52.76 14.75 38.85 2.55 6.10

fi)Goo<i for unlimited number of rides Monday thru Friday inclusive.

®Qood for unlimited number of ride* deity.

OpGood for unlimited number of rldee Sunday to Saturday Inelueive.

Southern Pacific

PENINSULA
Time Tables

FOR YOUR SAFETY:

Detrain only on station platform side

after train has stopped.

Do not walk on railroad tracks.

Use designated walkways in moving

to and from trains.

Only authorized train personnel are

permitted to operate car doors.

Southern Pacific

PENINSULA
Time Tables

SAN FRANCISCO

SO. SAN FRANCISCO

BURLINGAME

SAN MATEO

REDWOOD CITY

PALO ALTO

CALIFORNIA AVENUE

SAN JOSE

Subject to change without notice

S.pt.mb.r IS, 1974



PERSUS 507.1

DEVELOPMENT OF TRIP ORIGINS
Station

BY COUNTY
On Before Noon

NB SB

Townsend Street

23rd Street

Paul Avenue

Bayshore

San Francisco Total

Butler Road

South S.F.

San Bruno

Millbrae

Broadway

Burlingame

San Mateo

Hayward Park

Hillsdale

Belmont

San Carlos

Redwood City

Atherton

Menlo Park

San Mateo Total

Palo Alto

California Avenue

Castro

Mountain View

Sunnyvale

Santa Clara

College Park

San Jose

Santa Clara Total

TOTAL

(1) (2)

215

153

321

375

329

• 461

481

207

512

349

409

498

263

322

4680

357

539

79

737

704

332

84 5

223

25

28

25

37

44

35

7

34

23

26

63

57

69

473

32

48

11

30

3593 121

8273 817

Total

(3)

215

8

223

178

349

400

366

505

516

214

546

372

435

561

320

391

5153

389

587

79

748

734

332

845

3714

9090

On Af tcr Noon
NB SB Total

On ATI Bay
NB SB Total

(4) (5)

7728

59

38

109

7934

7

6

18

13

18

35

3

22

12

12

51

14

43

254

73

40

124

59

51

274

108

729

81

38

39

42

38

59

14

36

37

44

151

2

46

634

53

64

2

50

41

200

(6)

7728

59

38

109

7934

8

88

44

57

55

56

94

17

58

49

56

202

16

89

888

126

104

2

174

100

51

274

108

929

(7) (8)

7943

59

38

117

8157

160

327

393

342

479

516

210

534

361

421

549

277

365

4934

430

579

79

861

763

383

274

953

4322

8

106

66

63

79

82

94

21

70

60

70

214

59

115

1107

85

112

2

61

61

321

(9)

7943

59

38

117

8157

266

393

456

421

561

612

231

604

421

491

763

336

480

6041

515

691

81

922

824

383

274

953

4643

983 3768 9751 9256 9585 18841

Source: Peninsula Train Check Oct. 30-31, 1973 AP 191, Southern Pacific Transportation

Company.

Note: Last trains before noon are 143 and /116. Train 108 is not included.

NB = Northbound; SB = Southbound



DEVELOPMENT OF TRIP DESTINATIONS BY

Station Off Before Noon Off After Noon

PERSUS 507.2

COUNTY

Townsend Street

23rd Street

Paul Avenue

Bayshore

NB SB

(1) (2)

7488

77

72

101

Total

(3)

San Francisco Total 7738

7488

77

72

101

7738

NB

(4)

338

2

20

360

SB

(5)

Total

(6)

338

2

21

361

NB

(7)

Off All Day

Total

7826

79

72

121

8098

SB

(8)

1

1

(9)

7926

79

72

122

8099

Butler Road

South S.F.

San Bruno

Millbrae

Broadway

Burlingame

San Mateo

Hayward Park

Hillsdale

Belmont

San Carlos

Redwood City

Atherton

Menlo Park

San Mateo Total

19

66

47

23 15

25 7

54 10

54 16

11 2

39 16

35 14

29 9

54 21

4 5

37 19

497 139

19

70

48

38

32

64

70

13

55

49

38

75

9

56

636

20

18

14

29

42

46

5

31

21

26

87

47

91

477

3

116

408

419

223

426

511

250

512

361

413

479

260

418

4799

3

136

426

433

252

468

557

255

543

382

439

566

307

509

5276

19

86

65

37

54

96

100

16

70

56

55

141

51

128

974

3

120

409

434

230

436

527

252

528

375

422

500

265

437

4938

22

206

474

471

284

532

627

268

598

431

477

641

316

565

5912

Palo Alto

California Avenue

Castro

Mountain View

Sunnyvale

Santa Clara

College Park

San Jose

Santa Clara Total

TOTAL

42 54

20 16

13 129

4 36

31

290

124

79 680

8314 819

96

36

142

40

31

290

124

759

9133

38 443

36 726

62

8 758

20 701

381

1

894

105 3966

942 8766

481

762

62

766

721

384

1

894

4071

9708

80

56

21

24

3

497

742

62

887

737

412

291

1018

184 4646

9256 9585

577

798

62

908

761

415

291

1018

4830

IHH.'.l

Source: Peninsula Train Check, Oct. 30-31 , 1973; AP 191, Southern Pacific Transport.it ion

Company

.

Note: First trains after noon are 145 and 118. Train 108 Is also included.

NB = Northbound; SB » Southbound



PERSUS 525.1

RAIL SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS BY COUNTY

Shares in Percent

County Passenger Origins Passenger Destinations Number of Miles of

AM(a) PM(b) All Day(c) AM(b) PM(a) All Day(c) Stations Rail Line

San Francisco 2.5 81.4 43.3 84.7 3.7 43.0 15.4 11.7

San Mateo 56.7 9.1 32.0 7.0 54.4 31.4 53.8 51.8

Santa Clara 40.8 9.6 24.7 8.3 41.9 25.6 30.8 36.5

Three Counties 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(a) reflects mainly home county of passenger

(b) reflects mainly work county of passenger

(c) reflects home and work counties

Developed from data compiled by Southern Pacific Transportation Company,
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PERSUS 631

PENINSULA STATIONS - SERVICE ELEMENTS

In evaluating existing stations or planned improvements
each service element should be tested by asking one or
more of the following questions:

Is it available?

Is it adequate in terms of quantity?

Is it adequate in terms of quality?

ACCESS Streets
Vehicle Flow
Parking
Bicycle Racks
Bus Service
Taxi Service
Stairs
Ramps
Tunnels
Surfacing

FACILITIES Shelter
Tickets
Information
Other Services

Phone
Newspapers
Snacks
Drinks
Washrooms

Maintenance

SAFETY & SECURITY Lighting
Protection of Persons
Protection of Vehicles
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DEFINITIONS

feasibility...: the quality of being feasible: practicability...

feasible. .

.

1: capable of being done, executed or effected; possible of

realization . .

.

2: capable of being managed, utilized, or dealt with successfully;

suitable. .

.

3: reasonable, likely...

synonym: possible

commute: to travel by use of a commutation ticket, especially daily

to and from a city and one's suburban residence; travel back

and forth regularly or frequently.

commutation ticket: a transportation ticket for a fixed number of

trips back and forth over the same route (as between a city and

one of the suburbs) during a limited time (as a month) sold at

a reduced rate because of the frequency and regularity of travel.

Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the English Language

Unabridged, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1971 Edition.
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From: Parsons, Brinckerhof f , Hall and Macdonald
Regional Rapid Transit
A Report to the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit Commission, 195'

EXISTING INTERURBAN TRANSIT IN THE BAY AREA

Adaptability of the

Southern Pacific Peninsula Line

The utilization of the Southern Pacific for modern

rapid transit would require elimination of more than 70

grade-crossings. These are recognized as very undesir-

able, even under present operating conditions. With the

high speed- and short-interval service of rapid transit

they would he intolerable. The conflict of short interval

off-peak rapid transit service with freight movements

and long-distance passenger trains would so hamper either

one service 01 the other as to necessitate separate tracks

for rapid transit service. And these additional tracks

would have to he grade-separated not only from inter-

secting motor vehicle traffic, but also from the industrial

track connections by which Southern Pacific makes de-

livery to its various customers.

These factors rapidly force the conclusion that, be-

cause neither the present railroad ears nor the present

.

;

tracks are suitable for high-spec. I rapid transit operation,

the only use that can be made by modern rapid transit

of the non-grade-separated, two-track Southern Pacific

is that of the air rights over it or beside it for elevated

construction. This is in fact the plan we propose for a

substantial part of the Peninsula route.

If, then, the existing Southern Pacific tracks cannot

be utilized for rapid transit meeting our standards of

speed, safety, and off-peak service, can at least its present

type of dominantly commuting service be profitably im-

proved by construction of a more conveniently located

terminal? Specifically, could the Southern Pacific tracks

be extended from the present station to make delivery in

the underground terminal on Market Street, as contem-

plated in our Optimum Plan? This is of course physi-

cally possible, but it would necessitate electrifying the

route at a cost of $500,000 to $600,000 per mile.

Further, Southern Pacific officials have informed us that,

because of the increased patronage that such improved

delivery would generate and because of conflicts with

freight and long-distance passenger movements, a third

track would have to be added to their system. In the ag-

gregate the cost of an underground connection to Market

Street, electrification, and the addition of a third track

would be on the order of $75,000,000. This investment

in what would still be a non-grade-separated railroad,

unsuitable for short-interval off-peak service, is clearly-

unjustifiable when compared with the $136,800,000 cost

of a separate modern rapid transit system.

We conclude, therefore, that there is no desirable

intermediate program between existing Southern Pacific

service and facilities and the rapid transit system that

we recommend.



REGIONAL RAPID TRANSIT PLANNING

The I'eninsula Line

First Stage Extent

The Southern Pacific commuter train service has

heeri the backbone of Peninsula urbanization. Settled

initially as residential suburbs of San Francisco, the

Peninsula communities have grown largely because

transportation into the major employment center has

been relatively fast and efficient. Many more people have

established their homes here than would have been pos-

sible, had the area been solely or even largely dependent

upon the highway system. At both test lines, peak-period

travel today far exceeds the capacity of the interurban

highways. Were it not for the Southern Pacifie commuter

trains, the Peninsula urban development would have been

very different and the Peninsula would experience very

critical congestion conditions.

Recent growth on the Peninsula has been taxing the

highway system's capacity. Although patronage of the

Southern Pacific commuter service has been actually

increasing at about 2 percent per year (a unique record

among Bay Area transit systems), it has not kept pace

with the growth of interurban travel. Increasing numbers

of Peninsula residents, bound for San Francisco's central

district, choose to drive their private automobiles. In this

sense, then, the Peninsula's traffic experience parallels

that of all other parts of the Bay Area. Here, as else-

where, rapid transit offers the promise of diverting large

percentages of commuters away from the highways.

As a part of the regional system, therefore, we

recommend for the first stage construction program a

Peninsula rapid transit line extending from San Fran-

cisco to the southern limit of the high-volume commuting

range. The forecasted future patterns of commuters'

origins and destinations, shown in the map on page 35

indicate that relatively few San Francisco-bound com-

muters will be living in the area south of Palo Alto. The

communities comprising the San Jose area generate

moderately large amounts of traffic to and from Penin-

sula points as far north as Palo Alto and Redwood City,

but not beyond. The San Jose area is still, trafficwise, an

entity in large part separate from the San Francisco-

Oakland area. In effect there are two patterns of move-

ment, one oriented to San Francisco and the other to San

Jose; and they overlap in the Palo Alto area.

We consider that the anticipated pattern of urban-

ization in the Santa Clara Valley and the resulting pat-

terns of traffic flow will not warrant the construction of a

rapid transit line during the first stage construction

prpgram. Unlike the balance of the Bay Area, where

narrow valleys and Bayside plains channelize traffic into

high-density flows, the broad Santa Clara Valley has

,ngendered a dispersed pattern of urbanization and the

presently dispersed pattern of traffic flow. Most of the

commuter trips into San Jose and neighboring com-

munities are of relatively short length and of diffused

origins. Thus the urban pattern in the Santa Clara Valley

is not at present compatible with fixed-rail, rapid transit

service; and the area's immediate relief appears to lie

in surface transit and in the improved highway facilities

that are being planned.

The test line analysis, considerations of economic

and physical development, and the traffic patterns in the

Peninsula-San Jose area all indicate that the first stage

limit of the Peninsula rapid transit line should occur

somewhere between the Belmont and Mountain View test

lines. Existing and potential patterns of community de-

velopment indicate that the first stage line should extend

at least as far south a» South Palo Alto. The availability

of adequate yard and terminal space indicates that the

southern terminal of the first stage be in the vicinity of

Arastradero Road, two miles northwest of downtown Los

Altos. Both the California Avenue and Arastradero Sta-

tions would intercept highway traffic movements from

outlying southern points. A large number of parking

stalls would be provided at each station, and it is ex-

pected that transfers to the rapid transit system would

be considerable.

Second Stage Extent

The relatively small deficiency in interurban high-

way capacity, shown for the Mountain View test line in

1954 and 1962, might best be eliminated by accelerat-

ing the program to upgrade Bayshore. Highway to full

freeway standard between San Carlos and Sun Jo»e.

This highly important freeway link will be completed

in any event, as part of a sound and realistic highway

improvement program.

As growth in the Santa Clara Valley fills in the large

urbanized areas, a pattern Unit is more compatible with

rapid transit patronage will emerge. By 1970. population

and traffic growth are projected at a level requiring

rapid transit service; and we therefore consider the

extension of the Peninsula Line to San Jose necessary in

the second stage construction progrnm. This route would

tie to the extension of the East Bay line in central San

Jose, furnishing the required facilities for commuter

travel from the Palo Alto, Mountain View, and Sunny-

vale areaa into San Jo»e and into the employment areas

northeast of that city.



From: San Francisco Department of City Planning

RAPID TRANSIT SERVICE TO SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

AND TO THE PENINSULA (1966)

San Francisco's Interests and Objectives in Peninsula Transportation

San Mateo County's interest in good mass transportation to San Francisco
stems largely from the fact that a good share of their employed persons work in
San Francisco and would greatly benefit by a fast, convenient, and inexpensive
means of getting to and from work.

San Francisco has four main interests and objectives in wanting to help
shape the direction of planning for fast, modern, mass transportation from the
Peninsula into San Francisco:

(1) To provide a high-capacity means of bringing persons into
concentrated central areas for employment, shopping, busi-
ness, visiting, and entertainment, with a minimum use of
land and with a minimum of traffic congestion;

12) To provide a link in a regional rapid transit system serv-
ing the Central Business District, stimulating its orderly
development, and helping to shape the direction of its

growth and expansion into areas best suited for concentrated
CBD uses;

(3) To provide a high-capacity, congestion-free facility for
reaching San Francisco International Airport

(4) To provide mass transportation facilities for the South-
east Bayshore District — both for employees working there
but living outside the City, and for persons living there
who would use it in journeys -to-work outside the City, or
in other parts of the City. .

.

Problems and Opportunities . .

.

(2) Existing Peninsula Mass Transit Facilities

The Southern Pacific suburban railway from San Jose to San Francisco
is good as far as it goes, but it does not go far enough into San Francisco.

The "Southern Pacific Depot" at Third and Townsend Streets, in San
Francisco, is almost one mile south of the destination of 80 percent of its patrons.
They disembark in the middle of a warehouse and factory area seven blocks from

Market Street and must ride Muni shuttle buses or taxis (or walk) to their destina-
tions north of Market Street.



The need for this shuttle adds at least 20 minutes to the typical
commuter's home-to-work journey, and is a reason why many commuters choose to use
automobiles. ,

.

This all points to the need to provide rapid mass-transit service
to the Peninsula.

Greyhound buses provide frequent and convenient service, but running
times are slowed by freeway congestion. The Southern Pacific service is good in
peak-hours, but infrequent in between, with long waits when a train is missed,
which convinces the commuter using an off-peak train that next time he should bring
his car.

Thus, a service directly to downtown San Francisco with fast and
frequent service is a prime need for by-passing and hopefully reducing peak-hour
freeway congestion.

(3) Access to San Francisco International Airport

Congestion on freeways greatly reduces accessibility to San Francisco
International Airport. Air travelers must provide large time allowances for peak-
hour traffic congestion and delays. In off-peak hours, 25 minutes is adequate time
for a bus, taxi, or auto trip from downtown to the airport. During peak-hours,
those regularly making the trip allow at least an hour...

(4) Rapid Mass Transportation to Serve the Southeast Bayshore Area :

A major concern of San Francisco in the choice of plans to provide
rapid transit are the needs of persons living in or working in the southeast cor-

ridor of the City.

If a rapid transit line, or improved suburban rail service traversing
the Southeast Bayshore district were to provide service which could be made use of
by its residents and employees it would likewise greatly benefit this area. Contrari-
wise, if a plan results in the elimination or considerable reduction of mass trans-
portation service to this area, it may suffer...



Detailed Description of Alternate Proposals for Rapid Transit to the Peninsula
and to the Airport :. . <,

(2) Southern Pacific Up-grading and Improvement :

(a) Train Tunnel to Single Terminal at Second and Market Streets

This concept involves the initial use of the present commuter fail-
way, its tracks, Diesel engines and double-deck gallery cars, but adding a tunnel
extension from Third and Twonsend to a new downtown terminal located at Second and
Market Streets, adjacent to the Montgomery BARTD-Muni Rapid Transit Station.

Total immediate costs for this system would be $31,000,000 for the
downtown terminal and train tunnel, and $18,000,000 for the airport subway entrance
and terminal, of $49,000,000 in all.

Based on running times of present non-stop commuter expresses, it

is estimated that 17 minutes would be required for the 14.3 mile distance from
Second and Market to the airport. Because of track congestion with competing com-
muter and freight trains, frequency might be no greater than every 15 minutes during
peak-hours, and every 30 minutes during off-peak periods.

The basic advantage of the Second and Market Southern Pacific Up-
grading plan is its economy compared to other alternatives, achieved by making a

minimum cost addition to an existing operating system. The result could be a

complete service pattern to the airport and to all peninsula points, but admittedly
a system of limited flexibility and capacity and requiring later additions for

rapid transit operating characteristics. This plan would not serve directly the
Yerba Buena/Retail area or the Civic Center area if it were later made more of a

rapid transit operation...

Advantages and Disadvantages of Rapid Transit Alternatives to the Airport and

to the Peninsula : „ .

.

(2) S.P. Up-grading Plan (Single Terminal at Second and Market
and the Alternative Routing Via Seventh and Mission Streets) :

This proposal no longer appears feasible and has been dropped from

consideration as a viable alternative.

The S.P. has reaffirmed its policy of not wishing to share its two

main line freight tracks with airport and Peninsula trains during non-peak commute

periods. This together with the California PUC's legal limitations preclude further

consideration by WBRTA of a forced S.P. extension to Second and Market Streets and

the provision of non-peak passenger commute service ..



Comparison of Alternative Systems of Rapid Service to the Airport

Southern Pacific Up-Graded
Commute S Airport Service

Single Down-
town Terminal
at Second and
Market Streets

Sources

:

(see footnote)
(1) * (3)

Distance to Airport 14.3 mi.

Time, downtown
cto Airport:

(a) Express
(b) Local

Local Station Stops

18 min.
25 min.

(3)

8

Estimated Cost (000* s) $49,000

Downtown Terminal:

Location

Proximity

Second £ Market

Financial District

Train Frequency
(a) Off-Peak
(b) Peak

30 min.

15 min.

Passenger Capacity
Per Hour

(a) Off-Peak
(b) Peak

560

2,800

Cars per Train 4-10

Sources

(1)

(3)

Information provided by West Bay Rapid Transit Authority

Estimates by Staff of Department of City Planning



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

Any transit system planned for this corridor should not only
provide for commuter traffic from the Airport and Peninsula,
but should also:

(a) be an integral part of an overall transit system serving
the City and region, i.e., it should not be an ad hoc
facility but should be a part of or easily adaptable to
an overall system;

(b) provide for and be a tool to achieve the most desired
land use development patterns in the Central Business
District, the City as a whole and the region;

(c) serve the South Bayshore district of the City -- its

population and job centers -- if at all possible.

3. Of the alternatives explored in this report, the Southern Pacific
Up-grading plans would appear to be the cheapest and quickest means
of achieving meaningful immediate improvements for Peninsula com-

muters and airport travelers. However, as indicated earlier, the

Southern Pacific has reacted negatively to these proposals and it

appears futile to further pursue this alternative. West Bay Rapid
Transit Authority officials have set aside further consideration
of this plan and the City Planning Department no longer considers
S.P. Up-grading feasible and is concentrating its efforts on other
alternatives . .

.



Excerpts from:

George S. Nolte - De Leuw, Cather § Company
Engineers Working Paper Final Report

West Bay Rapid Transit Authority, 1968

Chapter 5 -

INITIAL STUDY PLANS

Concept I Plans—Upgrade Existing Rail and Bus Facilities

The Concept I plans are founded on a low-cost solution by means of upgrading and
augmenting existing transit facilities--specifically, commuter railroad facilities
and bus services. Upgrading Southern Pacific commuter operations through increased
speed and frequency of service is emphasized in these plans. Coordinated feeder
bus services and adequate parking facilities are provided.

Plan IA

Plan IA involves extension of Southern Pacific rail facilities to a terminal at

2nd and Market Streets in San Francisco, within walking distance of principal desti-
nations, meeting both the Bay Area Rapid Transit system and the Municipal Railway
in downtown San Francisco. Joint use of existing Southern Pacific right-of-way is

contemplated for both freight and passenger service, with some rearrangement of trackage
to permit improved scheduling.

Several railroad extension alignments were studied, including a subway under 7th Street
terminating at Market Street in the vicinity of the BART Civic Center Station and the
Greyhound Depot; and routes through the Yerba Buena Redevelopment Project to the
BART Powell Street station. The preferred railroad extension to Market Street is

a subway passing under 3rd Street, curving north, and paralleling 2nd Street on the
east. This plan contemplates shifting the Southern Pacific 3rd and Townsend station
activities south, to between 5th and 6th Streets, and providing a terminal station
at Market Street. The terminal subway station at Market Street could connect with
the mezzanine area of the BART Montgomery Street station, and would be within con-
venient walking distance of principal destinations in downtown San Francisco.

The estimated capital cost for Plan IA ranges from a minimum of $50 mi 11 ion- -for

construction of the connection to Market Street, additional diesel equipment, new
cars, and feeder buses in San Mateo County--to a maximum of over $200 mi 11 ion- -for
providing the connection to Market Street, electrification of the system between San

Francisco and San Jose, new electric rolling stock, construction of grade separations
within San Mateo County, improved station facilities, and parking and feeder buses.

Plan IA was selected for further development and evaluation in the second phase of

our studies.



Plan IB

Plan IB differs from Plan IA in that it involves the extension of Southern Pacific
rail facilities from San Bruno to.the planned Daly City station of the Bay Area
Rapid Transit District. The existing Southern Pacific commute service north of
San Bruno would be discontinued. Passengers desiring to reach points on the bay
side, north of San Bruno, would transfer to bus service at San Bruno.

Plan IB was eliminated from consideration after the first phase studies because of
major disadvantages: (1) the connection to BART at the Daly City station would
involve a transfer by all San Francisco-bound rail passengers; (2) the capital cost
for providing a railroad connection to Daly City would be somewhat greater than an
equivalent extension of BART because of the greater weight of diesel equipment required
to be supported on structures and the provision of a transfer station at Daly City;
and (3) the capital cost would also be greater than that for an extension to Market
Street.

Interpretation and Conclusions

Implementation of Plan IA, including the extension to Market Street, rests upon co-
operative joint improvement agreements and endeavors of public and private enter-
prise—principally, Southern Pacific. Since Southern Pacific would continue to
operate its trunk line service, internal improvements in commute service would
require the company's cooperation and participation. The official position adopted
by Southern Pacific denies such cooperation and participation. We concluded that
Plan IA as initially defined could not become a workable master plan.



Modem Railroads, July 1970

MSP Builds for a Bright Future"

...Says Ben Biaggini,* "It is just as wrong for the taxpayers to subsidize

unnecessary long distance passenger trains as it is for the freight shippers

to do it." However, he adds, "In the dense population corridors, commute

and rapid transit services may be necessary; they should be treated as other

essential city services and paid for by the general public that uses them."

SP has continued to modernize its own San Francisco area commute services,

even though they produce a deficit, because it feels these trains fill a

public need. .

.

* President, Southern Pacific Company and President, Southern Pacific

Transportation Company.
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